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LIVICATION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 
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dread-tallc (see Pollard 1994) of Rastas and word-sounds (see Habekost 1993) of dub 
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has helped guide the course of my research. In addition, the wisdom of folklorist and 
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of those close to me know how much time and energy this thesis has consumed. I give 
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colleagues, and students. May the word-seeds that have influenced me blossom in the 
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Other seedfoll on good soil and grew up and yielded a hundredfold. 
-Luke 8:8 

Word-Seeds 

I eat from the earth today, 
eating tiuit from a tree. 
Almost at peace ... 
and other seeds, my seeds, they come from my 
mouth and fall to the ground today and tomorrow ... 
I have spoken. 

Planted words will grow now. 
The nourishment rooting inside 
has been exposed to 
the sun, rain, and wind .. 
I have chosen 
the land to plant my seeds in. 

I have chosen a people 
to nourish with these words 
of comfort and strength. 
Soon others' words will 
follow ... 
-John Galuska ("Johnny Oboe") February 1993 
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ABSTRACI": 

At its core, dub poetry involves the process of creating and presenting a fusion of words 
and sounds (or "word-sounds") with musical and dramatic components. The genre bas 
deep roots in the long-standing oral, musical, and dramatic traditions practiced in Jamaica, 
and a significant body of printed information exists regarding pioneering dub poets who 
first gained notoriety in the late 1970s in Jamaica and England. My own fieldwork and 
artistic history interviews in Kingston in 1996, revealed that alongside the pioneering 
figures of the dub poetry movement an array of talented, less internationally recognized 
poets existed in Jamaica. While the body of dub poetry scholarsbip successfully 
documents the history and development of the dub poetry tradition and its pioneering 
poets, it does not represent the complete range of dub poetry practitioners. 

This study presents the artistic histories of two established Jamaican poets, 
Cherry Natural (b. 1960) the "guerrilla queen" and Mbala (b. 1953) the "percussive poet," 
as a tool for the reevaluation of both the development of dub poetry and the creative and 
social dynamics of the genre. I argue that the documentation and examination of the 
creative contnbutions of a fuller range of poets enriches our understanding of the poetic 
culture among dub poetry practitioners. The artistic history case studies of Cherry and 
Mbala highlight their personal and creative backgrounds and key events in their careers as 
poets, and emphasize the centrality of the creative processes that shape their live poetry 
performances within the Jamaican context. 

Part One of the study discusses how my encounters with members of the Poetry 
Society of Jamaica and the concepts of the poetic "pathway" (Jackson 1989), the 
personal experience narrative (Stahl 1989), and the mediaization of music (Wallis and 
MaIm 1984) guided my research process and analytical critique of the "textual terrain" of 
dub poetry scholarship. Part Two of the thesis begins with a description of the ways in 
which dub poetry and dub poets have been represented in the mass media The artistic 
history case studies that follow focus on Cherry's and Mbala's place within the fraternity 
of Jamaican poets and the artistic and social contributions they have offered to the poetic 
culture in Kingston, Jamaica. I end the study by suggesting that further research be 
conducted on the dynamics of the social networking that occurs among dub poets in 
Jamaica and on the ways in which new communication and recording technologies have 
influenced dub poetry practitioners. 
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INTRODUcnON: 
ENCOUNTERING GUERRILLA QUEENS AND PERCUSSIVE POETS 

One man beat de bush an' de oder ketch de bud. 
-Jamaican proverb (Beckwith 1925:24) 

The term dub poetry first emerged in the mid 1970s and entails the process of creating and 

presenting a fusion of words and sounds (or "word-sounds") with musical and dramatic 

components. The genre has deep roots in the long-standing oral, musical, and dramatic 

traditions practiced in Jamaica 1 A significant body of printed information exists regarding 

pioneering dub poets, known also as "reggae poets," who first gained notoriety in the late 

1970s in Jamaica and England. These early poets are widely credited for shaping the form, 

conten~ and style of the genre (Habekost 1993, Pearn 1985). By the mid-1980s, the live 

public performances, the printed poetry, and the commercial recordings of individual 

poets such as Jean "Binta" Breeze, Linton Kwesi Johnson, Mutabaruka, Oku Onuora, 

and Mikey Smith had captured the attention of a diverse range of audiences and scholars 

in Jamaica, as well as Europe, Africa, the United States, and Canada 

This thesis surveys the "textual terrain"-the characteristics of a "tract" of text 

and the topographical features of such "ground"-of the published information on dub 

poetry and documentation of the "poetic pathways" traveled by two dub poets, Cherry 

Natural (b. 1960) and Mbala (b. 1953). My writing is the result of research experiences 

with individual dub poets in Kingston, Jamaica, and the poetry groups with which poets 

are affiliated. I call attention to the fact that the artistic histories and creative 

contributions of the full range of practicing dub poets is not documented within the 

current written scholarship.2 The lack of published information on the range of practicing 

dub poets first captured my attention in the mid 1990s and led to the formulation of a 
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methodology, centered around the collection of artistic history 1ItlI'Tatives, that I 

developed in order to collect additional biographic and artistic information on dub poets 

and dub poetry. 3 

This thesis publicly commemorates the work of Cherry and Mbala and argues that 

an accurate understanding of the dub poetry's past and present development must be 

accompanied by an examination of the creative contnbutions-documented and 

previously undocumented, published and unpublished--of a fuller range of practicing dub 

poets. The artistic history case studies of Cherry and Mbala in Part Two serve as a tool 

for reevaluating the development of the genre, discussing the social relationships among 

dub poets, and emphasizing the centrality of live poetry performances within the 

Jamaican context. Like their pioneering counterparts, Cherry and Mbala developed their 

competency through formal training and extensive performing. Written references to the 

work of a wider array of practicing dub poets increased throughout the 199Os, but 

continued to provide little information concerning the artistic histories and social 

contributions such poets have made to the to the poetic culture in Jamaica in which they 

are embedded Combining my analysis of the body of written information on dub poetry 

scholarship with the insights gained during fieldwork in Kingston (1991, 1992, 1996, 

1998, and 1999), I have been able to more fully contextlJalize the genre within the 

experiences, contributions, and perspectives of individual dub poetry practitioners. 

For the last two decades the work of pioneering poets such as Oku Onuora, 

Linton Kwesi Johnson, and Mutabaruka has been critiqued in record reviews, documented 

in radio and TV interviews and descnbed in other forms of media. 4 Scholars in the 

Canbbean, Europe, and the United States have surveyed the genre's historic development, 

aesthetic characteristics, performance dimensions, lyrical content, and social significance 

beginning in the 1980s-years before I first conducted fieldwork. The collected 

information on the dub poetry movement and its pioneering figures is essential in 

assessing dub poetry's historic development and poetic-musical parameters. This body of 
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scholarship has informed my own thinking in fundamental ways and I wish to 

acknowledge its significance and value. The solid foundation of information that has been 

set in place provides the framework upon which new generations of scholars, journalists, 

and critics can approach and discuss dub poetry phenomena. 

As the Jamaican proverb explains: Wan man bear de bush an' other wan ketch de 

bud. The groundbreaking studies by the Jamaican scholars Mervyn Morris (1967, 1982, 

1990), Carolyn Cooper (1978, 1987, 1993), and an array of journalists writing about dub 

poetry have certainly "beaten the bush" and rustled poets, poems, and poetic information 

out from the "interior. lIS In mapping out the geography of the genre, these texts have 

themselves developed their own internal terrain and pathways of knowledge. In the 

process of searching for dub poetry scholarship, and exploring its textual terrain, I have 

been concerned with the ways in which dub poetry and dub poets had been represented 

in print and other media. The concept of the mediaization of music, as developed in 

Wallis andMalm's BigSoundsfrom Small Peoples (1984), challenged me to examine the 

ways in which dub poetry as a primarily auraVoral art form bad been "changed through 

interaction with the mass media system" (278-81). How had the mediaization of dub 

poetry since its emergence in the 1970s altered the art form and shaped its public 

presentation? What role has dub poetry scholarship, as a form of mediated information, 

had on the development of the genre? 

From my archival research, fieldwork, and interview encounters with Cherry and 

Mbala, and fourteen other poets in Kingston in 1996, I learned that within Jamaica dub 

poetry had for years captured the interest of joumalists and reporters. An array of 

practicing poets have appeared on radio and TV programs and been the subject of 

numerous newspaper articles. The information contained in such mediated accounts is an 

especially valuable resource since it provides pieces of documentation on the social 

dynamics within the fraternity of dub poets as well as reviews of live poetry 

performances and events. Despite the value of such mediated resources, they cannot, 
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alone, be used to assess the dub poetry phenomenon. Studying the complex social 

dynamics among dub poets and the creative contributions of full-range of dub poetry 

practitioners requires the consultation of multiple resources. In other words, as dub 

poetry continues to evolve as a genre, it is increasingly problematic to rely on any single 

media resource to assess the state of the genre. To this day, detailed information on the 

fundamental creative contnbutions of many practicing poets is not avaiIable in dub poetry 

scholarship or the mass media. There are more "birds" in the interior of the "bush" 

worthy of being celebrated; there are additional artistic histories to document; and there 

are many uncharted poetic pathways to explore. 

The work of Cherry Natural and Mbala falls into these categories, and the 

metaphors in the title, Guerrilla Queens and Percussive Poets There Where Our Paths 

Cross, suggest additional ways in which to conceptualize the range of dub poetry 

practitioners. Specifically, the metaphor of the powerful and elusive "guerrilla queen" is 

drawn from the title of one of Cherry's recorded poems.6 In her words: 

Guerrilla queen come from, a poem I was doin a long time-I always take on to 
miself di concept of guerrilla queen. An say, yu know ow dey dey women dem 
used to fight, inna warfare a women used to be strong in Africa an dey would used 
to fight guerrilla warfare on an undaground level. So I bad most a di poem done 
already and den I was readin in dis magazine-where dis brodda was quoting 
someting about "the degree of a people's revolutionary awareness," an I jus say 
"yeah," dis is really wat my poem is about. An I didn't know who was quotin it
I just readin an see it. And I just put it een at di top part [of the poem], "The 
degree of a people's revolutionary awareness may be meajured by the political 
matwity of its women.". . . It is more like a story poem, but di whole idea of 
guerrilla warfare is coming from dat (C. Natural 1996b). 

With the image of the strong, Black guerrilla queen comes the implication of brutal 

effectiveness in battle, but also a distinct degree of individual anonymity. 7 The guerrilla 

soldier's success stems from an intimate knowledge of the local geographical terrain and 

the ability to fight the enemy effectively while remaining unseen. In the past, female 

warriors such as Queen Enzinga in Africa and Nanny the in Jamaica, functioned as skilled 

resistance fighters trained in the tactics of guerrilla warfare. Jamaica has a long history of 
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rebellion, from the groups of Maroons (runaway "slaves") who practiced guerrilla warfare 

on the British between 1655-1833, to the social outlawry of the 1970-90s rampant in 

Kingston. 8 

I have expanded Cherry's concept of guerrilla queen, the powerful, Black, female, 

warrior, and applied the metaphor to the realm of dub poets (in this case both female and 

male) who engage in a type of "verbal warfare" as they fight for social justice, human 

rights, and racial equality. The range of voices, stories, and artistic histories of such 

"guemlla poets" remains obscured within the foliage of the "bush"-the textual terrain of 

dub poetry scholarship. Significant breakthroughs in my understanding of dub poetry 

took place as the result of face-to-face encounters with Cherry and other talented guerrilla 

poets. 

As with the image of the guerrilla warrior, drums and their traditional "riddims" 

have long been linked with resistance in Jamaica. 9 As with the practice of guerrilla 

warfare, drumming is associated with a set of learned techniques. The metaphor of 

"percussive poet" is drawn from Mbala's training and work as both a percussionist and 

poet and is applicable on a number of levels. While the idea of interplay between the 

verbal and musical riddims in dub poetry (and in reggae music) is frequendy stressed in 

scholarship, specific details regarding the relationships between poets and musicians are 

uncommon. lO How do dub poets interact with the musicians that accompany them? How 

does an individual who is both poet and musician conceptualize each dimension of his 

work? My artistic history interviews with Mbala revealed a complex interplay between 

dub poetry's verbal and musical components as well as dub poets and musicians. In a 

conversation with Mbala about musical improvisation, I mentioned that some people do 

not like to improvise musically, "they really feel that they cannot do it." He replied: 

Yeah well, I am di opposite now. When tings [music] get too structured I feel 
kinda nervous yu know. When yu make a mistake is like "shit" yu know. But if mi 
play with [saxlflute musician] Papi an make a mistake-I mean der is no mistake 
to make really! [laughing]. I like dat freedom dey yu know (Mbala 1996b). 
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In addition to his work with Papi in the Papiumba Big Band, Mbala has played as 

a musician for a variety of drama groups such as the Sistren Theatre Collective. I I The 

insights Mbala presents as a multi-talented poet, musici~ and graphic artist provide 

important pieces of information concerning his creative development, the groups with 

which he has worked, and dub poetry as an art form. Empbasis on the thoughts and 

artistic histories of guerrilla poets like Cherry and percussive poets like Mbala is essential 

if new insights into the creative and social dimensions of dub poetry are to be formulated. 

At the same time, comparing the voices of Cherry. and Mbala with existing perspectives 

in dub poetry scholarship, generates a number of questions that may be tackled by future 

scholars studying Jamaica's rich oral and musical traditions. 

The three chapters in Part One set the framework for my artistic history analysis 

of Cherry and Mbala. Chapter One provides background information on my fieldwork 

with individual dub poets as well as participant observation of the Poetry Society of 

Jamaica. A brief synopsis of the emergence of dub poetry in Jamaica and the origins of 

the Poetry Society follows. Chapter Two describes the artistic history methodology I 

developed based on theories drawn from life history and personal experience narrative 

research. In addition, the concept of poetic pathways is presented in terms of its 

usefulness in the study of Jamaican folklore and expressive culture. Additional 

background information on the development of dub poetry and the refinement of dub 

poetry scholarship is described in Chapter Three. 

Part Two of the thesis documents the mediaization of dub poetry and the artistic 

histories of Cherry Natural and Mbala. Chapter Four begins by discussing the relative 

strengths and limitations of the mass media in representing information on dub poetry and 

its practitioners. The contributions of scholars, joumalists, critics, and other writers are 

outlined in terms of local and international constraints. Examples from written texts, 

films, commercial recordings, the internet, and other media are discussed. I give special 

attention to references to Cherry and Mbala that appear in print. Chapter Five focuses on 
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Cherry's artistic history using her poem "Guerrilla Queen" as an analytical device for 

conceptualizing her work. The ways in which her familial and spiritual experiences 

shaped her poetic work: are presented. Despite her popularity in Jamaica and the growing 

number of printed references to her work, little concrete information is readily available 

on her artistic history. Chapter Six presents the work of Mbala as the second case study 

using his poem "Dis A Mi" and the metaphor of the "percussive poet" to discuss his 

work. The repercussions of his drumming on his poetry and live performance skills are 

descnbed. I evaluate existing printed references to Mbala's work: in terms of their accuracy 

and impact on his career. In each case study artistic history narratives extend the scope of 

dub poetry scholarship to include additional voices and individual perspectives 

previously obscured or hidden. 

The Conclusion discusses the concept of active and passive documentation in 

terms of the "dub poetry industry" within Jamaica and abroad. Insights and suggestions 

for future dub poetry research projects are also presented. Included here are ideas for 

documenting the dub poetry networking that takes place within Jamaica as well as 

Europe, Canada, and other countries, and steps that may be taken in order to further 

reime the textual and social analysis of the genre. 

NOTES: 

1 I use the term genre to classify dub poetry as a distinct form of traditional 
expression as well as to indicate specific communicative and social elements associated 
with it as an expressive form. This follows Richard Bauman's definition of the term 
(1992:53-59). 
2 My use of the tenn "practicing poets" simply refers to individuals who frequently 
and repeatedly have engaged in the custom of creating poetry over a period of years. 
Such individuals may not necessarily be considered professional poets, but are proficient 
and knowledgeable poetry "practitioners." 
3 Information on Jamaican Creole orthography, artistic history transcription, and 
Jamaican Creole words included in the thesis is provided in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2. 
4 For the purposes of this paper I accept the definition of conventional media as 
defined by Debra Spitulnik: "the electronic media of radio, television, film, and recorded 
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music, and the print media of newspapers, magazines, and popular Iiterature-are at once 
artifacts, experiences, practices, and processes. They are economically and politically 
driven, linked to developments in science and technology, and like most domains of 
human life, their existence is inextricably bound up with the use oflanguage" (1993:293). 
S In Jamaican Creole (IC) "bush" refers not only to foliage such as a branch or 
bunch ofleaves, but to: "wild or uncleared woodland and thickets; bence, a place of refuge 
for runaways; also contrasted with settled places (Cassidy and Le Page 1992 [1967]:83). 
6 This poem appears on the CD compilation, "Natty Queen Divas" released on the 
Spanish label Tabata in 1997 and later by Island Jamaica (1998). The recording includes 
songs by the well-known Jamaican female performers Rita Marley, Sister Carol, Carlene 
Davis, Dhaima Mathews, Marcia Griffiths, Pam Hall, and Judy Mowatt. 
7 The idea ofliDking dub poets to "verbal resistance" is not new. In her 1993 article 
De Cosmo descn"bes dub poets as a type of "freedom fighter" (39). Habekost also makes 
a similar point in Verbal Riddim (1993:63, 71). More recently, Lillian Allen's poetry and 
efforts to create new, positive, social identities has been cast as "urban gueniJla trench 
warfare" (Carr 1998: 18). My own interest in the term predates my reading of the 
DeCosmo and Carr articles. 
8 For details concerning the Maroon groups of Jamaica and their resistance to the 
British see Orlando Patterson's "Slavery and Slave Revolts: A Socia-Historical Analysis 
of the First Maroon War" (1970). 
9 See Bilby CD "Drums of Defiance: Jamaican Maroon Music" (1992), 
Smithsonian/Folkways CD SF 40412. 
10 African-influenced folk musics found in Jamaica, such kumina, burru, etu, gumbay, 

pocomania, revival, jonkunnu, maroon, and Rasta churchical (religious) music all rely 
heavily on drumming to provide a polyrbythmic foundation (Reckord 1982:72). For a 
detailed explanation of revival, kumina, and gumbay music see Olive Lewin's 1970 article, 
"Folk Music of Jamaica: An Outline for Classification." Influential Jamaican drummers 
like Count Ossie (1928-1976) have played key roles in the evolution and development of 
Jamaican musical genres, especially reggae. 
11 The Papiumba Big Band was formed circa 1992, while Sistren was formed in 
Kingston in 1977 (Hill 1994:216). 
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PART ONE 

DUB POETRY RESEARCH: "ROO1WORK" IN TIlE FIELD 

Come see me. an' come live wid me a two dijJerent thing. 
-Jamaican proverb (Watson 1991) 

Intellect 
a search fi [for] im roots 
through science ... 
Odders a wear dashiki 
sport Afro 
locks head 
smoke iley [ganja] 
fi [to] identifY wid dem roots ... 

-segments from "Roots" by Mikey Smith (1954-1983) 

Describing the progression of my Jamaican research and "rootwork" in the field is 

necessary in tracing the development of this thesis. My first visit to Jamaica took place in 

the summer of 1987, but I did not conduct any formal research on the island till the 

1990s.1 All of my fieldwork experiences in Jamaica (1991, 1992, 1996, 1998, 1999) have 

been fruitful in multiple ways, each trip building on the "rootwork" of previous visits. In 

preparation for my first fieldwork in Kingston I read articles written by anthropologists, 

sociologists, economists, and historians.2 These articles were readily available in the 

Beloit College and University of Wisconsin, Madison, hbraries. At the time, I was a 

second-year anthropology student at Beloit. Studying at the College of ~ Science and 

Technology (C.AS.T.) during my junior year of college (1991-92) allowed me see first-
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band what I had learned about previously. 3 For example, rather than merely reading about 

political graffiti, I was able to see it on walls throughout the city. Day-to-day experiences 

with my host family and the individual Jamaicans I encountered traveling around 

Kingston stimulated me to reflect more deeply on what I had read. 4 As the Jamaican 

proverb goes, come see me, an' come live wid me a [are] two different thing. 

While I was a studying Jamaican literature, sociology, and history as a student at 

C.A.S.T., I also worked as a social studies teacher for high school age students.5 In 1991 

some of my students mentioned a "Rasta ~ named Mutabaruka who had gained 

popular recognition for his live poetry performances and social commentary. This 

captured my attention and I began thinking about doing a formal study of Jamaican 

poetry for an anthropology research project. An interview with the respected Jamaican 

folklorist and musician Dr. Olive Lewin also helped concretize my interest in studying 

Jamaican expressive culture and folk traditions. From the start of the interview Dr. Lewin 

stressed: 

I just want to give you [J.G.] an idea how seriously I look at the study of our 
[Jamaican] music. It's not to find out what is in 214 time. or what the type of vocal 
gap is-not just that. And as an anthropologist you know that. It is [about] how 
it effects people, how it has been created by people. and its relationship to people 
(Lewin 1991). 

The seriousness with which Dr. Lewin approached both music-making and musicians 

influenced my own research in 1991. and more fervently in 1992, when I started my 

anthropological study of Jamaican dub poetry and began conducting participant

observation of the Poetry Society of Jamaica in Kingston. 

Poets iD Unity and the Poetry Soeiety or Jamaiea 

The Poetry Society was started in May of 1989 by a group of poets and 

musicians in Kingston and was an offshoot of the work that had been set in motion by the 

respected, poetic-musical performance group Poets in Unity, which had formed in July of 

1979 (Habekost 1993:23-24). The following story of Poets in Unity's emergence was 
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given to me in 1996 by Tomlin Ellis (b. 1955), one of the groups founding members. 

While studying at the Jamaica School of Drama in 19705, Tomlin interacted with a variety 

of other students who wrote poetry.6 Eventually, Tomlin encountered a young, relatively 

inexperienced, but particularly driven poet, Khris Bailey. As Tomlin explained: 

TE: yu know and he [Khris Bailey] said to mi-i)ne day I was at work and I saw 
him-he came an called me and I went outside an him say, "Boy Tomlin, I want 
us to put together a performance an see if we can do an evening an ling." I said 
"but nobody wanna come Chris man. " He said "yeah mon come wi doit." 
JG: [laugbing]. 
TE: And we look around and wi found some uder people who we felt were 
performin-because you know wi were all performin. Ubm, when wi get a little 
break yu know wi'd sit down on di Drama--down at di Drama School der-
JG: Yeah, yeah. 
TE: on di stone and wi'd fool around you know. And wi say "all right mek wi find 
some people." An I caan remember di exact people who where there--dat did di 
show. We did-I know I remember Malachi Smith, I remember Khris, I remember, 
a guy-i)ne a di best drummer I've ever heard, percussionist, a guy named Calvin 
Mitchell. 
JG: Right, right 
TE: Calvin was der. So, wi go to Drama School and wi sit dung [down] an wi bad a 
meetin unda di tree der-round di back-an we say, "Boy mek wi see if wi can do 
dis ting." An wi did wi-I'm really sorry I can't remember di uder guys ... Wi had 
di first show an, boy, people was-were amazed---at how wi, you know I link it 
was four or five of us--
JG: Yeah. 
TE: were able to pull off'dis ting yu know. And we ourselves were amazed. 
JG: [laughing]. 
TE: And den wi said to ourselves "you know, dis ting sound good. " 
JG: [laughing]. 
TE: "Let's keep togeda." And wi formed a group "Poets In Unity" (Ellis 1996). 

During its ten year existence, Poets In Unity performed extensively throughout Jamaica, 

appeared on T.V. and radio programs, and organized yearly poetry workshops at the 

Jamaica School of Drama (Ellis 1996). The group's growing popularity in the early 19805 

paved the way for five of its members to appear on the 1983 "Word Soun' Ave Power" 

album (Habekost 1986:173).7 However, by early 1989 the group was rapidly 

disintegrating. Leading to the ftagmentation was the migration of some of its le8dmg 

members to other parts of the Jamaica, the United States, and Canada. "Poets In Unity 
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kinda disbanded a bit because members went on allover de place. Some went tar out some 

went uder place on de island" (Johnson and Mbala 1992). For the most part, Poets In 

Unity's fade-out was not looked at with sadness, it was viewed as a natural transition. 

During this transitional period, Tommy Ricketts (b. 1963) one of the leading 

musicians in the group, became increasingly interested in writing and performing his own 

poetry. More specifically, in 1989 Ricketts, Ellis, and others Poets In Unity members 

discussed the idea of forming a "poetry society" that would hold monthly "fellowship 

meetings." Ricketts later emerged as the President of the Society. In the maiden issue of 

the Society's newsletter, Poemvibe, Ricketts descnbed the birth of the group:. 

The Birth of the Monthly Poetry Fellowship 

The hunger 
The food 
The feeding 
Only to hunger again 
Friends, it is important to have regular feeding. 
The monthly poetry Fellowship is a place where 
poets can get regular feeding and share of 
themselves. 

From February 89, when the idea was first 
discussed in a "POETS IN UNITY" meeting, 
everyone exposed to the idea has responded 
with enthusiasm. After "POETS IN UNITY" had 
sorted out what we wanted to do, we then 
approached Mrs. Kay Anderson, Dean of the 
Cultural Training Center. She loved the idea and 
decided to adopt it under the wing of the C. T.C. 
She also assured us a place on the complex for 
every last Tuesday of each month. We then 
approached fellow poets who all responded 
positively, expressing their willingness to be a 
part of the fellowship. We did press releases 
and received letters of appreciation for the 
idea and poems from all over the island "THE 
HUNGER" was obvious and from all the poems we 
received in the mail. it was also apparent that 
"THE FOOD" was in abundance, so on May 30th 
we had the first "sharing and feeding." 
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For me, the pa$t nine months have provided a 
very positive and enlightening experience. It is 
my deepest hope that this monthly communion 
will remain, so that tomorrow's poets will be 
afforded the opportunity to share this 
experience. Our hope was that the fellowship 
would give birth to an organization which would 
undertake the nurturing, promotion and 
exposure of poetry locally and abroad. It is 
indeed fUlfilling to see the fruition of the very first 
venture of"IHE POETRY SOCIETY OF JAMAICA." 
the maiden edition of our monthly newsletter 
"POEMVIBE". It is my wish that the society will 
grow from strength to strength to eventually 
achieve all its aims and objectives (Ricketts 1990). 

Ricketts' symbolic description of "hunger" in connection with the origin of the 

Society is especially important. Unlike Poets In Unity, the Poetry Society was not 

created to function as a tight-knit group of performers. Rather, the Society was structured 

as a poetic resource, a meeting place, and a "feeding place" for those desiring poetic and 

musical nourishment. The Society's monthly fellowship meetings on the last Tuesday of 

every month have now been open to poets and the lamaican public for over ten years (the 

tenth anniversary celebration took place on May 2S, 1999). The majority of individuals 

attending live in Kingston and represent diverse socio-economic, religious, and cultural 

backgrounds. In addition to the monthly meetings, members of the Poetry Society work 

in various capacities to promote poetry in lamaica and give creative guidance and support 

to developing and established poets. 

My first knowledge of the Poetry Society came by chance one evening in October 

of 1991 as I watched TV in my lamaican host fiunily's living room. The lamaican 

Broadcasting Corporation (I.B.C.) aired a program that documented one of the Society's 

monthly fellowship meetings and included footage Of both "seasoned" and beginning 

poets sharing/performing and commenting on each others' poems.9 I was especially 

fascinated by the use of musical accompaniment-including drums, flutes, soprano 
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saxophone, and acoustic guitar music-with the poetry that unfolded before my eyes. 

Since the Society's meetings were open to any interested individual, I decided to attend 

the next monthly gathering held at the Jamaica School of Drama On October 29 I 

attended my first fellowship meeting. Again, I was impressed by the fusion of poetry and 

music I heard and the interaction I witnessed between the poets and audience members-

the majority of which were themselves poets at varied stages of development. That night 

I decided to do an in depth study of Jamaican poetry, but I never envisioned how large an 

impact that evening would have on my future research plans as an anthropologist, 

folklorist, and ethnomusicologist. At the time, I had no way of knowing that this was 

only the beginning of a journey of discovery and a fruitful partnership with a variety of 

practicing poets and musicians in Kingston. 

Fieldwork, Research, aad Writiag 1992-1993 

During my 1992 fieldwork, I conducted formal interviews with four of the most 

active members the Poetry Society, Cherry Natural, Nabbie Natural (Mark Anthony 

Williams, b. 1959), Mbala, and Paul "Pelo" Johnson (b. 1956); interviewed the pioneering 

dub poets Mutabaruka and Oku Onuora; and observed fellowship meetings, rehearsal 

sessions, and public poetry performances organized by the Society.lo During my research 

I also had the chance to function as an active participant. As a poet and musician, I 

became interested in performing with members of the Society.1l In short, I had the 

opportunity to practice and perform poetry and music at a number of public Poetry 

Society events. These experiences helped develop my working relationships with 

individual poets and musicians, as well as gain valuable insights into the social and 

performative dimensions of dub poetry practitioners. Like the members of Poets In Unity 

previously, many individual within the Poetry Society took an integrative approach to 

expressive culture synthesizing verbal, musical, and dramatic components. Along with the 

pioneering figures of the dub poetry movement, seasoned poets within the Poetry 
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Society, like Mbala, Tommy, and Nabbie Natural had received formal training in drama 

and music. 

Fieldwork also revealed a number of diverse pelspectives. By no means did all the 

members of the Society sbate the same conceptions and ideas on what constituted poetry 

or what it meant to be a poet. While some individuals within the Society were content to 

descnbe themselves as "dub poets, " others refused to classify themselves as such. Cherry 

Natural, believes the tenn is primarily used for commercial purposes and is "limiting" (C. 

Natural 1992). In contrast, Oku Onuora views the term as potentially limitless since "you 

can dub-in endlessly, you can dub-out endlessly" (0. Onuora 1992). Furthennore, while a 

number of individuals viewed poetry as a powerful form of art and an important segment 

of their life-something they experimented with when they had the time-many older 

more experienced poets viewed it as a way of life. 

Before I could begin sorting out all the individual nuances and artistic histories of 

the poets I interacted with, I needed to learn much more about Jamaican history and 

expressive culture in general. The archival and library research I conducted in Jamaica 

during my 1991 and 1992 fieldwork sessions was useful in this regard When I returned to 

Beloit College in the fall of 1993 to finish my B.A. degree in anthropology I continued my 

efforts to contextualize the art form. My anthropology honors thesis, "Dub poetry: An 

Ethnopoetic Study of Poetic Culture in Kingston and the Poetry Society of Jamaica" 

(1993), did, in fact, focus primarily on the contextualization of dub poetry as a genre. 

Linkages with long-standing Jamaican oral and musical traditions, as well as Rastafari 

spirituality were descnbed. Such contextualization was helpful, however, taking classes a 

year later at Indiana University fostered many new perspectives. 

Poetic Culture, Graduate School Research, aDd Vobtlllllddim 

After entering graduate school in 1994, it became increasingly clear that there was 

much more about both the poetic culture and the poetic traditions I had encountered in 
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Kingston that I needed to learn. By poetic culture I mean the body of shared traditions, 

social experiences, and cultural institutions that fundamentally inform the creative, the 

performative, and the interpersonal dynamics of individual poets and groups of poets 

over time. I became deeply interested in leaming more about the careers of individual 

poets and their place within the larger dub poetry fraternity. As a graduate student I 

realized how crucial and exciting it would be to tell not only the "story" of dub poetry, 

but the stories of individual dub poets. Clifford Geertz also inspired me in this regard: 

We must, in short, descend into detail, past the misleading tags, past the 
metaphysical types. past the empty similarities to grasp firmly the essential 
character of not only the various cultures but the various sorts of individuals 
within each culture. ifwe wish to encounter humanity face to face (1973:53). 

Eventually. I came to believe that collecting the artistic histories of guerrilla queens and 

percussive poets such as Cherry and Mbala would help me grasp not only the essential 

character of dub poetry as an art form. but the poetic culture that shaped the work of its 

practitioners. 

The folklore and ethnomusicology courses I took during my first two years as a 

graduate student provided specific theoretical and methodological tools I found useful in 

my research on Jamaican expressive culture. The emphasis within folkloristics on both 

individual and communal creative dimensions appealed to me from the start. The idea of 

folklore as "artistic communication in small groups" could also be readily applied to my 

research (Ben-Amos 1972). In addition, I was deeply influenced by the concept of 

performance and performative competence as defined by Richard Bauman and Charles 

Briggs (1990) and the experiential ethnomusicology John Blacking (1973) and Timothy 

Rice (1994). More recently. my orientation towards Jamaican verbal and musical 

traditions was influenced by perspectives drawn from the concepts of the globalization 

and mediaization (Wallis and MaIm 1984) of folk and popular art forms, and the personal 

experience narrative (Stahl 1989). This thesis evolved from the insights of multiple 

research experiences, multiple Jamaican poets and musicians, and multiple scholarly 
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disciplines. Providing an example of an especially important conceptual breakthrough in 

my research illustrates how these multiple influences played out. 

One of my earliest formal fieldwork interviews took place with Cherry Natural on 

the front porch of her home on March 29, 1992. When I asked her "who has inspired you 

as you grew up to write?" she stated that she had been deeply influenced by the 

celebrated Jamaican poet and folklorist Louise Bennett (b. 1919), known by most 

Jamaicans as "Miss Lou" .12 In her words: 

Miss Lou was a very great inspiration on my life yeah moD. As a lickle [little] girl 
I'd admire her, yah know a lot, yeah moD, she was a great instigator for what I'm 
[now] doin yah know (C. Natural 1992). 

At the time, I found the reference to Miss Lou helpful because it called my attention to 

the necessity of learning more about a figure about whom I knew relatively little. In other 

words, I wanted to learn more about Cherry's own artistic background, but to do so I 

needed to develop a deeper understanding of Jamaican expressive culture in general as well 

as the poetic culture I encountered in Kingston. Cherry's 1992 comments had a profound 

impact on my later research. 

By 1995 I began reevaluating the usefulness of Cherry's statement, and the 

questions I had asked back in 1992. Since the 1950s literally thousands of Jamaicans were 

influenced by Miss Lou. In addition to her live performances, she hosted the television 

show "Ring Ding" and the popular radio show "Miss Lou's Views" (usually three times a 

week) from 1965-1982 (Morris 1993b:vii).13 In addition to Cherry, other poets with 

whom I spoke claimed Miss Lou as an inspirational force. A number of dub poets and 

dub poetry scholars go so far as to describe Miss Lou as the rightful "mother" of the 

genre.14 It is clear that Miss Lou touched the lives of Cherry and many others. The 

question I began asking was in "what specific ways did she influence dub poets?" "How 

did Miss Lou help shape individual's creative work?" A similar dynamic exists with 

regard to the influence of Bob Marley. Many of the poets and musicians stated they been 

directly influenced by the lyrics and music of Bob Marley and the Waiters (Ellis 1996, 
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Majeeda 1996). The close connections between the development of reggae music and dub 

poetry are well documented (C. Cooper 1995 [1993], Johnson 1976). As reggae's most 

famous singer and musician, Bob Marley's life and career is descnbed in more than a 

dozen books. IS Yet, the specific ways in which Marley and his lyrics inspired individual 

dub poets have not been documented. 

The first book-length study of dub poetry, Verbal Riddim: The Politics and 

Aesthetics of African-CQ1'ibbean Dub Poetry (1993) was published by the German scholar 

and musician Christian Habekost while I was grappling with these questions. 16 Verbal 

Riddim sparked a new wave of scholarly interest in dub poetry internationally. I learned 

of the book in 1994 during my first year at Indiana University. On one band, Verbal 

Riddim was a valuable research tool and as a resource for information on the history and 

development of dub poetry in Jamaica, England, and Canada It was especially exciting to 

see references to the Poetry Society's monthly fellowship meetings and individual poets 

that I had worked with in Kingston in 1992 (1993:22-24). On the other hand, the book's 

analysis focused primarily on the genre's most commercially successful poets. These 

included, Lillian Allen, Jean "Binta" Breeze, Linton K wesi Johnson, Mutabaruka, Oku 

Onuora, all who have released a number of albums and books of poetry. 

Verbal Riddim successful documented the history and development of dub poetry 

as well as critically examined "the poetic, musical, and performative dimensions of the 

genre" (Habekost 1993:7).17 However, my fieldwork in Jamaica and experiences with the 

Poetry Society had convinced me that there are were additional "voices" to be heard and 

"stories" to be told. I I For example, very little information on the emergence of the Poetry 

Society, Poets in Unity, and other influential poetic-musical groups had been documented 

in scholarship.19 As I have already stressed, information on the full-range of practicing 

poets also is limited. Without taking such poets into account the social and artistic 

dynamics of the larger collective ftatemity remain obscured. 
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Three fundamental questions gradually developed in my mind First, what was the 

best methodological approach for collecting detailed information on the history and 

development of a wider range of practicing dub poets and the contnbutions they have 

made to dub poetry? Second, how could the experiences and viewpoints of individual 

poets and musicians be analyzed and compared? Third, how might the existing body of 

dub poetry scholarship and other mediated materials on the genre be reexamined, or 

evaluatedjoindy, to develop a more thorough understanding of the creative processes that 

shape live performances? These basic questions guided my preparation for my 1996 

fieldwork in Kingston.. I planned to conduct in-depth interviews with a range of dub 

poets, especially members of the Poetry Society. The nature of my artistic history 

narrative research approach, as well my use of the concept of "poetic pathways," will be 

explored in the following chapter. 

NOTES: 

1 During the trip in 1987 I worked with a team of high school students on the 
construction of a new church building for the Lord's Chapel in Duncans, Trelawny. The 
trip lasted one month. In 1992 I returned to Duncans on Easter to discover that the roof 
of the new building had still not been completed 
2 See for example: Austin-Broos 1987, Chevannes 1988, Eyre 1984, Lewin 1970, 
Patterson 1970, Reckord 1982, and C. Stone 1975. 
3 By the mid 1990s C.A.S. T. was granted a new status as it became officially the 
University of Tecbnology. 
4 The middle-class family I stayed lived near the town ofPapine and the University 
of the West Indies. 
5 The Partnership for Service-Learning is based in New York: and offers a program 
for American students interested in studying in Jamaica. As part of the program I 
attended Jamaican sociology, literature, and history classes (Fall 1991). The majority of 
my fieldwork: took place during the Spring of 1992 (February through April), 
6 The Jamaica School of Drama is part of the Edna Manley Centre for the Visual 
and Performing Arts, formally the Cultural Training Centre, which also includes the 
School of Music, the School of Dance, and the School of Visual Art. The Centre was 
established in 1975 and the facilities at the School of Drama include: two outdoor 
amphitheaters (one constructed of stone in the front of the school and one constructed on 
a hill in the rear); a series of indoor classrooms rooms and offices; and an indoor theater 
with access to a large outdoor concrete stage. 
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7 The album was released on CD in 1994 under the title "Word Sound 'Ave Power: 
Dub Poets and Dub" (Heartbeat Records, CD HB 15). 
8 Only four volumes of Poemvibe, February 1990, April/May 1990, September-

October 1990, and January 1991, were ever published. Publication stopped due to lack of 
funding. 
9 The Society's members refer to the segment of the meeting that features poetic 
critique as the "grill." The group offers constructive criticism and comments after a poem 
has been shared. 
10 I also interviewed Oku's former wife Adugo. For information regarding her 
perspectives on dub poetry and Oku's work see Kamau Brathwaite's interview with her 
(Adugo 1995). 
II I first began writing poetry in the mid 19805 and have continued since then. My 
background as a musician goes back to 1981 when I first learned to play the oboe. For the 
fIrst seven years I played in school bands and orchestras, but from 1987 to 1993 I played 
the acoustic and electric oboe with three different "rock n' roll" bands. Since 1987 I 
focused on my improvisational skills rather than on reading music. 
12 Miss Lou has worked as an actor, comedian, educator, talk show host, and 
folklorist. During the 1950s-60 Miss Lou actively promoted the use and celebration of 
poetry in Patois (Jamaican Creole). Throughout much of her early career the use of such 
language was viewed with contempt segments of Jamaica's middle and upper classes 
(Morris 1991 [1982]:xii-xiii). 
13 A selection of her radio "dialogues" appears in Aunly Roaclry Seh (1993) edited by 
Mervyn Morris. 
14 For example see the liner notes to Heartbeat Record's HB-25, "Woman Talk: 
Caribbean Dub Poetry" (lIB 25, 1986) and Brenda Carr's recent article on dub poet Lillian 
Allen (1999:10-11). 
15 Popular examples of these include Catch a Fire: The Lifo of Bob Marley (White 
1989 [1983]), Bob Marley: Reggae King of the World (Whitney and Hussey 1984), and 
Marley and Me: The Real Bob Marley Story (Taylor 1995). 
16 For a summary of Verbal Riddim see Gerald Porter's Journal of American Folic/ore 
review of the book (1994:458-459). Habekost's earlier publication, Dub Poetry: 19 Poets 
from England and Jamaica (1986), is primarily a poetry anthology. 
17 Unlike Habekost's book, this thesis does not provide detailed analysis and critique 
of individual poems or their formal structure. My focus on Cherry and Mbala is primarily 
on performances and events that have influenced their development not individual poems 
they have written. 
18 The ethnomusicologist Kenneth Bilby relates a similar scenario in writing about 
the history and development of reggae music (Bilby 1995). Rather than attempting to 
present such a singular story of the evolution of reggae music he provides an array of 
perspectives. For example the status of dancehall music is represented by a variety of 
viewpoints. I approach dub poetry with a similar orientation and believe that a 
reevaluation of dub poetry scholarship is called for. 
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19 A notable exception to this observation can be found in Anne Walmsley's book. 
The Caribbean Artists Movement, 1966-1972: A Literary and Cultural History (1992). 
The book documents the social and cultural impact of the Caribbean Artists Movement 
(CAM) which was formed by Edward Kamau Brathwaite, John La Rose, and Andrew 
Salkey in England in 1966. The group served essentially as a public forum and critical 
resource for Canbbean critics, writers and artists. 
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CllAPTERl: 
CROSSFERTILlZATION:ARTISTICHISTORIESANDPOETICPATRWAYS 

De more yu loolc, de less yu see. 
-Jamaican proverb (Watson 1991) 

Voices Shouting 

there are voices 
shouting just beyond 
the edge of your 
desire to listen 
-Mbala 

The insights of Cherry, Mbala, and other practicing poets represent a multiplicity of 

additional voices worthy of attention. What contributions have elusive "guerrilla queens" 

and multi-talented "percussive poets" in Jamaica made to the dub poetry movement, and 

how do such poets operate as artists? Despite the growing media attention dub poetry 

received in the 1990s, confronting these questions was not an easy task; detailed 

information on many influential poets remained outside the periphery of dub poetry 

scholarship, their voices "just beyond the edge" of scholars' desire or ability to listen or 

hear. The ramifications of this trend will be discussed in this chapter and the next. As I 

continued my search for written information and documentation on the poets encountered 

in Kingston in 1991-1992 and 1996, time and time I discovered that, de more yu loolc, de 

lessyusee. 

Cherty and Mbala became increasingly active as performers in the 1990s and 

enjoyed increased media attention in Jamaica and abroad. For example, Cherry contributed 

to the first international dub poetry festival in Toronto in 1993, and Mbala participated 

in a British-Jamaican artist exchange program in 1994. Around the same time, Cherry and 

Mbala also appeared on radio and TV programs in Jamaica. These appearances increased 

awareness about Cherry and Mbala's artistic work: within Jamaica, but significant 
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questions about their artistic histories remain unanswered. For example, local newspaper 

reviews of performances referred briefly to individual poets, but provided little 

background infonnation on the performers. Furthermore, outside of the Jamaican context 

these articles were not readily available. In 1995 I sought out a feasible strategy to address 

this situation. 

1996 Research aDd Artistic History Narrative Methodology 

The solution I worked out was a product of both my fieldwork experiences and 

my training in folklore and ethnomusicology. Collecting artistic history narratives 

provided one practical way in which to document the artistry of a broader spectrum. of 

practicing dub poets, and at the same time, it helped in reevaluating a number of the 

established conceptions of dub poetry as an art form. 1 In 1996 I conducted artistic 

history interviews with fifteen poets in Kingston in an effort to collect detailed 

information concerning the personal background, creative processes, and diverse artistic 

accomplishments of individual dub poets.2 Although two of the poets I interviewed, Jean 

"Binta" Breeze and Oku Onuora, are regarded as pioneering figures in genre, the remaining 

poets were largely unrepresented or underrepresented in dub poetry scholarship. In the 

case of five of the poets I interviewed, this lack of attention was not surprising. Poets 

such as Sheena Johnson (b. 1973) and Ras Rod (b. 1968) represented the newest 

generation of practitioners and had been practicing the art form for less than ten years. In 

contrast, eight of the poets I interviewed bad been active since the 19705. From this group 

of "seasoned" poets, Cherry and Mbala were particularly well-respected by their peers. 

The interviews I conducted in the summer of 1996 were not comprehensive. By 

this I mean I did not collect the complete life-history of any of the poets I interviewed. 

What I did collect was a body of narratives that provided a knowledge base of previously 

undocumented information on individual dub poetry practitioners. The artistic history 

interviews I carried out represented a "cross-fertilization" of methodologies and 
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perspectives. Specifically, a hybrid of life history and personal experience narrative 

approaches emerged as my key conceptual and methodological tool. The interviews, as 

well as a survey of the body of dub poetry scholarship, were carried out specifically for 

this thesis.3 During my fieldwork I recorded approximately thirty hours of interviews and 

went back to six of the individuals for follow-up sessions. Each interview was also 

documented with a series of photographs. 

Life history and personal experience narrative approaches are anchored in the 

belief that an individual's verbal descriptions of life experiences reveal valuable insights 

into fundamental dimensions ofhislher life (Langness and Frank 1981). These dimensions 

include social, political, familial, spiritual and other real life experiences but may also be 

applied to the artistic dimensions of an individual's life. While life histories highlight an 

individual's overall development through major episodes in hislher life-cycle, personal 

experience narratives express an individual's processes of negotiation within specific 

social situations. To put it another way, a life history is an individual's selective "re

membrance" (Myerhoff 1980), (re)construction, and weaving together of a series of 

memorable life experiences. Life histories present an individual's personal take on hislher 

history. On the other hand, a personal experience narrative "is a prose narrative relating a 

personal experience; it is usually told in the first person, and its content is nontraditional" 

(Stahl 1989: 12).4 Taken together, a series of narratives can provide specific details 

regarding a series of events-related or unrelated. 

Neither as complete as a full life history, nor as limited as a single personal 

experience narrative, the idea of artistic history that I developed can be defined as a body 

of narratives regarding an individual's creative influences, development, experiences, and 

(learned) expressive techniques over a given time frame. The types of influences and 

experiences descnbed may be diverse in nature, and the time frame that is covered may be 

years or decades. Artistic histories narratives provide specific information concerning the 

artist as an individual-they also suggest the ways in which an artist's creativity is linked 
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to hislher interactio~ with other individuals and groups. When I first began thinking of the 

idea of artistic history in 1995, I envisioned that the collection of such narratives could be 

a useful tool in gathering detailed information about the ways in which the personal 

experiences of 1amaican poets and musicians had shaped their creative and perfonnative 

processes. To put it another way, I was interested in documenting artistic development 

over time and in providing details regarding artists' processes of poetic-musical 

construction and presentation. S 

The artistic history interviews I collected were conducted in both public and 

private settings depending. in part, on my level of intimacy with the interviewee. For 

example, some of the interviews with poets I bad not interviewed before were held on the 

grounds of Devon House (an old plantation house converted into botanical garden setting 

with a restaurant and small stores). Interviews with poets who already knew me were 

usually conducted in a domestic setting such as a front porch. 6 I entered each artistic 

history interview with a generic set of questions in my mind For example, these included 

questions such as: When did you first begin "making" poetry/making music? How were 

you educated in such art forms? Which individuals have influenced your artistic activities? 

What are some of your fondest memories as a poet/musician? 

Although the "flow" of each interview varied, three trends can be summarized. 

One set of interviewees gave relatively quick answers and awaited my next question. In 

these cases, keeping the flow of the interview rested predominately on my shoulders. In a 

second set, the flow was largely out of my control after I initiated the interview. Here the 

interviewee had many things to say and many examples to give. A few individuals 

drastically altered the course of the interview itself, providing an array of information I 

had not expected For example, my interview with Paul "Pelo" 10hnson focused primarily 

on a discussion of his spiritual outlook rather than his artistic history (p. 10hnson 1996). 

However, in the majority of the interviews, the third set, the flow was negotiated fairly 

equally between the interviewees and myself. 
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ApplyiDI Artistie History Narratives to Dub Poetry Research 

To illustrate the particular ways in which artistic history narratives have informed 

my writing a specific example is helpful. During the first of my artistic history interviews 

with Mbala on June 13, I learned that he had been inspirational in the creation of a well

known poem by fellow poet Mikey Smith.7 The poem, "Roots," appears in the collection 

of Smith's poetry It A Come (1986). After hearing Mbala's poem titled "Roots~" Mikey 

was inspired to write his own poem. Later he shared his poem with Mbala and suggested 

it be called "Roots Part un-indicating his debt to Mba1a. According to Mbala: 

Mikey have a poem called "Oem a Roots." It was really uhm, his original title fi 
[for] it was ''Roots Part IT" [laughing]. Because I'd written a poem called "Roots" 
and I'd showed it to him yah know. Couple days later him come wid dis an him 
say boy look pon dis an boy [ ? ] I write "Roots Part IT" yah know. I tell him 
cho man! [look here]! forget di "part IT" business [laughing] (MbaIa:l996a). 

From Mbala's narrative a three crucial points can be drawn. First, it stresses the 

origins of a well-known dub poem. Although there are a number of published accounts 

about Mikey and his work (C. Cooper 1995 [1993] and Smith 1985) nowhere in print 

was this specific information available. Second, the narrative documents information 

concerning the social interaction between poets. Writing poetry may be an individual act, 

but dub poets do not create poetry in cultural or social isolation. e Articles within the 

body of dub poetry scholarship that focus primarily on individual poets fail to account 

for the inter-personal dynamics experienced between poets. Third, Mbala's comments 

suggest that focusing on dub poetry solely as a product rather than a creative process is 

problematic. 

At its core, dub poetry is characterized by dynamic processes of poetic creation, 

social interactio~ and live presentation. These characteristics go beyond the qualities of a 

fixed unchanging product. Although many dub poets produce published poetry, often it is 

the case that a poem comes to life most fully during a live performance (C. Cooper 1995 

[1993]). While published poems certainly merit critical analysis, the creative and social 
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dimensions out of which particular poems emerge must also be analyzed. Dub poetry 

involves the insertionlre-insertion of sounds onto a creative" and rhythmic composition. 

More specifically, the term dub refers to the insertion of one "piece" of sound, film,. 

words, or music, onto or into another. This process is literally what happens with dub 

poetry. Traditionally, dub poets have viewed their work as words being inserted onto a 

rhythm,. or words being dubbed together to form a rhythm. A poem's building blocks are 

word-sounds (Habekost 1993). Word-sounds are dubbed together to form a poem. Part of 

this process may include the addition of musical accompaniment often, but not 

necessarily, in the form of reggae and Jamaican folk music. Since dub poets commonly 

view the human voice itself as an "instrument,." all dub poetry can be described as 

musical.9 Furthermore. poems may be performed in "Standard English" or Jamaican 

Patois or a combination of each. I 0 

Discussed infrequently within dub poetry scholarship are the processes 

associated with what may be termed dub poetry production or construction. Printed 

scholarship and published interviews in journals and popular magazines that do provide 

such information focus on the pioneering dub poets. For example. a widely cited example 

concerns the poet Mikey Smith and his obsession with listening to his voice on tape and 

refining his poems (C. Cooper 1995 [1993]. and Morris 1985). Another recent article 

discusses Lillian Allen's process of poem making (Carr 1998). Other articles stress that 

dub poets are the "voice of the people" and speak of general influences and creative 

processes in generic terms. At this time, individual-specific insights into the creative 

poem-making strategies of the full range of dub poetry practitioners is not available in 

print. During each of the 1996 interviews I asked questions in an attempt to collect this 

very type of information. In fact, I wrote specific questions with this objective in mind 11 

In my 1996 research,. I also attempted to document the dynamic relationships 

between the individual and the collective. In other words, the dub poet,. as well as hislher 

poetry, is always embedded in a particular social context. The theoretical work of 
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ethnomusicologist John Blacking influenced my thinking in this area. Extending Blacking's 

basic definition of music to the realm of poetry, one can conceive of dub poetry as word

sounds "organized into socially accepted patterns" (Blacking 1995:33). Poetry and music 

are communicative forms of creative cultural expression constructed by individual artists, 

or a group of artists working together, and presented to other individuals within a given 

society. In his essay, "Music, Culture, and Experience" Blacking argues that: 12 

the subjective verbal accounts of individuals have a special status as data in the 
search for continuities and discontinuiti~ homologies and contradictions, in the 
ways that people talk about what they believe to be "music" (Blacking 1995:226). 

As with musicians, the artistic history nanatives of individual poets are of vital 

significance. In collecting such narratives I hoped to be able to expand the boundaries of 

dub poetIy scholarship by pushing for a more experientially grounded approach to the art 

form. From this perspective, the ways in which poets both construct and conduct their 

poetic endeavors are influenced by personal experiences. This dimension of poem making 

needs to be more thoroughly accounted for in scholarship. 

Like the relationship between narrators and listeners in a storytelling event, the 

interviews I conducted were themselves actively interpreted and negotiated between each 

poet and myself. The process of following a narrative or a poem involves establishing 

linkages between narrator and listener, and between personal experiences and verbal 

discourse (Stahl 1989). "The sequence of events in a narrative is selected, interpreted, or 

organized in a way that transforms the sequence into a coherent and meaningful whole" 

(Braid 1996:8). A similar process can be applied to the interpretation of poetic and 

musical events. Word-sounds and music are also organized into socially accepted 

patterns/meaningful wholes which in tum audience members experience and interpret.13 

At its core "performance" is the result of a series of human interactions that results in a 

creative presentation and interpretation. Participants engage in a complex transactional 

and transformational process of mapping the present performance experience onto the set 

of previous experiences they carry with them. For example, the "worlds" created during a 
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dub poetry performance emerge as the result of interpretive framing, indexical grounding, 

and the negotiation and translation of form, function, and meaning (Bawnan and Briggs 

1990:75-76). 

Poetic Pathways aDd the Textual TerraiD of Dab Poetry Seholanhip 

My research experiences in 1992 included more than observation. I became 

involved in joint poetic-musical creation and engaged in inter-personal dialogue with 

members of the Poetry Society. Fieldwork was an intersubjective enterprise; an attempt 

to open my ears, mind, and other bodily perceptions to new conceptions of poetry and 

new voices. In some interviews the voices I encountered were readily understandable. In 

others I grappled with new and divergent notions of poetry. Both situations were 

valuable learning experiences. In a similar fashion my research encounters served as 

"pathways" toward new poetic understandings. My concept of poetic pathways was 

inspired equally by one ofMbala's poems, "We Will Meet," and descriptions of Kuranko 

(of northeastern Sierra Leon) metaphors of movement along natural and social 

"pathways" by cultural anthropologist Michael Jackson. 

In his poem, Mbala describes a meeting between two individuals and the breaking 

down of barriers that previously hindered their interaction. In the process of their 

communion the two walk through the grass and bushes till both the barriers, "fence 

posts," and their own "tracks" fade from memory: 

wewi!!meel 

we will meet 
there where our 
tracks cross 
where all that's left 
of the barriers 
are the stumps 
of fence posts 
and we will 
grind these stumps down 
to di level of dirt 
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and through the bushes 
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till the tracks are overgrown 
till there is not even 
the memory of fence or track 
and we can meet anywhere 
-Mbala 

For years I have taken this particular poem to serve as a reminder the fundamental 

importance of my personal interactions with individual poets and the insights that 

emerged from walking on the "grass " and through the "bush." It is in the "bus~" the day

to-day spaces poets occupy and within which they operate, not in the textual terrain of a 

book where such encounters take place. Similarly, in Palhs Toward a Clearing: Radical 

Empiricism and Ethnographic InqUiry, Jackson descnbes the Kuranko use the word kile 

("path" or "road") as a metaphor for social relationship: 

for instance, the adage nyendan bin 10 kile a wa ta an segi describes the way a 
particular species of grass (used for thatching) bends one way as you go along a 
path through it and then bends back the other way as you return along the path, 
This movement to and fro of grass along a pathway is used as a metaphor for the 
movement of people, goods, and services within a community; it is a metaphor for 
reciprocity (Jackson 1989: 145). 

Both the Kuranko metaphor of grass and images of grass conjured in "We Will Meet" may 

be applied symbolically to the interaction that takes place between researchers and 

informants engaged in poetic research. Out of such intra-personal and inter-cultural 

experiences new understandings and poetic pathways emerge. 

When the relations between individuals, relatives, or neighbors is strained among 

the Kuranko "it is often said the path is not good between them" (kile nyuma san lema) 

(146). In this case gifts are given "so that the path [between two individuals] does not 

die" (145). Jackson also relates breakdowns in social relationships to Kuranko and 

Songhay notions of biological pathways: 

For instance, movements of "blood," "heat," and "breath" take place along 
pathways in the body (fondo, "pathway," "road). When these movements of 
blood, heat, or breath flow unimpeded in the right direction a person is healthy, 
but if the flow is reversed or obstructed illness occurs (1989: 146-47). 
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The artistic history research I conducted took place as my response to the perception 

that the future "flow" of dub poetry scholarship was in danger of being impeded In the 

process of staking out its "geography" dub poetry scholarship had in certain areas erected 

"fences" and "fence posts." An examination of the genre based solely in terms of the 

analysis of published accounts of its history and development, would indicate that it was 

practiced only by a small group of pioneering poets. The artistic history narratives I 

collected and the poetic pathways discussed in such narratives~ challenged this 

misconception. 

The main thrust of my 1996 research centered on documenting the creative and 

interpretive contexts (Stahl 1989) in which the art form was practiced and analyzed 14 I 

wished not only to understand the creative contexts in which dub poets perfo~ but the 

ways in which dub poetry scholars, as a type of "audience" had interpreted the art form. 

I realized it would be cumbersome, if not impossible, to discuss the complete body of dub 

poetry scholarship or all types of mediated information on the genre in a single thesis. In 

the same way, presenting all of the opinions and creative experiences of the poets I 

interviewed would be difficult IS Deciding what information to leave in and what to leave 

out was further complicated by the fact that the art form does not stand still. The three 

years since my 1996 fieldwork have been especially fruitful ones for the Poetry Society 

and its members. 

In the end, I thought it wise to focus on the artistic histories and poetic pathways 

of Cherry and Mbala for two very practical reasons. First, I had spent more time with 

them and collected more detailed documentation on them than any of the other Jamaican 

poets with whom I worked Second, for eight years I have maintained regular telephone 

contact (I have the phone bills to prove it) with both Cherry and Mbala and been 

involved with them on a number of other poetry projects. Before exploring Cherry and 

Mbala's artistic histories and poetic pathways in detail (Chapters Five and Six), some 

additional discussion of dub poetry scholarship and the representation of genre and its 
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practitioners in printed and recorded media will be helpful. Specific examples from my 

research on Cherry and Mbala will be provided to help "set the stage" for the case 

studies. 

NOTES: 

1 It is also my hope that these interviews and narratives may be helpful in 
documenting the history of Poets in Unity and the Poetry Society of Jamaica. 
2 I also interviewed the active drummer Calvin Mitchell who was one of the 
founding members of Poets in Unity. In addition to Mbala, two of the other poets I 
interviewed, Tommy Ricketts and Paul "Pelo" Johnson were also musicians. 
3 The research was conducted with the support of an Indiana University Summer 
International Grant and a Graduate Student Research Award between May 22 and July 
17, 1996. 
4 Sandra Dolby Stahl's Literary Folk/oristics and the Personal Nan-alive (1989). 
5 Dr. Sue Tuohy suggested the idea that life histories and personal experience 
narratives could reveal information about artists' development over time and details 
regarding their process of artistic creation and presentation. In tum, Dr. Ronald Smith 
(1938-1997) stressed the idea that personal narratives could help the researcher in 
gathering an artists' life history. 
6 Interviewing individuals in such spaces usually made the interviews more intimate 
and allowed me to participate in the day-to-day activities of the interviewees. 
7 The respected dub poet martyr Michael ("Mikey") Smith was stoned to death in 
Stony Hill, Jamaica on August 17th, 1983. This tragic incident took place the day after 
making a verbal criticism of the Jamaican Labour Party (JL.P.) at a political rally (pearn 
1984:13). Smith supported neither the JL.P. or the Peoples National Party (p.N.P.), and 
was adamandy opposed the political violence taking place in Kingston after the 1980 
election. A book of his poetry, II A Come, was published in 1986 by City Lights Books 
(edited by the Jamaican poet Mervyn Morris). For more information on the life of Mikey 
Smith see "Mikey Smith, Dub Poet" (Smith 1985:39-45). 
8 I do not mean to imply that every poem composed by a (dub) poet is shared in a 
public setting. For instance, Mbala indicated that he bad no desire to perform certain 
poems he had written publicly (Mbala 1996b). 
9 The specific ways in which poets dub together verbal and musical "riddims," and 
the resulting word-sound patterns need to be examined in greater detail. I plan to do future 
research in this area. 
10 Concerning the "creole continuwn" fOWld in Jamaica Frederic Cassidy writes: "At 
one end of the spectrum is a very conservative, coWltrified, socially, isolated form of 
speech, a true creole, preserving the best evidence of pidgin connections ... and on the 
other [end] the urbanized, educated, professional or upper business type, who speaks 
with local colonial variations a form of Standard English. . . . Speakers are distributed at 
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any and every point along this spectrum, though most may be seen to lean one way or 
another according to background and occupational demands," (1971:204). 
11 For example, I commonly asked versions of the following questions: 1) When did 
you first begin composing poetry or making music? 2) What were some of your early 
experiences and memories of composing poetry or making music? 3) What are some of 
your most memorable poems or musical pieces? 4) What were your experiences 
surrounding the composition and performance of such poems or musical pieces? 
12 This essay was originally published in the 1969 Yearbook of the Intemalional 
F o/i Music Council under the tide, "The Value of Music in Human Experience." 
13 I am aware that the "socially accepted patterns" and interpretive frames vary 
significandy from one group to another. For this reason, research into the ways in which 
Jamaican and non-Jamaican audiences interpret live dub poetry presentations is needed. 
For example, how do non-Jamaicans respond to items of Jamaican Creole vocabulary that 
are unfamiliar? The ways in which poets modify their poems as they are presented to 
foreign audiences also merits attention. 
14 Chapter 3 of Stahl's book, "Interpreting Personal Narrative Texts" has been 
especially influential in this regard. 
15 F or example, some of the poets I encountered were directly affiliated with the 
Poetry Society and others were not. Furthermore, some poets were unconcerned with 
commercial success, while others were struggling to make it commercially. 
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CHAPTER 3: 
DUBBIN IN AND DUBBIN OUT: THE EMERGENCE OF DUB POETRY AND 
DUB POETRY SCHOLARSBIP 

A dubbin process, it cannot be limited. How can you--how can a process of 
dubbin be limited? You can dub in endlessly, you can dub out endlessly CO. 
Onuora 1992). 

The pioneering dub poet Oku Onuora continues to view the term "dub poetry" as 

expansive. From his perspective, dub poetry is readily receptive to numerous musical 

styles. Word-sounds are extended and complimented by the addition of musical voices 

and rhythms. The original term remains a particularly useful conceptual tool due to its 

inclusive potential. Rather than being limited to the use of reggae music and "riddims" as 

musical accompaniment, the flexible process of dubbing in and out gives the dub poet a 

diversity of creative options. However, not all scholars or those attributed to be dub 

poets embrace the term; opinions about terminology are numerous. Scholars such as 

K warne Dawes have recently written of a "peculiar and deeply troubling dichotomy" 

between the perceived status of performance oriented dub poetry, a type of "street 

poetry," as inferior to the more permanent and more complex publication oriented "book 

poetry" of the elite (Dawes 1996:3-4, 9). For many years practitioners such as Jean 

Breeze, Linton Kwesi Johnson, and Mutabaruka have preferred to be descnbed as 

"poets" rather than dub poets (Habekost 1993:45-49, Morris 1994:66-67). 

One reason for hesitancy in using the term stems from the fact that individuals 

compose more than just "dub poetry," or poetry generally. In 1992 and again in 1996 I 

brought up this topic with Cherry: 

JG: Cherry sometimes you say that the term "dub poet" is kind of a commercial 
term. 
CN: Yeah, personally, rm a poet. 
JG: Yeah. 
CN: BecawI don't just-I never started out beinjus a dub poetyu know. 
JG: Right. 
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CN: I started out bein a poet-I write dialect, I write poetry, I write short stories, 
I write songs, but you know, I write even plays and have people perform tab demo 
JG: Mhm. 
CN: Yeah act it out. But what I emphasize more is poetry an speeches. I write a 
lot a speeches. Sometimes I see my poems as just a speech (1996b). 

Cherry is not unique in this regard To be sure, the creative activities of "dub poets" are 

not limited to writing. A number of poets have worked as actors, producers, directors, 

and in other fields. For example, Mutabaruka appeared as one of the main characters, 

Shango, in the feature film Sanlcofa (Gerima 1997). He also appeared in the documentaIy 

The Land of Loole Behind (Greenberg 1982). Jean Breeze bas appeared in numerous 

plays. I Others such as Tommy Ricketts and Mbala are established musicians. Mbala may 

be classified as a dub poet, but he is more than that. Like Cherry, Mbala has specific 

problems with the dub poetry classification: 

JG: So what do you think about the term? Do you like the term or do you think 
the term is limiting? 
M: Dub poetry? 
JG: Mhm. 
M: Yeah in sense. But, in another sense is almost like, yah see some people can 
use di term, an dey use it, in a very wide sense. In other words, they will accept 
anyting. In fac, anyting dat a Jamaican poet do-
JG: [laughing). 
M: dem will just kinda lump it unda di term "dub poetry." Because your a 
Jamaican poet yah know. But, di term is kinda limiting, an more time mi no fussy 
about it really. Mi say, just ignore it anjust do what you have fi do (1996a). 

F or these reasons, the dub poetry classification, or label, most not be taken to imply 

complete homogeneity. Despite common musical and oral orientations an array of 

distinctions exist from poet to poet. The influences, insights, techniques, and style of 

individual practitioners need to be examined on a case by case basis. 

Over the years, dub poetry scholarship bas focused on a number of core issues. In 

addition to the relative accuracy of the term, writers debate the origins of the genre. the 

limitations of printed, recorded, and performed poetry, and the state of the art form itself. 

These discussions are significant and should continue within scholarship. This chapter 

provides background information on these topics, the history and development of the dub 
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poetry tradition, the range of dub poetry "encounters," and the diversity of dub poetry 

practitioners. By mapping out the ways the genre has been be defined, categorized, and 

characterized within scholarship, I emphasize that the necessary groundwork for new 

topics to be addressed has already been set in place. Dub poets themselves continue doing 

what they "have fi do" month by month, year by year, often times in tracks of land 

uncharted by scholars. Fieldwork and interviews with poets are essential components in 

accurately accessing the complexities of the poetic culture and the creative processes 

shaping the genre. 

Dub Poetry's Verbal and Musical Roots 

As previously described, dub poetry is a vibrant art fonn built on the synthesis of 

verbal and musical rhythms in combination with elements of traditional Jamaican dramatic 

performance styles. Since the formal emergence of the art form in the late 1970s, many of 

Jamaica's dub poetry practitioners have received formal drama training at the Jamaica 

School of Drama and have maintained a performance-oriented approach to their work. 2 

While acknowledging that dub poetry exists in printed, recorded, and live mediums, 

Jamaican scholars like Carolyn Cooper and Mervyn Morris have stressed the centrality 

of its performative dimensions (Morris 1990, C. Cooper 1995 [1993]). Other scholars are 

quick to point out that dub poets take their inspiration from reggae music, Jamaican folk 

music and oral traditions, and Rastafari spirituality.3 Likewise, the genre has been linked 

with the day-to-day social, historical, political, and religious lives of (rural and urban) 

Jamaicans at home and throughout the Jamaican diaspora. 

Dub poetly scholarship and popular articles also have stressed the impact of both 

African and African-American verbal traditions on the art form. In Verbal Riddim, 

Christian Habekost argues that the earliest roots of the art form may be found in West 

African oral and musical performance traditions (Habekost 1986:31). For example, like 

the traditional griots and griottes (Hale 1994) of West Aftica, who were "musician, story-
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teller, singer, and poet in one person," dub poets have traditionally been known for their 

strong political and social commentary.4 Dub poets and journalists frequently make the 

griot analogy. In the words of Cherry Natural: 

Ancient days yu had di griots. Who used ta just sit around di fire an talk. Dey tell 
yu about di past-becaw it's important for generation ta come ta know. An yu 
have ta record doughs tings in poetry, short stories, an speeches. An sometimes 
yu get some vijans [visions] an some insights about what di future is gonna be, yu 
know. An sometimes di poet is a person who by observin-yu have tab be a very 
keen observer. Your a seer. Yu see, something just from what is happenin yu can 
analyze, di situation. An yu can tell exactly what ten years down di line's gonna be 
(C. Natural 1996b). 

The roots of dub poets' verbal and musical manipulations are also traceable to the 

phenomena of the "dub-lyricists" DJs of the 1950s who "developed the dj talk into a 

form of music-poetry" that was performed live in dancehalls around the island (Johnson 

1976:400). This particular blending of verbal commentary, oral poetry, conducted 

predominately in Patois (Jamaican Creole), and popular musical forms was the foundation 

upon which generations of later poets and musicians drew inspiration. In addition to 

mento, calypso, ska, rock steady, jazz, R&D, and the reggae music of the 19605 and 70s, 

dub poets, and their OJ peers, have been strongly influenced by forms of Jamaican folk 

music. More specifically, the percussive "riddims" associated with burro, etu, gumbe, 

jonkunnu, kumina, pocomania, Rasta (churchical), and revival musics are commonly used 

to provide musical accompaniment for verbal riddims. 

By the 1970s a distinct ~genre of reggae music had developed in the Kingston 

metropolitan area. Dub or "instrumental" versions of reggae songs were recorded on the 

B-sides of 78 rpm records. S Such recordings gained popularity as Jamaican producers, 

musicians, and studios, increasingly experimented with dub re-mixes.6 Soon, Jamaican 

OJ's and poets-like the dub-Iyrists or "lyrical DJs" referred to previously-began 

singing and chanting their own words to the dub versions of hit songs. Oku Onuora (born 

Orlando Wong) is commonly given credit for coining the term "dub poetry" (circa) 1978 

to describe the process of chanting poems over dub versions of songs. In the same year, 
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Linton Kwesi Johnson ("LIO"). a Jamaican immigrant to Britain, had released the first 

full-length "reggae poetry" album entitled Dread Beat and Blood. 7 Concerning his 

influences. Johnson credits Jamaican DJs (of the 1960s and 1970s) who "toasted" or 

"rapped" over the dub versions of popular reggae songs. In his own words: 

My main inspiration came from the reggae DJs who pointed the way forward for 
me. One of the things which I found was that a musical element kept creeping into 
my poetry because my first love was music (Fraser 1984:14). 

In my 1992 interview with Onuora he expressed similar thoughts: 

My poetry. my becomin involved in poetry, my development as a poet was 
mostly influenced by reggae, as opposed to literature . . . Bob Marley and The 
Wailers you know influenced me and I see Bob Marley you know as a poet-I see 
him as a forerunner ~ for wat I call dub poetry (0. Onuora 1992). 

The poetic and musical work of Onuora and Johnson in the 1970s was not 

entirely unique. In fact, Onuora and Johnson were not the Ill'St "dub poets" to be 

published. The work of the Jamaican poet Mutabaruka (formerly Alan Hope) had 

appeared in print as early as 1972.8 In comparison, Johnson's "Five Nights of Bleeding" 

was published in 1973 and in 1977 Onuora's first book of poetry. Echo. was published 

The work of the pioneering dub poets was itself direcdy influenced by a much longer 

legacy of Jamaican poetic and musical traditions. By the 1950s Rastafarians had begun 

"performing" poetry with the accompaniment of drums during "grounations" (religious 

gatherings/celebrations) and ritualized "reasoning" sessions.9 During the 1960s the poet 

and historian Edward Kamau Brathwaite read poetry accompanied by Rasta percussionist 

Count Ossie. Scholar J. Edward Chamberlin suggests that such performances at the Yard 

Theatre (Kingston, Jamaica) influenced the development of dub poetry (1993:235). The 

later commercial recordings of Count Ossie (Oswald Williams, 1928-1976) and the 

Mystic Revelations of Rastafari from the 1970s provides a type of recorded 

documentation of such events. MRR's double album Groundation (1973) was an 

especially influential recording.10 In 1970 the radical African-American group The Last 
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Poets released their debut (self-titled) album featuring poetry performed both a cappella 

and with percussion instruments. The specific ways in which these types of commercial 

recordings influenced individual dub poets remains to be fully analyzed I I 

The verbal dimensions of dub poetry similarly followed in the footsteps of a long 

lineage of Jamaican oral traditions. The proverbs and folk tales collected in the early 

1920s by folklorist Martha Beckwith, helped document a diversity of verbal materials.12 

More recently scholars such as Erna Brodber (1983), Daryl C. Dance (1985) and Laura 

Tanna (1984) have written about the place of contemporary Jamaican folklore and oral 

histories in Jamaican society. For example, the public performances and published 

"dialect" poetry of Miss Lou has for decades described the living conditions facing 

average Jamaicans, and at the same time celebrated their collective histories, language use, 

and verbal traditions)3 In essence, Miss Lou was a "modem griot" for the Jamaican 

people. In his 1967 article, "On Reading Louise Bennett, Seriously," Mervyn Morris was 

one of the first scholars to write about her importance. 14 Despite the growing colonial 

emphasis on written histories, print media, and (book) literacy in the 1930-50s, Bennett 

found that the "seeds" of African oral traditions remained alive in Jamaica. She 

acknowledged that: 

she lived in an oral tradition where people talked and listened, cross-talked and 
reported and possess, almost to a fault, a high propensity for words--"bad" 
words, new words, archaic words, "big", long and sonorous words (Nettleford 
1966:11). 

Today Bennett's influence on contemporary forms of Jamaican poetry and artistic 

expression is widely acknowledged as being a vital catalyst in the development of dub 

poetry: 

The Honorable Louise Bennett-Coverly, poet and actress, was for over thirty 
years the only Jamaican who, respecting this rich [linguistic] heritage, consistently 
used the medium of the Jamaican national language to express artistic feelings. 
This selfless example paid dividends when in the 19705 the democratic upsurge 
among the people, into which had flowed the tributary of Black consciousness, 
allowed the blossoming of a movement called 'dub poetry' (Chevannes 1988: 143). 
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CaribbeaD Poetry ADtbologies aDd PerformaDce Theory 

By 1962 Miss Lou had published nine books ofpoetry (Brathwaite 1984:28), and 

there was growing interest in the compilation of Canbbean poetry collections. This trend 

marks a key shift from the study of "anonymous" oral folk traditions to a fascination 

with documenting the published works of individual poets. In 1979 the historian and poet 

Edward Kamau Brathwaite published his Jamaican Poetry, A Checldist: Boo/cs, 

Pamphlets, Broadsheets 1686-1978, which provides references to the published work of 

individual poets over hundreds of years. iS Since the 19605 a number of influential 

Canbbean poetry anthologies have appeared including: The Independence Anthology of 

Jamaican Literature (Hendriks and Lindo 1962), Caribbean Voices: An Anthology of West 

Indian Poetry (Figueroa 1984 [1966]), Brealdight (Salkey 1973 [1971]), Jamaica Woman: 

An Anthology of Poems (Mordecai and Morris 1982 [1980]), News for Babylon: The 

Cha/to Book of West indian-British Poetry (Berry 1984), Poems from Our Yard: Jamaican 

Poetry Since Independence (Mordecai 1987). Hinterland: Caribbean Poetry from the West 

Indies & Britain (Markham 1989), Voiceprint: An Anthology of Oral and Related Poetry 

from the Caribbean (Brown et at. 1989), Creation Fire: A CAFRA Anthology of Caribbean 

Women's Poetry (Espinet 1990), Wheel and Come Again: An Anthology of Reggae Poetry 

(Dawes 1998), and most recently, Utterances and Incantations: Women, Poetry, and Dub 

(A. Cooper 1999). These anthologies document the printed work of a wide range of 

established Canbbean poets as well as the poems of pioneering dub poets like Oku 

Onuora, Linton K wesi Johnson, Mutabaruka, and Jean Breeze. The primary focus of 

such books is, of course, the poetic products (texts) of individual poets and not the poetic 

processes that shaped the poetry or poetic performances. 

During the 196Os-70s when these influential poetry anthologies were being put 

together, folklorists, anthropologists, and linguists found it necessary to employ "new" 

theoretical approaches to the performance of verbal and musical genres. These theoretical 

reorientations took place in at least two significant areas. First, performance and "natural 
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speech"-wbat the speaker actually does in using language as opposed to an abstract 

cognitive system of grammar:-were accepted under the banner of legitimate linguistic 

phenomena. Second, folklorists shifted their perspective on verbal art as "persistent 

cultural items" (i.e., texts, artifacts, etc.) to one of folklore as "communicative action," 

wherein performers had accountability to an audience (Bauman and Briggs 1990:78-79). 

For example" Richard Bauman's 1970s research provided breakthroughs into the 

performative dimensions of verbal art forms. He argued for the need to view verbal art as 

total speech act involving researcher, performer, art form, and audience (1977:4). 

Descnbing the orientation of poetics in the late 1970s and early 1980s Bauman 

and Charles Briggs write: 

a new emphasis on performance directed attention away from the study of formal 
patterning and symbolic content of texts to the emergence of verbal art in the 
social interaction between performers and audiences (Bauman and Briggs 1990:59-
60). 

At the same time, Gregory Bateson's idea of the "interpretative frame within which the 

messages being communicated are understood,." was also of central importance to 

performance theory (Bauman 1977:9).16 "Dialogue" between performer and audience 

takes place--during a performance-via particular interpretive frames and the audience 

"make sense" of a such frames through the process of keying the performance.17 Thus, 

the accurate keying of oral presentation, by audience or anthropologist, is dependent on 

the interpretation of metacommunicative processes and the successful contextualization 

of the performance act itself. These types of considerations, acknowledgment of the 

individual artist, concern with the creative act of performance, and interest in the 

interpretation and contextualization of expressive culture are explored in detail in Ruth 

Finnegan's Oral Poetry: Its Nature, Significance, and Social Context (1977). Her three 

primaI)' considerations for oral poetry are its composition [process], its mode of 

transmission, and its performance (1977:17). Finnegan's work directly influenced two of 

the dissertations that have been written on dub poetry. 18 
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Dub Poetry DissertatiODI aDd Researdl Penpeetives 

Julie Peam's, "Poetry as a Performing Art in the English-Speaking Canbbean." 

(University of Sheffield, 1985), as well as the aforementioned Verbal Riddim. a revised 

version of Habekost's 1991 dissertation. Peam and Habekost not only document the 

history and development of dub poetry, they explore its performative, and creative 

dimensions. However, in both cases the focus is almost exclusively on the genre's 

pioneering figures. In her dissertation Peam demonstrates a direct relationship between 

the development of poetry in the Canbbean and the periods of "nationalist agitation" 

from the 1930 through 1980s. She views the "perfonnance poetry" of the English

Speaking Canbbean as occupying "an intermediate role between oral and scnbal modes" 

(1985:2). In her flISt chapter Pearn readily acknowledges that the "limits of fieldwork" 

were a factor in the decision to confine her: 

discussion to those poets who had a substantial body of known work rather than 
attempt a survey of the entire field. This emphasis on prominent individual 
obscures the fact that there are poetry collectives and other groups developing [1] 
in Barbados, Trinidad, Jamaica, and undoubtedly throughout the rest of the 
English-speaking Canbbean (47-48). 

The study focuses in detail on Louise Bennett, as well as the dub poets Michael Smith 

(he was killed two years earlier). Oku Onuora, Mutabaruka, and Brian Meeks (b. 1953).19 

The development of poetry in the East Canbbean is presented through an examination of 

the work of Abdul Malik from Trinidad. The theoretical contributions Edward Kamau 

Brathwaite has made to the study of language and sound in the Caribbean are also 

examined. For example. Brathwaite's idea of "nation language" and "total expression" are 

two influential concepts from his book History of Voice (1984). 

By the time Habekost conducted his research and fieldwork in Jamaica between 

1989 and 1991, a wider range of dub poets had indeed emerged internationally.20 

Habekost describes the history and development of the genre in terms of the activities 

taking place in the Jamaican, British, Trinidadian, and Canadian "scenes." In addition to 
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the work ofOku Onuora, Mutabaruka, and Mikey Smith in Jamaica, the book focuses on 

the careers of Linton Kwesi Johnson and Benjamin Zephaniah (b. 1958) in England, 

Lillan Allen (b. 1952) and Clifton Joseph in Canada, and Brother Resistance in Trinidad. 

Part One of the book begins with three chapters of information on the verbal, musi~ and 

social roots of the art form, including dub poetry's debt to ~Jamaican oral traditions, 

Jamaican sound-systems and DJs, and Rastafari spiritual identity. The fourth chapter, 

"Riddim and Performance: The Audio-Visual Parameters," describes the range of formats 

in which dub poetry has been presented. (I will discuss these parameters in more detail 

below). 

Through his "close readings of paradigmatic poems, " Habekost critiques a variety 

of well-know poems such as Mitey Smith's "Me Cyann Believe It" and Mutabaruka's 

"Revolutionary Words." He discusses urban, political, and social conditions influencing 

poets' work, and describes the "performance aspects" of each poem.21 The final chapter 

offers reflections on the state of the art form and its future. Habekost is optimistic 

overall. "The development of dub poetry will increasingly depend on the ability of its 

practitioners to make more radical moves-not just against 'de system', but also towards 

an expansion of their musical-poetic concepts" (239). In his view, an expansion, 

renovation, and modernization of dub poetry's "network of communication" would help 

ensure its future survival and open doors for new generations of poets (240). Unlike 

Pearn, who envisioned a range of dub poets--from the "little-known" to the "established" 

(pearn 2), Habekost's view is more narrow:22 
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On a closer examination it is not dub poetry as a whole, as an art form, that enjoys 
great popularity in many countries around the globe, so much as a mere handful of 
individual artists. These poets not only had extraordinary talent, which catapulted 
them into the limelight; they also bad the luck to be there at the right time and to 
be endowed with a perfect sense of how to promote themselves. Dub poetry has 
never been the coherent and homogeneous movement it could have been. .. There 
have been sporadic attempts to promote dub poetry as a collective force (like De 
Dub Poets' visit to England, or the compilation albums Word Soun' ~ve Power 
and Woman Talk) and a number of cooperative projects. But aU in all, a number of 
dub poets still lack a sense of belonging to an international movement (Habekost 
1993:43). 

Habekost's earlier book, Dub Poetry: 19 Poetsfrom England and Jamaica (1986), 

was the first ever dub poetry anthology. The book's introduction and biographical 

information on individual poets provided the foundation upon which Verbal Riddim was 

built, as well as resource for dub poetry scholars. In terms of this thesis, Habekosfs 

discussion of the diverse "dub poetry scenes" and audio visual parameters of the art form 

(Le. a cappella recital, recording the performance, concert performance, printing the 

performance, dramatizing the performance, and video performance) are the most 

suggestive. To explain why this is so, I must first return to the Dub Poetry anthology. 

Dub Poetry Further Defined: On the Page and On the Stage 

Despite the accumulated knowledge-base of information on dub poetry set in 

place by the early 19905, most written descriptions of the art form were ambiguous.23 

Habekost stressed this idea when he wrote: 

Even if a translation in a dictionary [for dub poetry] can be found it could be 
nothing more than an overall description, a drawer without any contents if one 
doesn't know anything about the origins and the context from which this special 
label has been developed (Habekost 1986:13). 

Today, "dictionary" definitions of dub poetry do exist. For example, the definition 

below, from the Virgin Encyclopedia of Reggae, emphasizes the fundamental relationship 

between reggae-or the various styles of music leading to the formal emergence of 

"reggae"--and dub poetry:24 
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Dub Poetry. Dub poetry is a style of reggae in which poets recite their 
works over heavy 'dubbed' rhythms, influenced by 70s OJ such as U-Roy, I. Roy 
and Big Youth ... In reggae music the rhythm or backing track is never completely 
subservient to the vocal, instrumental or OJ's contribution, but in the case of some 
of the dub poets, their voices became the predominant fActor (Larkin 1998:86-81). 

This definition touches on key contextual dimensions of the genre, but at the same time, 

relegates dub poetry to its reggae roots. Dub poetry is more than a ~genre of reggae 

music as its practitioners utilize an may of musical accompaniment. Also problematic is 

the fact that no information on the range of subject matter addressed by dub poets is 

provided. The definition provided in the Dictionary of Carihhean English Usage defines 

the genre as: 

Dub-poetry. n. Lines meant to be spoken, generally to a two-beat rhythm, and 
dealing mostly with the life experience and/or point of view of Black people in or 
from the Canobean (Allsopp 1996:206). 

This definition is vague considering the vast experiences and points of view among Blacks 

in the Canbbean are extremely diverse. Both definitions do, however, allude to one of the 

most fundamental dimensions of the art form-its orientation toward live audio-visual 

verbal performance. 

The performative dimensions of live dub poetry also have been discussed by 

Jamaican scholars Carolyn Cooper and Mervyn Morris. As each point out differences 

between poetry of the upageU and poetry of the "stage" can be substantial. For example, 

in her book Noises in the Blood (1995 [1993]) Cooper descn"bes the qualities of the live 

performances of dub poet Jean "Binta" Breeze. One of her most well-known poems, 

"Riddym Ravings," describes the suffering of a mad woman in Kingston and the music she 

"bears" in her head:2S 
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The audio/visuallkinetic integrity of Breeze's repeatedly spectacular performance 
of her 'Riddym Ravings' classic cannot be fully anticipated from reading the 
relatively static (though richly allusive) words on the page. Somewhat like a 
musical score, the poem pressed to the page encodes performance. Breeze, fully 
possessing the rhythms of the body/te~ achieves the music. She engenders the 
mad woman's despair with such absolute artistic control that the comfortable 
distance between madness and sanity, between actuality and the act is uneasily 
contracted. The audience becomes a collective voyauditeur, enjoying the aesthetic 
pleasure of exquisitely recreated suffering (C. Cooper 1995 [1993]:68-69). 

It becomes clear that hearing dub poetry in a live setting introduces a variety of 

(aural/oral) vocal elements including, but by no means limited to: pitch, tone, crescendo, 

and rhythm. Seasoned dub poetry practitioners are able to captivate audiences with their 

voice alone and often perform a cappella, without any musical accompaniment. 

Occasionally special performances are organized with this particular idea in mind. For 

example, in 1991 the poets Mutabaruka, Oku Onuora, Martin Glynn, and Jean Breeze 

were featured at the "Voices" performance in Kingston. 26 On the other hand, adding 

musical accompaniment and dramatic (bodily) components to a live performance does 

contribute additional dimensions of experience. These types of verbal, musical, and 

kinetic features are discussed in detail in Verbal Riddim (91-112). 

The processes of "printing the performance" (Morris 1990), or entextuaiizing a 

dub poem are themselves complex. Morris has edited the work of a variety of dub poets 

including Mikey Smith and Jean Breeze. He is also published poet himself.27 In his view, 

translating dub poetIy or other "performance-oriented" poetry to print does not 

automatically diminish its value: 

The term 'performance poem' is usually taken to signify the poem which, though 
it may be available in print, seems to be (or is) designed for presentation to an 
audience rather than for private perusal by the isolated reader: it may involve 
music (melody and/or rhythm), voices that insist on being sounded, some element 
of mimicry or wit or humour or strong emotion which can feed on the responses 
of an actual audience. But many a published item we would not think to call a 
'performance poem' has been the soul of a memorable performance; many a 
'performance poem' remains of interest in print (Morris 1990:21). 
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As early as 1987 Cooper bad argued that the lyrics of Bob Marley, widely considered to 

be a type of singer-poet, merited attention as "literary text. "28 "The strength of Bob 

Marley's lyrics is that the words, detached from the emotive musical context in which the 

songs are most fully realized, retain a comPelling, allusive authority" (C. Cooper 1987:2). 

Of course, printing Marley's lyrics, or those of a dub poet, raises serious questions about 

the interpretation of the lyrics as texts, not to mention issues of orthography.29 Both 

Cooper (1995 [1993]: 136) and linguist Hubert Devonish have stressed the importance of 

the socio-cultural context of Jamaican dancehalllyrics: 

Lack of cultural knowledge, in and of itself, can interfere with one's ability to 
understand a text. The importance of cultural knowledge in the use of language for 
communication is what Hymes (1968) deals with in his discussion of 'the 
ethnography of speaking· ... One, therefore, needs to be as concerned about the 
cultural context within which language communication takes place, as with the 
actual linguistic structures employed (1996:219-220). 

The push for an acknowledgment of the importance of cultural context(s) is certainly not 

new. For example, in 1929 the linguist Edward Sapir (1884-1939) pointed out the 

complexities involved in understanding a poem: 

The understanding of a single poem, for instance, involves not merely an 
understanding of the single words in their average significance, but a full 
comprehension of the whole life of the community as it is mirrored in the words, 
or as it is suggested by their overtones (Sapir 1985 [1929]: 162). 

Based on the information provided thus far, it should be evident that dub poetry 

presents a wide array of possibilities. At least four significant characterizations have been 

made about the genre: 1) it is predominately an oral/aural art form, but can appear on the 

"page" or in other media; 2) it highlights the voice, word-sounds, and vocal qualities of 

poets, but may be performed with musical accompaniment (the musical accompaniment is 

often reggae music, but it is not limited to any particular musical style); 3) its primary 

language is Jamaican Patois, but it can be conducted in English or a mixture of Patois and 

English; and 4) its practitioners operate in a variety of settings internationally with 

varying degrees of recognition in the mass media. All of these characteristics complicate 
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attempts to (re)present the dynamics of art form in writing as well as other forms of 

media 

Dub Poetry Scholanhip: Additional Issues and Penpectives 

By the 1980s scholars and critics had taken notice of the dub poetry phenomenon, 

especially the work of the genre's pioneering poets. Much of the earliest scholarship 

consisted of textual analysis of poems, although Mervyn Morris and others also were 

interested in the cultural context from which dub poets emerged, as can be seen in Morris' 

piece "People's Speech" published in the book Reggae International (l982b). This short 

article was one of the first to provide information on the links between the verbal artistry 

of Miss Lou and Jamaica's DJ's on the poets like Mikey Smith and Mutabaruka. "The 

'dub poets' are not totally preoccupied with reggae rhythm. They are, of course, very 

much interested in Jamaican speech" (1982:189). Information on the performance context 

is also featured in the article: 

Dub poetry on the page is often little more than the script for a performer already 
familiar with his own material. Since the arrangement of lines does not often guide 
us into the rhythms, it is often difficult to receive the poem before one has heard it 
well delivered (1 982b: 190). 

Examples of the work of four poets, Linton K wesi Johnson, Mutabaruka, Onuora, and 

Mikey Smith are discussed by Morris.30 

Throughout the 1980s the "community" of dub poetry practitioners discussed in 

scholarship continued to entail a handful of individual poets. Nonetheless, by 1987 

Stewart Brown and other scholars were aware that the popularity of the genre's 

pioneering figures bad inspired a new wave of poets such as Benjamin Zephaniah in 

England In his article, "Dub Poetry: Selling Out, n Brown argued that dub poetry's early 

success "in terms of mass audience and glossy book/record presentation changes and to 

some extend destroys the kind of impetus that gives alternative! oral/performance poetry 

its force in the first place" (Brown 1987:51). Brown suggested that dub poets had become 
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separated from their communal roots and in the process lost the lyrical authority with 

which they were previously endowed: 

Performers who were more amenable to the image demands of the record 
companies emerged, performers who looked the part and could play the music but 
essentially lacked the license of the communal experience . . . and gradually the 
power leaked away. As dub poetry becomes a commercial product, as its 
performers, like Benjamin Zephaniah or Mutabaruka or Ras Levi Tafari, become 
media stars and strive to entertain a mass, multicultural audience there seems to 
me to be a real danger that the protest, the anger, the fire, becomes an act, while 
the image, the dub/rantlcbantldance becomes the real substance of the performance 
(Brown 1987:53-54). 

While Brown's essay raised valid points, in hindsight his analysis appears 

overstated. The commercialization-or mediaization as I have used the term in this 

thesis--of the art form did bring changes. In less then ten years the activities of dub poets 

had increased dramatically. For example, before his death in 1983 Mikey Smith had 

performed for audiences in Cuba, Barbados, Venezuela, London, Paris, Milan, and 

Amsterdam (Morris 1985:45). By 1987 Mutabaruka bad recorded three full-length 

albums and embarked on a number of successful international tours.31 Similarly, by this 

time Benjamin Zephaniah had performed throughout E~ope, published and recorded his 

poetry, and developed his idea of "dub opera" with the plays Playing The Right Tune and 

Job Rocking (Habekost 1993:28-32). It would be unwise to dismiss the effects touring 

internationally and recording had on individual dub poets. For example, in December of 

1985 Linton Kwesi Johnson decided to stop his busy touring and recording schedule and 

concentrate on writing poetry.32 At the same time, these activities had expanded the 

aesthetic range of the genre and extended its international impact. In short, Brown's 

analysis left little room for the creative development of the genre. Likewise, his 

viewpoints did not generally reflect the viewpoints of the dub poetry community as a 

whole. The article was aimed primarily at dub poets in England and he admitted to have 

limited "street credibility as far as knowing what's new and live and happening is 

concerned" (Brown 1987:51).33 
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In the late 19805 additional concerns with the state of the genre had been raised by 

critics and poets alike. In a book review of Habekost's Dub Poetry (1986), Victor Chang 

cited a number of the weaknesses and strengths of the anthology. In his mind, the book's 

strengths stemmed from its inclusion of a range of diverse talents from "better-known 

poets" to "lesser known ones" (Chang 1988:49). Chang also acknowledged the value of 

the Habekost's introduction, "Word, Sound'" Power," for revealing "the assumptions its 

[dub poetry] practitioners and supporters make about dub poetry" (1988:49). On the 

other hand, Chang expressed serious concern about the nature of the poetry itself and 

"committing" dub poets to print (1988:49): 

while dub poetry covers a range of topics, its tonal range as represented here is 
essentially limited: protesting, threatening, accusatory. And we need to recognize 
this. I am not saying that this poetry does not have its value or that it should be 
like traditional poetry. I merely want to suggest that we cannot often expect any 
subtlety of approach, anything that is inward-looking, musing, quite, reflective, 
tender, delicate, registering a complexity of position or feeling (Chang 1988:S0). 

In response, Habekost later wrote that "Chang barely tries to conceal his literary 

prejudices in his generalizations" (Habekost 1993:48). The following year, in the poetry 

anthology VOiceprint, dub poetry received another seemingly negative characterization by 

Gordon Rohlehr: 

Dub poetry is at its worst a kind of tedious jabber to a monotonous rhythm. At 
its best it is the intelligent appropriation of the manipulatory techniques of the OJ 
for purposes of personal and communal signification (1989: 18). 

The comments of Chang and Rohlehr raised questions about the possible 

limitations or the genre and the aesthetic merit of dub poetry in print. At least two 

primary assumptions regarding printed poetry lie behind their arguments. The first 

concerns what Dawes has descn"bed as "the cult of the published book" and the 

perception that "inherent in a poem being published is the notion that the work is fit to be 

sold to others, to be read by others, to be on the market. .. The most celebrated poets are 

often those who have found favour with the critics, and the critics, of course, 

KNOW"(1996:4-S). A second assumption, centers around the nature of poetic 
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expenence. Whether skillfully constructed or rhythmically monotonous the live dub 

poetry (performance) experience cannot compete with the poetry text: 

the fact that we need the [dub] poets themselves to mediate between us and the 
[published] poetry before we can get the full effects of the poems touches on the 
real weakness and limitation at the core of this work (Chang 1988:49). 

Chang goes on to argue that the published work of Canbbean poets such as Edward 

Kamau Brathwaite (b.1930) and. Derek Walcott (b.1930) "will remain on the page, 

accessible to any reader of intelligence, taste and sensitivity, able to yield up riches to one 

willing to take the trouble and make the effort" (1988: 49). 

This particular hierarchy of experience is especially troubling due to the centrality 

live public performance has played in the development of dub poetry and dub poets. 

Moreover, as I will illustrate in following chapter, issues of accessibility are complicated 

by a variety of factors. For Habekost the critical comments of Chang and Rohlehr were 

construed as exemplary of a larger body of scholars and academics who have been "very 

reluctant to come to terms with the challenge of dub poetry" (1993:6). Habekost is a bit 

quick to generalize-although dub poetry's status and acceptance within "the canon of 

Caribbean literature" has indeed been a controversial endeavor. Discussion is ongoing, and 

the viewpoints of practicing poets are considerably more significant than the viewpoints 

of critics outside the dub poetry fraternity itself. Ultimately, the fate of the art form does 

not lie in the words of scholars and critics but the actions of dub poets and the reactions 

of the public. 

The dub poetry community itselfhas contributed much to the "debate" about the 

status of the art form. Verbal Riddim provides some specific pieces of documentation 

from the 1980s. For example, according to Habekost statements made by Jean Breeze in a 

1989 interview with journalist Dotun Adebayo "outraged her former dub colleagues" 

(1993:45).34 Jean is quoted as saying that she "had to get out of the confines of dub 

poetry ... It was so restricting having to write poetry to a one drop reggae rhythm. That 

can't be good for any poet" (45). Habekost explores Jean's comments and the "serious 
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controversy" it stirred up "among the dub poet community in England" (44). He does so, 

in part, by including the narratives of Lillian Allen, Levi Tafari, Benjamin Zephaniah, and 

Brother Resistance. These poets do not so much refute Jean's comments, but help to 

contextualize them with additional insights. It is insights such as these that dub poetry 

scholarship is now most in need of. 

In a short essay published originally m 1990 Breeze reiterated her earlier 

statements. She descnbed her concern that "at this point in time is that there is not 

enough experimentation with the [dub poetry] form and it is becoming as constraining in 

its rhythms as the iambic pentameter (Breeze 1996 [1990]:498). But she was also 

concerned with the place of women within the male-dominated dub poetry' field She cites 

specific examples, three personal experiences, that caused her to reevaluate her creative 

contributions. The content of her lyrics and her activities during live performances were at 

the root of the controversy (499). 3S Jean's reflections provide valuable insights into her 

own work as well as her place within the art form. While the contributions of the 

pioneering poets deserve continued attention since they remain active, the emphasis on 

past poems and quotes tends to obscure more recent achievements. For example, the 

continued citation of Mutabaruka's "Revolutionary Poets" (written circa 1979) in recent 

scholarship suggests a degree of unfamiliarity with his more recent activities. 36 

In other cases, recent dub poetry' scholarship has provided additional insights. A 

1993 article by Michael Angrosino applies the oral scribal dichotomy to a brief case 

study of the dub poetry scene in southern Florida. The perspectives of a "key 

informant," referred to by Angrosino as Toure Lumumba (1993:74), are utilized to 

examine the consequences of the entextualization process and the implications for both 

poets and audience members (85-86). Janet DeCosmo's 1995 article documents the value 

of the use of published and recorded dub poetry in educational settings. The article also 

raises questions regarding the dissemination of dub poetry products and influence of the 

perspectives of female poets on the status of the art form (36-37). Finally, an 1998 article 
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by Brenda Carr combines textual analysis of Lillian Allen's poetry with specific examples 

of the ways in which Allen has worked as "community witness" and force of "social 

agency" in Toronto communities. These studies indicate a increasing international 

awareness of dub poetly among scholars and the public. Coupled with this awareness is a 

growing body of mediated information on dub poetly. The following chapter examines 

key issues associated with the mediaization of the genre and the local and international 

implications of such representations. Cherry and Mbala's artistic history case studies 

follow in Chapter Five and Chapter Six. 

NOTES: 

I For example, Edgar White's "Moon Dance Night" and Ntozake Shange's "The 
Love Space Demands" (Beasley 1996). 
2 For a discussion of the history of theater and drama in Jamaica see Errol Hill's 
article in The Cambridge Guide to African and Caribbean Theatre (1993). 
3 While Haile Selassie was still alive, a movement was born in Jamaica, glorifying 
him as God. Even though His Majesty agreed that his position as the emperor of Ethiopia 
was divinely sanctioned, he was somewhat surprised by the news that the Rastafarians of 
Jamaica regarded his as the black man's messiah. In the 19205, before Ras Tafari was 
crowned emperor, Marcus Garvey is said to have made a cryptic prophecy to the 
displaced black Africans of the Western world In 1927 in a church in Kingston, he is 
reported to have prophesied, ''Look to Africa, where a black king shall be crowned, for 
the day of deliverance is here." Haile Selassie was crowned emperor in 1930; thus was 
born the messianic movement of Rastafarians (Jacobs 1985:77). Barry Chevannes' 
Rastafari: Roots and Ideology (1994) provides an excellent summary of the history and 
development ofRastafari in Jamaica. 
4 Scholars in America such as Tricia Rose have also compared rap musicians to 
African griots (Rose 1994). 
5 According to Habekost: "The development of distinctively Jamaican music and 
the emergence of dub versions in the sixties offered the Discjockeys the opportunity to go 
beyond their simple job of changing records, announcing new releases and telling the odd 
joke. The instrumental version gave them the musical base on which to deliver a message. 
The special Dee-Jay style was invented, an almost monotonous rap which accompanies 
the rhythm, riding on it. And that is how the name [toaster] came about, the 'toaster' puts 
his lyrics on the music like a slice of cheese on a piece of toast" (Habekost 1986:27). 
6 Influential producers such as Clement "Sir Coxsone" Dodd (b. 1932), Lee 
"Scratch" Perry (b. 1936), and Duke Reid (1915-1974) significantly influenced the sound 
of the dub sub-genre. 
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7 Debate exists as to the originator of the term "dub poetry." Orlando Wong (Oku 
Onuora) is often credited with coining the term, but some Jamaicans believe this type of 
poetry was coined simultaneously by Onuora and a poet named Linton Kwesi Johnson. 
By the late 1970's both men were actively involved in combining poetry with music. 
However, Johnson referred to his work as "reggae poetry" not dub poetry. Although 
important distinctions exist between the two styles, they both emerged at roughly the 
same time. 
8 In 1971 Rasta poets Bongo Jerry and Ras Dizzy had appeared in an issue of the 
journal Savacou (3/4). The work of these early poets is mentioned by both Rohlehr 
(1971:99) and Brathwaite (1984:36-37). 
9 A description of such activities is descnbed in Verena Reckord's article "From 
Burru Drums to Reggae Ridims: The Evolution ofRasta Music" (1998:240-241). 
10 See Verena Reckord's "Rastafarian Music: An Introductory Study" (1977). 
11 In a 1996 interview with Burt Caesar, Johnson acknowledged that the Last Poets 
particular use of voice and percussion influenced his early work (Johnson 1996:65). 
12 Beckwith's publications reflect a special interest in the collection of proverbs 
which has continued till today. More recent collections, such as Morris-Brown (1993) 
and Watson (1991), follow roughly the model established by Beckwith's in the sense that 
they provide translations and brief commentary on cultural significance. 
13 The dialect poetry of Claude McKay (1889-1940) has also been influential. His 
book, Dialect Poetry (1972 [1912]) is widely available. 
14 Additional information on Miss Lou can be found in chapter two of Julie Pearn's 
dissertation, "The Cathartic Function of Laughter" (1985). 
15 See also Edward Baugh's "West Indian Poetry 1990-1970: A Study in Cultural 
Decolonisation" (circa 1972). 
16 Erving Goffinan's book, Frame Analysis: An Essay on the Organization of 
Experience (1972), describes frames as "metacommunicative" mechanisms. Specifically, 
frames, or metacommunication, represent communication about communication. 
17 Commonly used tools for keying a performance include: special codes;figurative 
language; parallelism; special paralinguistic jeatures; special formulae; and appeal to 
tradition (Bauman 1977: 16-22). 
18 An M.A. thesis by Regina Koerten, "Dub Poetry: Entwicklung und Funktion" 
(1988), and B.A. thesis by Adugo Onuora, "Dub Poetry: An Examination of the Origins, 
Construct, and Development of a Unique Jamaican Indigenous Art," (1986) have been 
written, although I have not been able to locate copies of these texts. 
19 According to Mervyn Morris: "Brian Meeks (born in Montreal to a Trinidadian 
mother and a Jamaican father)came to Jamaica in 1956 ... he did an M.Sc. in Government 
(1974-1976) ... Brian worked in the Public Affairs Department of the Jamaica 
Broadcasting Corporation until early 1981 (1982a: 17). 
20 Habekost's fieldwork and research was conducted in June 1989-May 1990 and 
January 1991-December 1991 (Habekost 1993:vii). 
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21 In some cases Habekost's descriptions are drawn not from observation of a live 
performance, but from his response "listening" to a commercial recording. In a book 
review of Verbal Riddim Bruce King points out that this approach is problematic (1995). 
22 Habekost's views on this particular subject are interesting considering the fact that 
approximately one-third of the poets featured in his earlier book, Dub Poetry: 19 Poets 
from England and Jamaica (1986), were relatively unknown figures. 
23 Kofi Anyidoho relates the "difficulty in finding precise non-African equivalents 
for the various terms that an African people uses in defining its art forms," (1991:42). 
24 These styles may be roughly summarized as: mento (1940-59), so (1959-65), 
rock steady (1965-69 ), early reggae (1969-75), roots/rockers reggae (1975-81). 
25 The poem appears in Breeze's book. Riddym Ravings and Other Poems (1988), 
edited my Mervyn Morris. Detailed analysis of the poem can be found in Morris' article 
"Gender in some Performance Poems" (1993). 
26 A review of the performance was written by Shivaun Hearne in The Sunday 
Gleaner (1992). 
27 Morris' poetry books include: The Pond (1973), On Holy Week (1976), 
Shadowboxing 1979}, and Examination Centre (1992). 
28 This position is held by the writer and poet Kwame Dawes in his book, Natural 
Mysticism (1999) about "the reggae aesthetic." 
29 Cooper argues for the value of the orthography system developed by Cassidy and 
Le Page and has worked to popularize its use in Jamaica. 
30 Biographical information on five poets, Linton Kwesi Johnson, Mutabaruka, Oku 
Onuo~ Michael Smith, and Brian Meeks is presented No recordings or books are 
attributed to Brian Meeks. 
31 His three first albums were Check It (1983), Outcry (1984), and The Mystery 
Unfolds (1986). He was especially well-received in the United States. See Neal U1lestadt's 
1985 interview with Muta in The Beat (17-18) for information on from this time period. 
32 In an interview conducted in 1986 by Mervyn Morris Johnson stated that 
performing an and recording have their drawbacks: "rve realized over the last few years 
that my poetry has suffered as a consequence .... It's suffered in terms of the craft of 
poetry .... Eventually I found that I was getting drawn closer to the music, and trying to 
write within the strict parameters of the reggae form which is very limiting" (Johnson 
1989:260). Johnson's so-called "retirement" from the stage was short lived By the end of 
the 19805 he was touring and performing once again (Stewart 1993:84-86). In a 1996 
interview LKJ also said that Race Today Collective felt he wasn't spending enough time 
in London (Johnson 1996:75). 
33 During this same time period "roots reggae" enthusiasts became concerned with 
what they believed to be the stagnation of Jamaican popular music (Bilby 1995: 173-174). 
For some, the decline was linked with the death of Bob Marley in 1981. 
34 The article was published in the autumn of 1989 in the Voice, Britain's leading 
black newspaper, under the title "Where Have All the Dub Poets Gone?" 
35 In one case it was suggested that the lyrics of her poem "Aid Travels With a 
Bomb" were more suited to a male voice. Mutabaruka offered to re-recorded the piece 
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with his voice. In a second case, she was -told that "a radical dub poet" should not dance 
suggestively on stage. This criticism was offered after her performance at Reggae 
Sunsplash in 1983. 
36 The poem has been cited in recent publications by Chamberlin (1993), Dawes 
(1999), and DeCosmo (1995). In addition to citing the poem, all three writers utilize it to 
illustrate the same point 
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PART TWO 

"CARRY GO BRING COME": THE MEDIAIZADON OF DUB POETRY 

Similar to the Kuranko metaphor of grass bending to and fro along a social pathway, 

Jamaicans have a traditional saying, cany-go-bring-come. The saying refers roughly to 

the process of "taking to and carrying back ... going back and forth with infonnation" 

(Watson 1991:188), or, for the purposes of this thesis, "carry-go-bring dub poetry."1 

What happens when infonnation on dub poetry and its practitioners is carried back and 

forth by the mass media and "projected" to an array of new audiences? The increased 

mediaization of dub poetry that bas taken place since the late 1970s will be evaluated in 

terms of the strengths and weaknesses of various media, especially printed matter, and 

the corresponding (re)presentation of the art form and its practitioners. How do mediated 

pieces of infonnation on dub poetry stand up when analyzed as "cultural documents" 

(Weakland 1975)? 

My objective is not to provide an overview or analysis of the complete range of 

mediated materials focusing on the genre. Such a task would, nonetheless, be an especially 

useful project for future scholars as well as poets themselves. A few of the projects that 

have been undertaken with similar goals in mind will be discussed later in the thesis. The 

examples within this chapter stem from my research and fieldwork: experiences with 

individual poets and my attempts-some of them unsuccessful-since the early 1990s to 

collect a variety of dub poetry-related materials and resources. Specific examples from 

books, scholarly articles, popular magazines, commercial recordings, documentary films, 
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and the internet are provided to demonstrate that detailed documentation on the full range 

of practicing dub poets and the creative processes they utilize is unavailable. The final 

sections of the chapter serve as an introduction to the impact the mediaization of dub 

poetry has had in the artistic careers of Cherry and Mbala. My focus on the Jamaican 

(dub poetry) sphere continues in this chapter since I am most familiar with its dynamics. 

Dub Poetry PublicatioDs, COlDlDereial RecordiDgs, aDd DoeulDeDtaries 

With the increased mediaization of the dub poetry in the 19905 has come valuable 

new resources on pioneering poets as well as growing documentation on a wider array of 

its practitioners. I already have discussed the significance and value of the body of written 

scholarship on the art form, giving special attention to the writings of Cooper, Habekost, 

Morris, and Peam Cooper's articles and her book Noises in the Blood, are readily 

available (a new edition of her book was published in 1995 by Duke University Press). 

Likewise, a selection of Morris' major articles have recently been published under the title 

Is English We Speaking and Other Essays (1999). In contrast, Peam's dissertation is 

available only on microfilm (at least in the United States) and Habekost's Verbal Riddim is 

rather expensive. The paperback edition sells for approximately S50 (U.s) and is even 

more costly in countries like Jamaica. I begin with these examples to emphasize that a 

number of the limitations facing mediated accounts of dub poetry are not necessarily due 

to misinformation or a lack of poetic contextualization. Rather, issues of accessibility and 

cost are factors that hinder the availability of such materials to poetry enthusiasts, the 

general public, as well as scholars. 

The body of published poetry by dub poets includes hundreds of poems. In 

addition to books of poetry put out by individual poets, dub poetry has appeared in 

poetry anthologies, joumals, newspapers. magazines, and other printed materials. The 

earliest books by the genre's pioneering figures are difficult to find, although some were 

reprinted later in the 1980s. These include Linton Kwesi Johnson's Voices of the Living 
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and the Dead (1983 [1974]), Dread Beat & Blood (1982 [1975]), Mutabaruka's 

Mutabarulca: The First Poems (1980), and Oku Onuora's Echo (1985 [1977]). Published 

works from the late 1980s such as Jean Breeze's Riddym Ravings and Other 

Poems (1988), and Mikey Smith's It A Come (1989) are still available in limited 

quantities. Many of the books that have appeared in the 1990s can be found in Europe 

and Canada These include books published by Bloodaxe Books in England for Jean 

Breeze (1997), Linton Kwesi Johnson (1991), and Benjamin Zephaniah (1992), and 

books published in Canada by Sister Vision Press for Afua Cooper (1992), and Ahdri 

Zhina Mandiela (1991).2 In Jamaica poets like Clyde "Dunn I" Brooks (1989), Cherry 

Natural (1989), and Tommy Ricketts (1994) have put together self-published poetry 

compilations that received limited distnbution. The most recent dub poetry books are 

Oku Onuora's Fuelfor Fire (1998) and Yasus Afari's Eye Pen (1999). 

Habekost's Verbal Riddim (1993) and Brathwaite's History of Voice (1984) 

provide detailed listings of other publications by dub poets. For example, since the 1960s 

a significant number of dub poets have appeared in Canbbean journals such as Focus 

(1983), Caribbean Quarterly, and Savacou (1970171). The Canadian, Caribbean, and 

British poetry anthologies mentioned in the previous chapter are valuable resources for 

dub poetry published in the 1980s and 1990s. A number of the more recent anthologies, 

such as Caribbean Poetry Now (Brown 1992 [1984]), have been used in classroom 

settings. However, the anthologies have their own set of constraints. Limited space means 

that only a select number ofpoetS are represented and a relatively small number of poems 

are included. The process by which dub poets and dub poems are selected, or not 

selected, to be anthologized raises a number of questions about the representation of a 

largely verbal art form in the text medium. Unfortunately, copies of many of these 

anthologies are hard to find in Canada, the Caribbean, Europe, and the United States. The 

most recent anthology to be published Unerances and Incantations: Women's Poetry and 
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Dub (A. Cooper 1999), includes a broad range of poets and promises to generate renewed 

international interest the work 0 dub poetry's female practitioners. 

Specific issues of accessibility are encountered in the realm of dub poetry 

documentaries and commercial recordings. Well-received documentaries have been made 

on Linton Kwesi 10hnson, Dreadbeat and Blood (Rosso 1975); Miss Lou, The Drums 

Keep Sounding (Wilmot 1981); Mikey Smith, Upon Westminster Bridge (Wall 1982); lean 

Breeze. Moods and Moments (Spencer 1988); Lillian Allen Unnatural Causes (National 

Film Board of Canada 1990); and Mutabaruka B/ale Wi Blalck.. .. (Allen 1992). In general, 

copies of these films are not available as commercial products in the Unites States, 

Canada, or Europe because the majority of the documentaries were made to be aired on 

British and Canadian TV stations. For example, the documentary on Mikey Smith was 

done for BBC Arena and the film on Jean Breeze was done by the Bandung File for 

Channel 4. The "poetry video" featuring Lillian Allen was produced by the National Film 

Board of Canada (Habekost 1993: Ill). Although these films have been influential in local 

and national settings, they have not been viewed as widely internationally. In a 1994 

interview Mervyn Morris expressed his disappointment with the fact that his attempts 

to get the J.B.C. to air the "Upon Westminster Bridge" were in vain (1994:70). 

Within the lamaican context, original film footage (i.e. master tapes) of dub poetry 

performances and events are commonly the property of television stations and housed in 

special archives. The segment on the Poetry Society I first watched in 1991 is held at the 

Jamaican Information Service (1.I.S.) facility in Kingston. This facility, along with its 

neighbor, the Cultural Production Training Centre (C.P.T.C.), also house footage of more 

recent Poetry Society Fellowship meetings that feature performances by poets such as 

Jean Breeze (August 27, 1996), Oku Onuora (August 26, 1997) and Yasus Afari (January 

28, 1998). During my 1998 fieldwork I learned that specific video footage of dub poetry 

events was missing from each of the facilities or possibly erased. 3 Individuals like 

Tommy Ricketts and Sheena Johnson are friends with members of the staff at J.I.S. and 
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C.P.T.C. which helps facilitate the Society's access to video materials when needed The 

complete, unedited, footage of a performance is usually available to the Society. In other 

cases, individual poets make an effort to record TV programs featuring their work or 

public Poetly Society events. The quality of such footage is inferior to the original master 

tapes and deteriorates year to year due to Jamaica's climate.4 

Despite the difficulty in tracking down certain footage, some recent developments 

are encouraging. Groups such as the Poetry Society are increasingly documenting events 

internally. For example, a generous grant from the Netherlands Embassy in Kingston 

(1998) allowed the Society to purchase a digital camera and record segments of its 

monthly meetings (S. Johnson 1998). This move toward "indigenous documentation" was 

also exemplified during the Dub Poetly Festival Intemational'93. Festival organizers in 

Toronto made a concerted effort to document both performances and panels during the 

two weeks of events. Lillian Allen, Afua Cooper, Joseph Clifton, Michael St. George, and 

other poets in Canada realize the historical and educational importance of such materials. 

However, no formal attempt has been made to produce a full-length documentary on the 

festival (A. Cooper 1999a).5 Financial constraints as well as the time involved in editing 

footage may be two reasons why nothing has been done with these materials as yet 

When documentation from the Festival is made available, it should provide a rich source 

ofinformation for analysis.6 

In the realm of commercial recordings the work of the genre's pioneering figures are 

most readily available.7 For example, virtually all of Mutabaruka and Linton K wesi 

Johnson's full-length albums can be bought or ordered. The CD's of younger poets, like 

Queen Majeeda (Karlene Hamilton, b. 1968) and Yasus Marl (John Sinclair, b. 1968), 

who have been attached with major recording labels are also relatively easy to find for 

purchase. Queen Majeeda's album Conscious (1993) recorded for Heartbeat Records and 

Yasus Marl's CD Dancehall Baptism (1993) released by Ras Records received positive 

reviews and significant airplay in Jamaica and abroad. 8 Large record labels do not, 
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however, provide ongoing support for all the dub poetry tides they have released. The 

best example of this is Mikey Smith's first and only full-length album Mi Cyaan Believe It 

recorded in 1982 for Mango/Island Records. The album is now a rare collector's item and 

there appear to be no plans to re-release the album on CD. Benjamin Zephaniah's 1990 

Island release Us An Dem is a second dub poetry recording from the Island catalog that is 

no longer available as a new CD (at least in the United States). Select albums by Oku 

Onuora, Benjamin Zephaniah, and other poets are available primarily in Europe. I use 

these examples to stress that the availability of the full range of dub poetry recordings is 

inconsistent. 

Recording and Documenting the Dub Poetry Performance 

Today, dub poets are increasingly choosing to release their recorded work on 

independent labels. Lillian Allen's Freedom & Dance (1998), as well as Malachi Smith's 

Throw Two Punch (1998) are two recent examples of this trend Linton Kwesi Johnson 

was the first dub poet to start his own label, LKJ Records, in 1981.9 By working with 

smaller labels, the poets retain a much greater degree of control over the recording and 

distribution processes associated with their work. Krister Malm's assessment of such 

processes in terms of musical genres is applicable to verbal genres like dub poetry as well: 

The recording studio is a very different environment from the live scene with its 
direct interaction within the group of performers andlor between artists and 
audience. The process whereby music is fed through the recording studio and 
distribution system involving radio broadcasts, disc jockeys, and other gate
keepers, record shops, and so forth, changes and shapes the musical tradition 
involved (MaIm 1993:344). 

The proliferation of studios in Jamaica-over 100 in Kingston alone-provides Jamaican 

dub poets and reggae artists with a number of recording options (Oumano 1995:1). Yet 

for the dub poet in particular, it can be a challenge to work with unfamiliar studio 

musicians. Mikey Smith and a number of poets have expressed concern regarding working 
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with musicians they do not know.Lo In my 1996 interview with Queen Majeeda she 

described problems that arise during the context oftive performance: 

Yu find dat when yu have shows an, yu have uder artists-an one or two poets 
might be der as well-di band dey doan play as well for di poets as dey play for 
the other artists. And, wat I find is dat, dey doan really-is like because-dey not 
used ta poetry yu know. Or dey doan tek di time ta undastand poetry .... But if 
yu ave a band dat yu work with an di band work yur stuff it can be good (Majeeda 
1996). 

Habekost raises a number of related issues in his section on "Recording the 

Performance" (1993:101-103). One response to the musical dilemma is the a cappeUa 

recording. In this case. the challenges of the studio environment remain, but the difficulties 

of musical negotiation are eliminated. References to the a cappella recordings of Lillian 

Allen, Levi Tafari. and Benjamin Zephaniah in the 1980s are provided in Verbal Riddim. 

In the 19905, Jean Breeze. Linton Kwesi Johnson, and other dub poets have continued 

this trend. I I Poets like Cherry Natural focus on performance without musical 

accompaniment: 

Yeah personally. rm a a cappella poet. I waan-what I really want tab do is bring 
back dat oral tradition where wi---di griotsjust used tab just sit an talk. Letting di 
voice work. An letting people. undastand it, to di point where it can create change. 
Becaw it used to be very effective den. Is just di Advent of [electric] instruments 
dat tek away a lot a di effect. I want when rm talking you sit just listen tab me-
to what rm saying. So rm mo~ majority a di time I perform I love to perform 
a cappella (C. Natural 1996a). 

The a cappella recording is just one example of the outcome of an "encounter" between 

dub poetry and a form of media. The concept of mediaization may also be extended 

beyond musical or poetic products. Dub poetry's encounters with forms of mass media 

may also be examined for the purpose of tracking information on the social and creative 

pathways "traveled" by the genre's practitioners. 

The growth of the knowledge base of written information on dub poetry and dub 

poets has taken place at local. national. and international levels. This follows Wallis and 

Maim's model for the dissemination of music (Wallis MaIm 1984:42-59). An increase in 
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the number of live dub poetry performances in lamaica and abroad over the last ten years 

has helped capture the attention of a growing number of journalists. critics. and scholars 

in lamaica, Canada, England, and the United States. Individual dub poets as well as 

groups like the Poetry Society have forged linkages with the print media through such 

writers. Individual writers possess varying degrees of knowledge about the art form. This 

fact is especially significant since written accounts in local newspapers and popular music 

magazines are disseminated widely. read by large audiences and fundamentally shape the 

public's conceptualization of the art form. I would argue that newspaper and magazine 

articles playa much more influential role in shaping public opinion about dub poetry than 

scholarly publications which are read by a much smaller audience. I also feel confident 

arguing that the experience of viewing live dub poetry performances is even more 

fundamental in shaping individuals' impressions of the art form and its practitioners. 

(Cherry's and Mbala's narratives in the following chapters give indications of this). To 

understand the conceptions promoted within written accounts. the "flow" of information 

between writers. the public. and dub poets needs to be considered. 

Music critics and journalists outside lamaica often review new dub poetry 

recordings when they are released internationally. For example. Linton Kwesi lohnson's 

new 2-CD anthology. Independant Intavenshan: The Island Anthology (1998) was 

reviewed recently in Rolling Stone (Christgau 1999:69).12 The primary weakness of 

written materials originating outside of lamaica stem from writers' limited exposure to 

practicing poets and a fixation on poetry products. lournalists and critics tend to focus 

on the work of an individual poet, in isolation from the larger body of practitioners. In 

addition, the scope of a review is often limited to the reviewer's personal criticisms and 

opinions. (Though I realize that such critical reporting and evaluation is. by definition, 

part of the essence of a review). Time and spatial constraints may also make it difficult 

for journalists and reporters to include a range of perspectives. Nonetheless. one of the 

most effective ways to broaden the scope of a review is to include information-
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quotations, opinions, or other documentation--drawn from interviews. Reviews or 

recordings of dub poetry events constructed in this manner offer much more detailed 

information and, most importantly, allow the "voices" of the poets themselves to be 

heard. Carter Van Pelt's recent interview with Mutabaruka and review of the CD 

compilation he arranged and produced, Gathering of the Spirits (1998), is an excellent 

example of the joint review/interview approacb.13 

Greater access to poets in local settings facilitates on-the-spot interviews before 

or after performances and events. Such interviews are especially significant because they 

provide background information on poets not available elsewhere. Local accounts also 

take into consideration a wider range of poets and often provide very recent information 

on dub poetry events. On the other hand, local journalists, like their foreign counterparts. 

may be constrained by their level of background knowledge and the necessity of 

constructing a concise descriptive account. For example, these factors playa role in the 

types of questions reporters think to ask poets. In short, both international and local 

published accounts provide valuable resources for scholars documenting the art form, but 

provided limited perspectives when studied in isolation. One of the primary goals of dub 

poetry scholarship should be to synthesize the spectrum of existing "pieces" of 

information. My research experiences with poets like Cherry and Mbala, and my analysis 

of the available dub poetry resources raised a variety of questions regarding the history 

and development of the art form as well as the creativity of its practitioners. From these 

questions emerged the artistic history methodology I descnDed in Chapter Two. 

Additional Resources: E-mai~ the World Wide Web, and Archival COUectiODS 

Since my artistic history research in 1996, I have conducted additional fieldwork 

(1998. 1999) and have attempted to keep up to date with the some of the major poetry 

events and developments taking place in Kingston. Phone calls and e-mail messages have 

helped in this regard. I keep in monthly contact with poets like Cherry, Mbala, Queen 
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Majeeda, Tommy Ricketts, and Sheena Johnson in Kingston. In addition to the activities 

of individual poets we frequently discuss details of local poetry events. E-mail contact 

with individual members of the Poetry Society is also an effective way to keep abreast of 

poetry events and news. For example, a 1997 message from Sheena alerted me to the 

publication of an article by Elena Oumano in the July 19 issue of Billboard. 14 The article 

descnbed the "alternative music scene" in Jamaica and contained information on Tommy 

Ricketts, the Poetry Society, a drumming performance by Mbala, and a variety of other 

"alternative" musicians in Jamaica. However, despite its usefulness as a communication 

resource, only a handful of the poets currently use e-mail accounts. 

The world wide web also provides additional forms of information on dub poets. 

In the last three years dub poetry resources on the world wide web have increased 

significantly. Today a growing number of dub poets are setting up their own web pages. 

Links to information on many of the pioneering poets can be found by searching directly 

for individuals names or "dub poetry" as a general keyword. For example, information on 

Mutabaruka can be found on links from the Shanachie Records label, http://www. 

shanachie.com, and an unofficial Mutabaruka site at http://www.ireggae.com1muta.htm. 

Official pages for Linton Kwesi Johnson http://www.lister.ultralcohl.comlhomepagellkj/ 

lkjbio.htm, Oku Onuora, hnp://www.escape.coml-dread. and Benjamin Zephaniah http:// 

www.oneworldorglzephaniahl, also exist The resources found on these web pages 

include photos, poems, biographical data, interview summaries, short quotes, and 

personal statements by the poets. These items provide documentation on the careers and 

activities of the pioneering figures of the movement. The world wide web holds enormous 

potential for the future international dissemination of dub poetry resources, however, like 

other forms of media web pages have specific limitations. A survey of dub poetry web 

pages reveals that certain pieces of information are quite current while other segments are 

recycled from old interviews and events. From my perspective, the biggest limitation 

concerns the range of dub poets that are represented. IS 
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As with the fieldwork I conducted in 1996, my summer research in 1998 was 

organized with the intent of collecting additional information on dub poetry and dub 

poets that was not readily available to the public.16 The six-week trip provided the 

opportunity to seek out and survey a number of personal "archival" collections of audio, 

video, and printed matter that document the history and development of dub poetry and 

the Poetry Society of Jamaica. 17 Dozens of individual collections exist in Kingston, but 

during my previous research (1992 and 1996) I only bad the chance to examine 

approximately five. Contained in these collections are: radio and TV interviews with 

poets, newspaper articles, video-taped performances, event fliers, and other valuable 

sources of information. In 1998 I found additional materials at the new Library of the 

Spoken Word on the University of the West Indies Campus (Jamaica). Contained in this 

collection are rare field recordings of Jamaican poets-dub and otherwise-dating back to 

the 1950s.18 

During my 1998 fieldwork I was especially interested in searching for written 

references to poets like Cherry and Mbala Their names were in fact mentioned in the 

local and international articles that I collected that summer. These accounts included 

newspaper and magazine articles describing recent dub poetry events and live 

performances. Cherry and Mbala had collected the articles for their own personal records 

and allowed me to make xerox copies. The examples that follow are helpful in illustrating 

the significance of published materials in documenting the creative work of seasoned 

poets, and the types of questions such mediated pieces of information generate. The first 

set of examples focuses on references to Cherry, the second references to Mbala. 

Cherry and Mba.a in Printed Media: References aDd Photos 

I have already mentioned the first international dub poetry festival, "Off The Page 

Into The Streets," was held in Toronto (May 8-1S, 1993). Poets in Jamaica, Canada, and 

elsewhere recognize the festival as the single most important dub poetry event of the 
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1990s. It received mass media attention in Canada-before, during, and after the events 

were finished-and later in international publications. Organized by Lillian Allen in 

conjunction with the members of a "Planning Committee," a group of volunteers, Yorlc 

University, and local sponsors (Doyle-Marshall 1993a:22), the festival's stated goal 

was: 19 

to illustrate the social, aesthetic, political, and cultural scope of dub poetry, and to 
develop its potential as a highly creative and culturally responsive art form with 
the capacity to both articulate social needs and to generate energy for social 
change.1ncIeased public/community awareness oftbis expressive oral medium will 
extend the audience of this type of poetry and benefit the literary community as a 
whole (Ihid:4). 

The artistic and social ramifications of the festival remain to be analyzed in detail. It is 

clear though that the events increased international and local awareness of dub poetry as 

an art form, as well as knowledge of the range of its active practitioners. Briefbiographical 

information on over twenty poets was included in the festival's program, but there were 

many additional participants who attended. Cherry Natural was one of them. 

The week after the festival an article written by Canadian reporter William Doyle

Marshall was printed in Jamaica in the entertainment section of The Weekend Star 

(Doyle-Marshall 1993b:7). The article overviews the festival by presenting brief quotes 

from seven of the poets who participated Doyle-Marshall wrote this about Cherry 

(including a quote): 

Cherry Natural, a feisty young Jamaican woman whose work is aimed at restoring 
some confidence in the Black family, is taking back to Jamaica the message that 
her people must not narrow themselves. Writers or artists must develop to be able 
to relate to people worldwide. "Sometimes when we think that our problems are 
unique to us, we find it is an international thing and we as people have the same 
level of communication in terms of relating socially on an international level" 
(Doyle-Marchalll993b:7). 

Later, an article on the festival by Ron Sakolsky appeared in the popular reggae and 

"world music" magazine The Beat (Sakolsky 1993:55-57).20 Sakolsky's well-written 

summary of the festival highlights a number of the major performances and the issues that 
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were discussed, in some cases debated, in panel sessions. A significant portion of the 

article is dedicated to descnbing poets' viewpoints on sexism and homophobia within 

Jamaican dancehall music and Rastafari (55).21 Sakolsky provides quotes from poets Jean 

Breeze, Mutabaruka, Cherry Natural, and Ahdri Zhina Mandiela in this section. He 

quotes Cherry as saying, "I'm [a] Rasta, but I refuse to be the 'weaker vessel" (56). 

The references to Cherry in these articles give the reader a general indication of her 

outlook as a person and the possible topics she might address in her poetry-the Black 

family, problem-solving, and women's rights. The reader may even gather she is 

somewhat militant ("I refuse to be the 'weaker vessel''') or outspoken in her viewpoints. 

Individuals who attended the Festival, heard Cherry speaking on panel discussions, and 

witnessed her performances would have a much more refined understanding of her 

creative work and beliefs. In fact, anyone who experienced one of Cherry's past live 

performances in Jamaica or abroad would also carry some knowledge of her. In contrast, 

individuals who did not "encounter" her at the festival, but became interested in Cherry's 

work after reading an article would have difficulty finding published information about 

her. Where could such information be found? Was she a relatively new poet or one that 

had been around for years? Has she recorded any of her poetry? Outside of the Jamaican 

context, very little printed information is available to help in answering such questions.22 

The second set of examples are drawn from Jamaican newspapers and reveal a 

similar pattern cc-ncerning references to Mbala as a musician. The first example is taken 

from The Sunday Gleaner of August 18. 1996. On the first page of the local news section 

is a large photo with the tide "Honour for a Hero." The photo. taken at tribute ceremony 

for Marcus Mosiah Garvey (1887-1940) in Kingston, is a close-up and centered on the 

faces of Mbala and percussionist Calvin Mitchell, a master drummer and one of the 

founding members of Poets in Unity. Both Calvin and Mbala are seated. Calvin is playing 

a single conga drum (the kinta) and Mbala is playing two (the conga and tumbe). Included 
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in the photo are two boys holding Oags, three men with dreadlocks, and part of a banner 

with a painting of Garvey. The caption printed below the photo reads: 

Drummers Calvin Mitchell and M'Bala gave a stirring musical tnbute at 
yesterday's floral tnbute to commemorate the 109th anniversary of the birth of 
National Hero Marcus Garvey. The ceremony, organjzed by the lamaica Cultural 
Development Commission, took place at the National Heroes Park in Kingston 
(The Sunday Gleaner 1996:2A). 

A second photo appearing the following month in the cover of the Sunday Herald 

was taken at a ceremony greeting the President of Zimbabwe, Robert Mugabe, to lamaica 

In the center of the photo Calvin and lean Breeze are sitting astride what appear to be 

small tambo drums.23 A microphone is positioned in front of lean's mouth and she is 

either singing a song or reciting a poem. Mbala is seated directly behind lean, the lower 

ponion of his body hidden, and he is playing a single conga drum with one hand Three 

other drummers and a percussionist are visible. Of the thirty odd individuals in the photo 

four are waving what appear to be Ethiopian Oags, and three are holding posters of Haile 

Selassie L (1892-1975). The majority of the crowd, both men and women, have their 

heads covered with hats or tams.24 This photo is titled, "Tribute to Our Hero" and a 

short caption reads: 

Rastafarians gathered in their numbers last week to greet president of Zimbabwe, 
Robert Mugabe, on his official visit to lamaica On Thursday, the president paid 
tribute to National Hero, Marcus Garvey by laying a floral tribute at his shrine at 
National Heroes Park (The Sunday Herald 1996). 

The first photo and caption provide the viewer/reader with both direct and 

indirect information about Mbala-it is stated he is a drummer and it may be implied, 

indirectly, that he is a Rasta. Both Haile Selassie I., Emperor of Ethiopia 1930-1974, and 

Marcus Garvey, founder of the Universal Negro Improvement Association in 1914, are of 

pivotal importance in the religious belief system of Rastafari. The images of Garvey and 

Selassie I., as well as the covered heads, and Ethiopian flags reinforce this association. 

Mbala is not, however, a Rasta. He is a poet, a graphic artist, and a mask-maker, but these 

particular photos and captions do not reveal this information. The caption in the second 
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photo does not even provide the names of the musicians. Unless one knew Mbala, Calvin, 

or Jean by their appearance they would remain anonymous-the details of their 

individual identities and creative talents hidden. How and why were Mbala, Calvin, and 

Jean selected to perform at these events? What is the relationship between these 

individuals? 

Since the 19805 printed references to Cherry and Mbala have appeared in Jamaica. 

These pieces of information publicly reveal aspects of their creative efforts. At the same 

time, little documentation exists concerning the specific ways in which they function as 

poets. How do they go about composing poetry? Which artists or traditions have shaped 

their work? Are Cheny and Mbala be satisfied being classified as "dub poets"? If so, 

what is their place within the larger fraternity of dub poets? The two case studies that 

follow provide answers to these and other questions by presenting the recorded narratives 

of Cherry and Mbala. The narratives document central aspects their artistic histories. In 

doing so I hope to celebrate their careers and move beyond the previously established 

boundaries of dub poetry scholarship. The creative pathways and voices of other 

"guerrilla queens," "percussive poets, It and "birds" in the bush also remain to be analyzed; 

the following two chapters take steps in that direction. 

NOTES: 

1 "Carry Go Bring Come" is also the tide of a 1964 Jamaican hit song by Justin 
Hinds and The Dominoes (Chang and Chen 1998:91). 
2 Akira Press in England has also published the works of a number of dub poets 
including Martin Glynn's (b. 1957) De Ratchet A Talk (1985), and Desmond Johnson's 
Deadly Ending Season (1984). 
3 This information came from Noel Will jams, one of the hbrarians at the J.I.S., who 
helped me search for footage. He was aware of incidents where J.I.S. film crews had re
used tapes in the archives when blank tapes were unavailable for scheduled recording of 
new events. At the heart of this problem is J.I.S.'s limited budget. 
4 For example, many of the VHS copies Mbala has made are rendered unplayable 
by humidity and mold in a matter of years. The puticular climate in Stony Hill where 
Mbala lives accelerates this process. 
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5 Some footage of the Festival was aired in Canada in 1993 with narration by poet 
Clifton Joseph (Carr 1998:38). 
6 Mervyn Morris' recent study of one segment of Mutabaruka's 1989 Anti-Drugs 
'Crucial Concert performance provides a model for futme researchers interested in 
analyzing footage of live dub poetry events (Morris 1996:39-49). As of yet, video 
analysis of dub poetry performances is not common. The article also provides new 
perspectives from which to contextualize Muta's verbal commentary during poetry 
readings. 
7 The detailed Discography/Primary Bibliography in Habekost's Verbal 
Riddim provides detailed references to the recorded and printed works of an array of 
poets (1993:241-247). 
8 Yasus received a JAM! (Jamaica Music Industry award) for best male dub poet in 
1993, while Majeeda was nominated for best female dub poet in 1995. 
9 The label was launched with two singles by Michael Smith, ''Mi Cyan Believe It" 
and "Roots." 
1 0 In a 1981 interview with Mervyn Morris, Mikey Smith described his experiences 
working with musicians. Despite the fact that he loved to "work out" with musicians he 
stressed that he preferred to work with musicians he knew well. In his words, "Me have 
fi know them very close" (Smith 1985:42). 
11 See Breeze's Riding On De Riddym (57 Productions, 1996), and Johnson's LK./: A 
Cappella Live (LKJ Records, 1996). 
12 The anthology was picked by Rolling Stone as one of the ten best "world" 
[music], albums of the 19905. A more detailed review of the anthology was written by 
Sakolsky in The Beat (1999:65-66). 
13 The interview A full transcript of the interview is available at: 
http://incolor.inetnebr.comlcvanpelt. The album features performances by Jamaican 
singers and musicians that have significantly influenced the development and evolution of 
reggae music. The CD includes both original compositions and several remade classics 
(Van Pelt 1998:62). 
14 Sheena Johnson's efforts as the Public Relations Director of the Poetry Society 
has significantly increased the amount of media attention given the Society in the last four 
years. 
15 The web is useful resource for students engaged in introductory research on dub 
poetry. The students in the experimental "Reggae, Rastafari, and Dub Poetry" courses I 
taught at Indiana University (1997-1998) used web pages for their research papers. 
However, a number of the students bad difficulty finding detailed on less internationally 
recognized poets. 
16 The 1998 fieldwork was conducted between May 22 and July 17, and was 
funded in part by an Indiana University Latin American Fellowship. 
17 In addition to materials at the Jamaica Information Service and the Cultural 
Production and Training Centre, the African Caribbean Institute of Jamaica (A.C.lJ.), and 
the newly established International Reggae Studies Centre at the University of the West 
Indies contain dub poetry materials. 
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18 The Centre opened in February of 1998 and permits students or other individuals 
to order cassette copies of items from the collection. This facility is part of the Radio 
Education Unit, founded in 1954 at the University of the West Indies, and was 
constructed to provide a stable and secure environment for recorded materials. The 
collection includes a total of approximately 3,000 reel to reel and cassette recordings 
(Library of the Spoken Word 1998). Unfortunately, the Centre's limited budget bas 
permitted the cataloging of only a fraction of the items in the Collection. Alma Mock Yen 
and the staff at the Centre were extremely helpful in providing assistance during my 1998 
research. 
19 The Festival took two years to plan and received input from "dub poetly 
practitioners, literacy educators, youth workers, media activists, cultural critics, anti
racist educators, academics, and researchers ... "(Doyle-Marshall 1993:4). 
20 Sakolsky's article was later reprinted under the tide, "Dub Diaspora: Off the Page 
and Into the Streets," in Reggae, Rasta, Revolution: Jamaican Music from Ska to Dub 
edited by Chris Potash (Sakolsky 1997). 
21 The issues of sexism and homophobia within danc:eball music and Rastafari are 
extremely complex and beyond the scope of this thesis. Information on some of events 
and debates surround these topics can be found in the work of Cooper (1995 [1993]), 
Devonish (1996) and Yawney (1982). 
22 Cheny's name is also mentioned in a recent article on dub poetry by DeCosmo 
(1995:37). It is included as part of a quote from an unpublished paper by Carol Yawney 
entitled, "Exporting Resistance: Dub Poetry as a Traveling Culture" (Yawney 1993). 
23 The tambo drum can be played either with the hands, or when sitting on top of 
the clrum, with hands and heels. Pressing the heel of the foot to the drum skin changes the 
pitch of the instrument (Burnet 1982:15). 
24 Tams are knitted hats worn traditionally by both Rasta men and women to cover 
their dreadlocks. 
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CHAPTERs: 
CHERRY NATURAL: CALLING ALL GUERRILI..A QUEENS 

G"errliia QuUII 

The degree of a people's revolutionary awareness, 
may be measured by the political maturity of its women. 
Historically, African women have always been in the forefront, 
transforming social oppressive conditioDS. 
Queen Enzinga, the unconquerable, 
who for over forty years, 
fought the Portuguese to a stand still in Angola, 
Angola 

Is nuff woman was guerrilla soldier down inna Africa inna Africa 
Is come wi come yah and exchange wi ability for vanity. 
Wi nab study like how wi used to study. 
Wi nab pray like how wi used to pray. 
Nab time to meditate no time tab concentrate. 
wi just a run down the almighty dolla [dollar] 
a run down di almighty dolla 

Envy and greed taking over taking over. taking over. 
All wi check bout is who have di biggest house. 
who have di most money. 
who is most pretty, 
who can dress di best, 
An wi god-damn race in a mess. 
Yes, wi god-damn race inna mess. 

What is going to happen to di younger generation? 
Who is looking out for them? 
Can a world continue exist like this? 
Wi just a rape ana [and a] scrape, 
an di more wi get, 
is the more we want. 
An wi still no satisfy. 
Wi moutjusta fly- so wi must tell lie. 
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You know se wi fulfillin eli devil's prophecy. 
Just take a pause and check out eli vibes yah. 
It doan matta what yah got, 
you coulda be di biggest shot 
If yah nab do nuttin fi humanity, 
your life is very empty. 

Wi must, for the sake of our children, 
unite to destroy all forms of oppression. 
For our country to be progressive, 
the women must be progressive. 
When a country [is] stressed on the importance of education, 
is because a women have an interest in education. 
Wi need to regain our militancy, 
our militancy, 
from this world of material madness. 

Calling all guerrilla queens. 
Calling all guerrilla queens. 
Guerrilla queens come in. 
Guerrilla queens come in. 
Calling all guerrilla queens. 
Guerrilla queens. 
Guerrilla queens come in, come in. 
Our militancy, our militancy. 
-Cherry Natural (1995) 

Marcia Alrica Wedderburn was born on April 20, 1960 in the urban parish ofSt Andrew, 
, 

Jamaica. Two years and four days later Jamaica received its independence. l This young 

child was part of a new nation. She was also part of a large extended family, a total of 

eight girls and eight boys. Marcia stood out as having a special zest for life and glowing 

energy. Early on she was given the nickname "Cherry" by her father. This name stuck and 

as a young woman she began referring to herself as "Cherry Natural." The name, which 

she continues to use, is consistent with her belief in the power and value of "natural" 

holistic living. These traits continue today, but the young inexperienced performer of the 

early 19805, has developed into an established poet, activist, martial artist, teacher, and 

entertainer. Her penetrating brown eyes, wide smile, shoulder-length dreadlocks adorned 
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with colorful beads, and well-toned body come especially alive on stage. Joy, happiness, 

concern, and seriousness manifest themselves in live performance. Cheny now speaks 

with a voice of authority. She has touched the lives of thousands of audience members in 

Jamaica and abroad She is not only a respected performer, but a strong black Rasta 

woman-a guerrilla queen on a social and spiritual mission to empower women, break

down forces of oppression, promote social harmony, and bring verbal healing to those in 

need 

This chapter presents an overview of Cherry's artistic history, her recent 

accomplishments as a poet, and her place as a "woman of words" within the fraternity of 

Jamaican dub poets.2 Information is drawn from her own artistic history narratives, 

mediated materials, and my own interactional experiences with her. Despite years of 

performing and growing popularity in Jamaica, relatively few of her poems have been 

published or released on commercial recordings. Written references to her work have risen 

throughout the 1990s, but there is no definitive source to tum to for detailed biographical 

or artistic information on her career. After providing a brief summary of my research 

experiences with Cherry. I describe her background and early development as a poet. 

Later sections discuss highlights from her career, and her recent activities. Together, these 

pieces of information reveal a vibrant, talented, and influential female Jamaican poet. 

The Implications or Interviewing Cherry 

I have already explained Cherry's concept of the guerrilla queen and the impact of 

a 1992 interview with her had on the evolution of my artistic history methodology. The 

impact was not so much in terms of content. It was the questions and friendship that it 

generated in the years that followed that were more significant Since 1992, we have 

performed on the same stage, shared joys and frustrations, and grown as individuals. I 

have spent time with her in Kingston and the United States and learned about her 

professional work as a poet and her personal life as a mother of two. I do not know the 
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complete details of Cherry's life or artistic history. There are distinct periods of time and 

events I know very little about (especially the 1980s). I do, however, now know enough 

of her background and poem-making to understand the fundamental ways in which she 

has developed and answered her personal calling as a poet. Talking with me at Devon 

House and welcoming me into her home during the summer of 1996 created the time and 

space for exploring her career. Captured on tape were birds singing in the background at 

Devon house. As Cherry exclaimed: "So we are at Devon House listening ta di birds singin 

ovahead. Oh man dey make such beautiful sounds." These sounds were part of the 

interview experience. Mek di bird dem come out from di bush and sing. 

As I began virtually every one of the interviews that summer, I explained that I 

was interested in the specific ways in which poets had been influenced as they developed. 

I explained: 

When I was here last time [1992], I found out information about reggae and 
Rastafari and dub poetry, and when I went back I wrote about those things. But 
then I realized I didn't get to really talk about the actual poets and the poems. 
What I would like to do now is to learn more about individual poets and musicians 
and how they have developed, over time you know. Instead of just saying "well, 
you know Miss Lou she influenced me." Well, how did she influence you? Can 
you think of a specific poem? Things like that. More specific information 
(Galuska 1996). 

I was also interested in documenting other influences that shaped Cherry's past and 

present work The answers to my questions emerged only after a series of research 

encounters and interviews. In this sense, my concept of interviewing was not unique. 

What was different was the depth of the interview and the manner in which additional 

informational resources were utilized. The interviews I conducted with Cherry and Mbala 

contain information not only on particular poetic products (poems) and live 

performances, but on the events and activities leading to such of poems and 

performances. The process of interviewing, transcnbing, and writing this thesis created 

new textual tenain to explore. 
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Early Artistic IaflueDees: GraDdma Hilda, Bob Marley, aDd Miss Lou 

Since the 1970s Cherry bas sought to maintain a balance between the mental, 

physical, and spiritual components of her life. Her high level of energy comes from eating 

a healthy Oargely vegetarian) diet, practicing martial arts-Cherry has a black belt in 

Modem Amis-and maintaining positive relationships with others. Her desire for balance 

in these areas is motivated in part by the Rasta concept of itm or "total Iiving."3 She feels 

a strong connection with the "ancestral spirits." She is on a "poetic mission" and these 

spirits help guide her day-to-day activities and creative work-work that began when she 

was still a child In the 1960s Cherry's early skills were marveled at by family members 

and others around her: 

CN: I wasn't dat insecure [or afraid to learn], as a child Becaw I used to be having 
a lot a credit-get a lot a credits as a child because I was very bright, and I was 
very talented So I used to have people like give me lot a credits-so dat build up 
mi confidence from a very very early childhood days. 
JG: Mhm. 
CN: I used tab do tings and people would marveL So dat is what really boos 
[boost] me up into life to kinda accept dis type a living [working as poet and 
performer] (1996b). 

In the 1960-70s teachers at St Jude's Primary and Kingston Secondary School provided 

support For example, at Kingston Secondary Cherry received recognition for her 

presentation of a tribute poem to Miss Lou. Today, both of Cherry's parents are still 

alive. However, according to Cherry they do not really "understand" the work she's doing. 

In this sense, much of the personal drive and vision that pushed her along year after year 

came from within. 

One of the biggest extemal inspirations in Cherry's life came from her paternal 

grandmother. From the age of six months to six years old Cherry lived in the small town 

of Dar list on in the parish of Westmoreland with her grandmother Hilda. 4 Out of economic 

necessity, Cherry's mother was in Kingston at this time working and taking care of her 

own aging mother. Cherry believes her grandmother to have been a poet and powerful 
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woman. Although she was "small in stature," she was someone "who command a lot a 

respect." In Cherry's words: 

CN: My grandmother was a tower of strength. She used to read poetry for me. 
Perform poetry for mi, mi grandmother. She tell me stories. An tell me about 
history. She have a vast amount a history dat what happened. An she would sit an 
tell us around di fireside. 
JG: In her head? 
CN: Yeah in her head. An she would tell us clat we must be bright an we must be 
bold. And she would "read" poetry yu know. And now I remember someting
some poetry weh she tell me: "little fish is in a brook! papa catch him with a hook! 
mama fry him inna pan! papa eat dem like a man." She told me clat from when I 
was six year old an I still remember it (l996a). 

During the second part of my interview with Cherry (June 16) she confirmed that it was 

her grandmother's inspiration that got her "into poetry." This time Cherry stressed her 

grandmother's role as a tradition bearer: 

She used to jus give us a lot a information, which I doan really see happenin now. 
Nobody have any time for anyone. But my grandmother used to sit up with us, 
and tell us a lot a stories, a lot yu know. A lot about di oral traditio~he have a 
good memory (1996b). 

The information that was passed on to Cherry included proverbs, storytelling, and 

a fondness for other Jamaican oral traditions. The perceived value and status of such 

traditions in contemporary Jamaican society has come into question due to technological, 

economic, and urban factors. For example, in Cherry's view the "advent" of TV 

technology has challenged the place of long-standing, "ancient," oral traditions: 

CN: Is just because a eli advent a television, right now people don't have time tab 
reason wid each other. Everybody's watchin TV. So dey're not talkin anymore. 
But because der wasn't much technology in her part a, di country-
JG: Mhm. 
CN: dat's how we used tab entertained each other. By sittin-by sittin around di 
fia-an she would talk an recite an teach us lickle poems tab recite. It would go 
around-we have a circle and it would go around and everybody have tab recite. So 
technology has taken away a lot a di oral tradition from us as a people. . .but it 
wasn't just entertainment alone it was passing on information (1996b). 

Cherry's worldview is not anti-technology, yet she does wonder "weda technology is 

creatin, uhm, is creatin progress." She points out that mankind still engages in many 
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destructive activities, including senseless killing, despite all the available technology. It is 

the extent and purpose to which technologies are used that make a difference. She has 

recorded poetry with the accompaniment of electronic instruments. Such instrumentation 

serves its purpose, though acoustic instruments are perceived as being more "natural" and 

ultimately a more powerful vehicle for sound production. On the other hand, it was the 

mass media and recording technology that allowed the work of figures like Miss Lou and 

Bob Marley and the WaiJers to spread to local, national, and international audiences. 5 

Miss Lou and Marley did much more than performer and pass on information. 

Their influence on Jamaica was significant socially, politically, and even spiritually. For 

dub poets, their creative influence reflects a blending of oral and musical genres. An 

overview of the linkages between these art forms was already provided, but Cherry's 

narratives suggest additional perspectives. Despite the male-dominance within the dub 

poetry genre, the figure of Miss Lou looms large. She is the "madda," the instigator, and 

innovator of Jamaican performance poetry. Having such a dynamic and public female role 

model was quite significant for both performers such as Cherry and Jamaican women in 

general. Miss Lou's influence was felt through her radio and TV broadcasts as well as her 

published poetry. When I asked her about her early development Cherry traced her own 

creative roots to the 1970s and the work of Miss Lou and Marley: 

CN: Well yeah, I've developed for quite a lot I'm coming from, very far back 
whe~ Miss Lou an Bob [Marley]-where di oral tradition was concemed--was 
very dominant in the 70s right 
JG: Mhm. 
CN: You find a lot a people look up to Miss Lou as a role model person yu know. 
Not usin-like you see di DJ phenomenon right now how people forget about 
Miss Lou. She was den di person and it was good because she was a woman. 
JG: Mhm. 
CN: An right now you don't have any women who dey look up to as a role model 
[to the same extent as Miss Lou]. Men and youts, boy an girl, used to really 
emulate her by performing her poetry and by respecting how she use di Jamaican 
language (l996b). 
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The "01 phenomenon" Cherry refers to concerns the popularity of Iamaican dancehall 

artists, "DIs," who toast, rap, sing, chant, and speak lyrics over electrified musical 

riddims. Dub poets and DIs share the same musical and verbal roots. It is the content and 

subject matter of the lyrics that often distinguished the two art forms. Dub poets have 

been traditionally oriented towards "consciousness" lyrics while DIs towards "slackness" 

(explicit sexuality). And as Cherry points out, the majority of the DIs are in fact male. A 

counter trend in recent years bas taken place as female OJ's like Lady Saw (b. 1969), and 

Tanya Stephens (b. 1974) have grown increasingly popular.6 

When Cherry was a little girl Bob Marley, Peter Tosb, and Bunny Wailer were 

just beginning to perfonn together. In the 19705 roots reggae music had blossomed into a 

popular local and international style. Bob Marley and the Waller's success abroad (Island 

contract 1972) and within Iamaica made him an icon and role model--especially for poor 

young men. He motivated Cherry as well. This was the case so much so that Cherry was 

teased for her interest in Marley's music and lyrical message: 

CN: Bob Marley was a noder one who-he influenced a lot a di males, but very 
few female. Becaw when I [ ? ] an I used to really want to listen to Bob or go to 
his concerts, my uder women-girl friends, would look at me as weird, 
IG: [laughing). 
CN: dey would say you know, "Bob!" Yu know! Dey tink dat becaw dey were 
into love songs. So it was like for Bob to influence a girl child was like someting 
different. 
IG: Yeah. So-I mean-your friends they almost made jokes about you? 
CN: Definitely! They tink I was weird by listening to Bob in di 70s. 
IG: [laughing). 
CN: I can tell yu dat point black. Yeah dey tell me dat personally. When I say 
dat-wben dey ask mi "Who is my favor singer?" I say "Bob." Dey say man 
your weird Becaw you'd have Michael Iackson an you'd have lots a little love 
songs going on-but I wasn't-from an early age I wasn't on di-I know dat love 
is important and doughs songs-but it wasn't my main focus. 
IG: Mhm. 
CN: My focus was, you know change. Tings dat inspire people for revolution and 
tings like dat An dey see it as very, very, yu know-as someting dat was bigger 
dan me. Becaw I was at di tender age a twelve ta thirteen. Yeab, and dey used to 
call me like when I was going amongst my girlfriends and I was like start talking 
dey would come say "Cho! me cyaan tek Cherry becaw she a come lecture mi 
now. Mi cyaan tek di whole heap a lecture lecture ting." Yeah (1996a). 
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Cberry's statements reveal her early maturity and conviction in terms of bringing positive 

social change. The 19705 were a turbulent time in Jamaica. During the 1972-82 period, 

forms of "social outlawry" including theft, illegal land invasions, tenement squatting, 

armed confrontations with politicians and police, and sabotage of governmental 

development projects ensued in the ghettos of Kingston (Harrison 1988:263).7 There was 

no shortage of social issues for Cherry and other dub poets to address. 

A "Clean Soul": Rutafari, Africa, and Spirituality 

Like Marley, she has also been influenced very deeply by the philosophy and 

teachings of Marcus Garvey and Haile Selassie 1., His Imperial Majesty. the Emperor of 

Ethiopia From the prophecies attributed to Garvey during the late 1920s and the 

coronation ofRis Majesty in 1930 emerged Rastafari. In the 1930-40s the earliest Rasta 

practitioners, churches, and communities sprang forth in urban Jamaica. Thirty years 

later, a number of the outward signs of the movement, especially the growing of 

dreadlocks and the ritual smoking of ganja (marijuana), had become well know. These are 

only outward signs.8 During the 1960s the Rastas were widely believed to be linked with 

criminal activities and generally viewed negatively (Chevannes 1994: 132). The same year 

Cherry moved to Kingston to live with her mother, 1966, His Majesty visited Jamaica on 

a four day trip (April 21-24). This trip had a tremendous impact on Rastas inner spiritual 

lives. 

During this time many Rasta's began to believe that before a physical repatriation 

to Africa, an inner spiritual redemption/repatriation must take place (Jacobs 1985:87). 

More specifically, the Emperor hoped that Rasta bredrin and sistren would first liberate 

the downtrodden people of Jamaica; only after this task was accomplished should they 

seek repatriation to Ethiopia, or Africa in general. Marley's music and the message of 

pride, freedom from all forms of slavery, made it to Africa before he physically visited 

Zimbabwe and other African nations. These themes and beliefs especially influenced 
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Cherry. In 1996 she commented that the idea of repatriation "is still very vibrant." 

Although she has not physically set foot in Africa she was very clear in stating: 

CN: I've been der [Africa] already, in my whole, transcendental thing. I've been der 
I've connected wid dem so many times. Yah know-sharin poetry. 
JG: Yeah? 
CN: But I would love to go there in the flesh now (1 996b). 

In particular she would like to go to Ghana, Ethiopia, and South Africa. 

CN: But what is happenin is now di world is c10sin in, an wi as a people are 
becomin one. Becaw we link up wid people from Africa live di radio Sunday day. 
JG: Right. 
CN: So is like yu know, we are getting smaller and smaller as a world An yah 
gonna find dat-yu know it's gonna be very easy for somebody tah just tek a trip 
tab go to Africa (1996b). 

One of her main concerns today is centered on the inner rather than the outer: 

CN: My priority is on my soul. Clean soul yah know. I don't believe in gettin all 
des material energies around me an den being confused. No. 
JG: Mhm. 
CN: Becaw in life ya have ta give up somting fi someting. If your gonna go crave 
material things make sure your gonna have tab give up your soul (1996b). 

In 1919 Cherry joined the Renaissance Artiste Writers Association at the invitation of a 

friend (palmer 1991). The group was affiliated with the Amanda Marga Centre in 

Kingston, which had been set up by yogis in Jamaica in 1913.9 Amanda Marga means 

"path of bliss" and Rastas were attracted to the group due to their spiritual discipline, 

denunciation of materialism, and vegetarian lifestyles (C. Natural I 999c). According to 

Cherry: 

CN: I was a part a dees-dis set a people--di yogis, Amanda Marga, and dey 
were sayin di same ting too. 
JG: Who is this now? 
CN: It's a yoga center, from India 
JG: Ohyeah. 
CN: An dey believe in denouncing di world Di monks an di nuns denounce di 
world an go on a spiritual path. Dey don't own anything more dan--
JG: Some of them came to Jamaica? 
CN: Yeah dey are here. I used to teach in one a di schools an I used to be a part of 
their cultural group ... when you is an artist-an artist coming from a natural 
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born ting-nutting dat you adapt You doan worry much about di material lings
because you a fulfilled-you feel fulfilled When I go out der and I give off my 
performance and I see how di people reacting, I come back blessed No material 
tings could make me feel so happy. No! (1996b). 

Early Efforts aDd Live Performances 

These types of influences-family members, Miss Lou, Marley, Rastafari, 

Amanda Marga-bave all played a role in Cherry's creative and spiritual development 

And as she pointed out performing was enormously fulfilling. As she established her 

reputation, she traveled a long road. Her path was not necessarily the one most easily 

traveled-dedication and perseverance were essential. Although she was eager to set up 

live performances, when the time came "6 dem ta call me [to perform] I wish dat dey 

could just miss my name man!" During her earliest public performances in 1979 Cherry 

said "I rememba goin on stage and 1 used ta be tremblin!" Despite the nervousness she felt 

before these performances, once on stage Cherry was able to captivate audience members 

with her provocative social commentary, witty hwnor, and encouraging messages. 

Cherry's career really took off in 1981 at an outdoor performance at Zinc Fence: 

CN: Where 1 got di confidence, is when I do a poem at di Zinc Fence and a lot of 
big artists was at dat show and 1 was just a lickle-Iickle yu know person. And 1 
just asked dem tab put, put me on it ... it was around 81, yeah. And man, dey 
put my name on di show yu know. But I did av confidence yu know-but dat day 
1 did really start ta get a lot a butterflies in my stomach. 
JG: [laughing]. 
CN: An 1 go up and I do a poem dat-"Children on di street cleanin windshield" 
an man! [published in 1989] When I see di audience start ta knock di Zinc and yell 
"Yeah Yeah." From dat day der was no tumin back!" I stop feelin coward! 
(1996b). 

During the same year Cherry won the Jamaica Cultural Development 

Commission's "Pop and Variety Talent Show." This also increased her confidence.lO In 

addition, Cherry remained interested in graphic arts and creative writing. In 1976 she 

had completed a one year course at the Jamaica School of Art. During the 1980s she 

participated in creative writing workshops. Members of Poets In Unity led some of the 
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workshops she participated in at the 1amaica School of Drama (Ellis 1996). The 1980s 

also brought other joy and experience of motherhood. In 1uly of 1983 Cherry's daughter 

Sachoy was bom. Five years later Cherry's son, Amari, was bom. He arrived one week 

before Hurricane Gilbert struck 1amaica (September of 1988) causing massive damage 

throughout the island. During this time, Cherry took Sachoy and Amari with her to 

performances and even on stage. As 1amaican journalist Yvonne Grinam wrote in a 1989 

article Cherry "carries her one-year-old son and six-year-old daughter around with her at 

all her performances" (Grinam 1989).11 

The Poetess and Little Natural in the Late 19805 and Early 19905 

Bringing up her children between 1981 and 1989 consumed much of Cherry's time 

and energy. I have little information to document Cherry's activities during this time 

period What is clear is that with each passing year and each performance Cherty refined 

her verbal skills. Her growing talent was recognized by the media in 1988 after a 

performance at Minnie's vegetarian restaurant (Cherry does not have a copy of this 

review). With 1989 came another pivotal point for Cherry and 1amaican dub poetry in 

general. For dub poetry, the year marked the birth of the Poetry Society of 1amaica. For 

Cherry it marked the beginning of increased public recognition and poetic activities. Her 

performance at the annual Women's trade fair, held at the Pegasus Hotel in New Kingston, 

was documented in a newspaper article by Yvonne Grinam entitled, "Poetess Cherry 

Natural." The release of a single, "Women Where You Rights?" in 1989 also played a role 

in making Cherry's work known. 

Cherry's biggest achievement of 1989 was the publication of a book of poetry 

entitled, Come Meek We Reason. The launching of the book was held at the Pegasus Hotel 

and well received Included in Come Meek We Reason are: twenty-seven poems, 

drawings, inspirational thoughts, visual puzzles, exercise and health tips, factoids, 

questions for self-reflection, jokes, and brain busters. The poems cover a wide range of 
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issues including: politics, gender, religion, nature, (concepts ot) black beauty, urban living, 

stress, and social corruption. Since 1989 copies of the book have been distnbuted to 

Finland, England, Canada, the United States, and other countries. (Few copies of the book 

are currently available and it bas not been reprinted). Following the book's success came 

an October 4, 1990 performance of Cherry and seven-year-old "Little Natural" at "Crucial 

Concert 2"-a benefit for the Jamaican National Council of Drug Abuse. The two actually 

had started perfonning together in May at an "African Liberation Day" concert. However, 

unlike the earlier show the "Crucial Concert" was televised from the National Arena in 

Kingston and reached a national audience. A photo of Cherry and Sachoy performing 

together was published in October. Part of the caption read, "Mother and daughter 

brought a new meaning to cultural dub poetry. With this new meaning they earned new 

respect." 12 The following month Cherry and Sachoy received a certificate of appreciation 

for their performance and were featured in a photo in The Daily Gleaner (1990). 

The early 1990s remained active times for Cherry and other dub poets. In 1990 

she was nominated for a JAMI (Jamaica Music Industry Award) with Oku Onuora and 

Mutabaruka in the field of "best dub poet." Cherry also performed with her daughter, 

Mutabaruka, Paul "Pelo" Johnson (an active member of the Poetry Society) and Mbala at 

a special two-day conference entitled "Wholistic Exposition," held at the Cultural 

Training Center. (The Sunday Gleaner 1990).13 In 1991 Cherry, her daughter, 

Mutabaruka, Oku Onuora, reggae artists, and others performed a tribute concert for 

Nelson and Winnie Mandela at an outdoor Park in Halfway Tree, Kingston (The Slar 

1991). And later that year Cherry and Sachoy performed again at the annual Women's 

Trade Fair and Exhibition staged by Women Incorporated. A large photo of Sachoy and a 

brief caption about the event was printed in The Jamaica Record (1991). 
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The Dub Poetry ProressioD aDd the State or the GeDre 

All of the events I have descnbed helped increase Cherry's commitment to poetry. 

By the 1990s writing poetry and performing had become her full time profession. In her 

mind, the idea of being a "part time" poet was problematic. As she explained in 1996: 

CN: Poetry is my profession. I realize is not everyone tek poetry as a profession, 
a full-time ting. They av uder jobs. But becaw I don't have anything else [ ? ] for 
my artistic development I av tab put a lot in it ... I personally think tab be-a poet 
you have to hav a conviction or else you don't really would want tab call yourself 
a poet ... Is like a mechanic-if you say you is a mechanic have to really be a 
mechanic. Yu cyaan go in dcr an fool around wid di person car. you'll make di man 
crash. 
.TG: [laughing]. 
CN: So ifyou's not a poet you cyaan be telling di society certain things. Yu have 
to have dat conviction (1996b). 

This analogy was also drawn in terms of being a father or mother. You cannot be a part

time parent. At the same time, Cherry acknowledged that not every individual who wrote 

poetry worked at it full time. During the same segment of the interview, I asked her to 

compare the state of dub poetry in 1970s to recent perceptions of the art fOnD. Were 

there any significant changes or developments? Cherry's general observations were the 

following: 

CN: Well what I personally know of yah see, in di, let me see, late 70s early 80s, 
poetry used tab get a lot a respect. When you'd have Mikey Smith an Ob were 
out der an yah know. It was somethin new an everybody was in tab it. An yah 
have di, dis group dat-someting dat Tommy [Ricketts] was a part of too-
JG: Oh the Poets in Unity. 
CN: Di Poets in Unity. Dey used to be on a lot a shows. Dey used tab put dem 
on a lot a shows. 
JG: On the TV? 
CN: Yeah on di TV too. And, uhm, people used tab listen tab poetry den-and 
poetry was very effective. Yu find a lot a people who used to enter di [J.C.D.C. 
annual ] festival used ta perform poetry (l996b). 

In contrast, during the mid 1990s Cherry perceived some degree of "stagnation" 

within the dub poetry scene in Jamaica. For example, the Poetry Society was quite active 

between 1989-1992 during which it held a series ofperfonnances in public schools and 

outdoor venues, as well as rehearsal sessions for upcoming events. 14 According to Cherry 
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she used to attend the monthly Fellowship meetings consistently, "no meeting never used 

to miss me. I used tab be there very regular, very regular." By 1996 she expressed some 

frustrations with the Society and its level of activity. "Yeah I don't like, yah know, just 

come an yah read poetry. Yah have to go out der an let people who want to hear di 

poetry hear it." As early as 1992 Mbala himself had expressed frustrations with the 

limited amount of activities the Society was able to organize and support The reasons for 

this situation are complex and Mbala's own perspectives will be explored in the following 

chapter. Cherry's comments made it clear that she was actively pursuing her own career. 

The Dub Poetry Festival and Other Events of the Early 1990s 

During 1992-94 Cherry remained active in Jamaica and references to her work 

continued to be published in newspapers. Highlights from Jamaican performances in 1992 

included Cherry and Little Natural's performance at the first annual Nanny Awards 

ceremony, March 1, where they shared "a number of poems on injustices perpetrated on 

women" (Heruy 1992: 4). A few months later Cherry and daughter made an impression at 

the "Reggae Sanity" stage show held in Port Antonio (May 24). The two continued to 

perform together in 1993. An especially well-received performance took place during a 

celebration ofH.I.M's centenary celebration held on July 25 at Hope Botanical Gardens 

(The Star 1993). These performances and years of hard work had established Cherry's 

reputation among a growing number of Jamaican fans. 

Live performances outside of Jamaica in 1993 also helped spread knowledge about 

Cherry's work. After returning to Beloit for my senior year I set out to organize a visit of 

three poets to campus. In February of 1993 Cherry, Mbala and Tommy Ricketts 

participated in a one-week series of events held at Beloit College (Beloit Wisconsin), 

Madison (Wisconsin), and Chicago (Illinois). During their stay the poets visited classes, 

conducted lecture-demonstrations, interacted with an array of students in a variety of 

formal and informal settings. The highlight of the week was a Friday evening performance 
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at Beloit that drew a crowd of approximately five hundred people. A few days before the 

Jamaican's arrival a brief article appeared in The Beloit Daily News (1993) tided, 

"Jamaican Reggae Poetry Coming to Beloit," provided information on the schedule of 

events, the origins of dub poetry, and the poets themselves. ls 

Cherry's participation in Dub Poetry Festival International '93 had much 

significance in terms of the disemination of published information about her. But it was 

not until after Cherry's performances at the festival that the increased mediaization and 

awareness of her work took place. When she arrived at the start of the festival her work 

was relatively unknown within Canada When I asked her about the festival in 1996 she 

replied: 

It seems as if people was just hunger! Like me, I can talk about miself. It was good 
for mi as a person. Becaw when I went der dey said, only two poets dey 
[Canadians] know from Jamaica, and dat was Muta an Oku. Dey didn't know 
about anyone else. So, it was kinda hard for me becaw nobody know me an ting an 
you know (l996b). 

Since Cherry and Nabbie Natural (no relation) had not received their contracts for the 

event before they left Jamaica, there was also confusion about arrangements for food 

during the Festival. Confidence, perseverance, and a small loan from poet Ahdri Zhina 

Mandiela paved the way for an suitable arrangement. For the first day though, Cherry 

recalls being very hungry and asking Nabbie: 

''Nabbie wat wi gonna do?" An I have twenty Jamaican dolla. I say "Nabbie if I 
was in Jamaica I coulda get a bun an cheese wid dis." [laughing]. Nabbie say "Dat 
cyaan even buy sweetie [a sweet] up here!" (1996b). 

Cherry's work was unknown in Canada for two major reasons, First, beyond the 

publication of Come Meek We Reason, few of her poems had appeared in print. Secondly, 

the recordings she had done, like "Woman Where You Rights," were not commercially 

available outside of Jamaica. In short, prior to 1993 knowledge of Cherry's work was 

largely limited to the 1amaican context. 
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Written References and Recording Projects 

To my knowledge, the first book to refer to Cherry's poetry was Arise Ye Mighty 

People (1994), edited by Terisa E. Turner. Here she is descnbed as a "feminist dub poet" 

and linked with the struggle for procuring the full rights of women, especially Rastafari 

sistren. "Feminist dub poets such as Jamaica's Cherry Natural organize women to protest 

[the politics of male domination] by getting off the dance floor at the sound of anti

women lyrics or rap" (Turner 1994: 50). No other additional information on Cherry or her 

lyrics is provided in the book. While it is accurate to link her with the struggle for the 

empowerment of women, branding her a "feminist" may be problematic. Cherry herself 

has stated that her view of feminism varies to some extent from those promoted in the 

United States and Europe. In any case, the reference indicates that a limited amount of 

information on Cherry's poetic activities had indeed spread beyond Jamaica. 16 In addition 

to the references in Arise Ye Mighty People! and the article by Sakolsky in The Beat 

(1993), Cherry's name was also mentioned in an article on dub poetry that appeared in 

Billboard (Sheridan 1993). 

After her success at the festival, Cherry spent the following years performing in 

Jamaica and abroad and working on new recording projects. In 1994 her single, 

"Empowerment" received airplay in Jamaica. A four-poem demo cassette including 

"Guerrilla Queen" was recorded largely in Los Angeles, California in 1995. With these 

recordings and the establishment of a closer relationship with singer Judy Mowatt. 

Cherry was able to secure a number of new performance dates. One such event was a 

1994 benefit concert for female prisoners at Fort Augusta Correctional Centre (Rhythm 

Vibe 4(1):5, 7). Cherry and other members of the newly formed group Concerned Women 

In Action helped arrange this show.17 A follow-up benefit, "Black Woman Experience," 

was staged in 1995 and held at Razor's Palace in Fort Lauderdale. It was during her stay in 

Florida that I mentioned the reference in Arise Ye Mighty People. She had not been aware 

of the book previously, and did not know Turner. 
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J.A.F~ Dub Fest '97, "Guerrilla Queen," and Performances Abroad 

Between 1995-1997 Cherry's reputation nationally, and to a lesser extent 

internationally, continued to be cultivated. In 1995 and 1996 Cherry was honored 

nationally when she received JAM! awards for the "best female dub poet." Another 

highlight was the television broadcast on May 26, 1996 of her performance at the 

"Woman to Woman" show in Kingston. This particular perfonnance was made possible, 

in part, by the efforts of Concerned Women in Action.. It was out of the activities of this 

group that the Jamaican Association of Female Artists (J.A.F.A.) was founded in August 

of 1997.18 Along with Judy Mowatt, Carlene Davis and other female performers Cherry 

helped organize J.A.F.A. The group holds monthly meetings and functions as a resource 

for female artists by providing a network of support. JAMPRO, Jamaica's economic 

development agency, has also played an important role in supporting the work of female 

performers in Jamaica. 

One of the historic dub poetry events of 1997 was "Dub Fest '97" held at the 

Philip Sherlock Centre for the Creative Arts (University of the West Indies). The event 

was organized by Jean Small, the Centre's coordinator, and dub poet Yasus Afari. In 

addition to dub poets Yasus, Cherry, Queen Majeeda, Mutabaruka, Nabbie, Mbala, Bill 

Blast, Osakwe, and Tommy Ricketts, a number of reggae artists performed These 

included Aaron Silk, Everton Blender, and Anthony B. The event was the first 

"university-sponsored dub festival in Jamaica, and the first of what keynote speakers 

promised would be an annual celebration of the 'black voice in perfonnance'" (Collins 

1997:40).19 Representing the University were Jean Small, Velma Pollard, Barry 

Chevannes, and Mervyn Morris. Dubfest was reviewed in locally by Claude Mills of The 

Gleaner (Wed, May 21) and the international reggae magazine Dub Missive by Loretta 

Collins (1997:40-45). Video footage also exists. Cherry was not referred to in the Gleaner 

article, but is mentioned along with various members of the Poetry Society in the Collins' 
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piece. While Collins' article provides an informative overview of the history and 

development of dub poetry, the majority of the information she discusses focuses on the 

genre's pioneering figures. 

Cherry also performed outside of lamaica in 1997. For example, she was invited 

to visit Howard University (Washington D.C.) as well ",as Indiana University 

(Bloomington). I have no information on the Howard University events, but played a key 

role in organizing the week of performances, classroom lectures, demonstrations, and 

dmmming workshops at Indiana University.20 In addition to Cherry, Queen Maj~ 

Jean Breeze, and lamaican percussionist loy Erskine were part of the tour. Students, 

faculty, and members of the community were able to experience live dub poetry, and also 

interact with the women face-to-face in a number of settings. During their visit the women 

interacted with literally hundreds of people. This provided a unique opportunity to learn 

not only about the work of the individual women, but experience dub poetry in a live 

context. The visit also deeply impacted Cherry, Majeed&, Jean, and loy personally. 

Sharing an apartment and working together gave each of the women the chance to tell 

stories about their own experiences as women and as performers in a male-dominated 

genre. They drew inspiration from one another, from audiences members, and they 

relished in the knowledge that the events were, in fact, a unique celebration of the work 

and creativity of CanDbean women. 

During her visit to Bloomington Cherry released an eleven poem cassette recording 

entitled "Purely Inspirational. "21 Copies of the cassette were sold in Bloomington as well 

as lamaica after her return. Poems from this recording received some airplay in lamaica, 

but did not receive nearly as much attention as "Guerrilla Queen" ([1995] 1997) or "Fia 

Bun [Fire Bum]" (1998). While "Guerrilla Queen" appeared as part of a CD compilation, 

Natty Queen Divas (Tuff Gong), "Fia Bun" was recorded by Mutabaruka and initially 

released as a single. According to an article in The Daily Observer "Fia Bun" was first 

performed at a special III th birthday tnDute, "Folk Filosofi," for Haile Selassie held at 
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the University of the West Indies (Bas 1998). During the show the poem captured 

Mutabaruka's attention and he offered to produce and record it. After recording the poem 

(including his vocals on the chorus) Mutabaruka played it extensively on his weekly IRIE 

FM radio talk show "The Cutting Edge." 

The subject matter of the poem is controversial in that it provides a type of 

metacriticism of a select group of popular "Bobo dread" reggae performers such as 

Capleto~ Sizzla, and Anthony B. The militant lyrics of these artists vehemently 

advocate the "burning down" or complete destruction of "Babylon." Though the image of 

"Babylon" bas long been used by Rastas to refer to any force or institution of oppression, 

these artists push for harsh concrete action against the enemies of "the faith." Such 

enemies include the Jamaican government itself, politicians, homosexuals, and others. In 

some cases, the action the Bobos call for bas been interpreted as overly violent and 

destructive. Cherry's "Fia Bun" warns that the group of fire burning artists are overly 

critical-in some cases hypocriticaL She points out that they attack Babylon yet still 

participate within the "Babylon system. "22 

The "Natural Univenity" and the Future of Dub Poetry 

In addition to her live performances in the 199Os, Cherry bas been increasingly 

interested in the documentation and preservation of dub poetry as an art form. She 

collects event programs, fliers, posters, press releases, and related memorabilia from all of 

her performances. She is also meticulous about the collection of memorabilia regarding 

other poets and any dub poetry-related events she can obtain. The work of collecting 

these items is high on her agenda, but the special storage facility for these items, the Love 

Bank, was created with a more diverse purpose in mind One of these is to function as a 

open community resource for those interested in studying the achievements of Blacks 

around the world Another goal is to provide mental, emotional, and spiritual support and 

guidance for any interested person. The facility is presently in operation but is not 
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functioning at full capacity. Additional funding is needed to complete the building itself 

and to pay for other aspects of this project. When I asked Cheny about her goals for the 

future she replied: 

CN: If you want to know my long term goal, it's to have a university, a "Natural 
University" where people can come and feel empowered. 
You just come off di street your distressful-di society, Babylon, everyting havin 
you, an you come der an rejuvenate your mind and soul. Wash your soul. feel 
loved wid no conditioDS. I really want dat. rm yearning tab have dat. I know it's 
possible tab have. Yu know. 
JG: Where would it be? 
CN: I don't know where it would be-bec::aw it start already at my house. 
JG: Yeah? 
CN: Yeah I start it already. So is just tab locate a spot now-tab really get it out 
der so it can accommodate more people. Mhm. It would be something like a "love 
bank." 
You come and invest some love inna it an draw some love an yah get interest. 
JG: [laughing]. 
CN: [laughing] (1996a). 

The information that I have provided concerning Cheny's artistic history does not 

represent the complete range of her past or present creative activities. Nonetheless, the 

"text" I have coDStructed from her narratives and other mediated resources provides the 

first detailed overview of her career in print. Today, Cherry's commitment to empowering 

individuals through poetic expression and projects like "The Love Bank," is stronger than 

ever. Her career and such projects continue to move along despite fmancial setbacks.23 As 

the year 2000 approaches I am reminded of what she said in 1996 regarding the future of 

poetry: 

But I tink dat di year 2000 comin it's gonna be, spoken word, spoken word. Yeah 
people gonna be thirst just tab hear di word. Yeah I see it happenin ... For me, in 
di early 90s when I perform an I perform wid like most a des artists who cannot 
do widout di advent of a band-and when I perform I perform widout a band. 
And I see dat, I have di crowd. (JG: mbm). Yeah I have people listenin, I have 
people wantin tab hear and I have people wantin to like-yu know like dey're 
moved stimulated. And when dees people go up and dey work out wid di band an 
doan care what dey're saying-I see like di crowd just sit der ... widout a band I 
can still move di crowd and have der attention-have dem participate (1996b). 
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Cheny's artistic history narratives have created new textual terrain to explore. Like 

Cherry, Mbala has been an active poet for decades. Rather than dancing in the limelight he 

has often preferred to dance in the moonlight. He is not outside of the focus of the mass 

media, but the repercussions of his creative activities are not documented in detail. 

NOTES: 

1 In April Jamaica became an independent dominion within the British 
Commonwealth and the last British troops withdrew from the island. Jamaica's 
independence was not fonnally celebrated though until August 6, 1962. 
2 I utilized this term to expand upon the concept of "the man-of-words" developed 
by Roger Abrahams (1983). 
3 In Rastafari and Reggae: A Dictionary and Sourcebook ital is defmed as: "A Rasta 
word for 'total' or 'vital.' Ital refers to purity, natural living, organic whole food, etc. 
Although predominant usage is to the Rasta diet, application of the term can be broad" 
(Mulvaney 1990:41). 
4 Cherry has pointed out with pride that her grandmother is one of Minister Louis 
Farrakahn's cousins. Farrakahn was born in 1933, son of a Jamaican father and mother 
from St. Kitts. Since 1977 he has been the leader of the Nation of Islam (GardeU 1996). 
5 Along these lines, Neil Savishinsky's "Transnational Popular Culture and the 
Global Spread of the Jamaican Rastafarian Movement" (1994), describes the ways in 
which reggae music was instrumental in the spread ofRastafari internationally. 
6 The complex relationship between "consciousness" and "slackness" in 
contemporary Jamaican society, as well as the role of male and female Ofs in the 1990s, 
is described by Andrew Ross in his 1998 article "Mr. Reggae OJ, Meet the International 
Monetary Fund." 
7 For a detailed account of the social outlawry and political violence in Kingston 
during the 1970s see Eyre 1984. 
8 I highlight these issues to illustrate that the modem Rastafarian movement is 
highly diverse and incorporates a wide range of beliefs. The overview I have provided here 
only begins to scratch the surface of the development of Rastafari as a philosophy, a 
religion, and a way oflife. 
9 According to a recent newspaper article, The Amanda Marga movement originated 
in India in 1955 (The Gleaner May 3, 1999). 
10 It is likely that Cherry's name (i.e. Marcia Wedderburn), was mentioned in a 
newspaper article covering the contest. However, I do not have any such documentation 
in my possession. 
11 Jean Breeze is also proud of the fact that she often performed on stage with a 
baby in her arms (Breeze 1997a). 
12 It is not clear which newspaper published the photo. Judy Mowatt (b.1952) 
Shinehead (b. 1 96?) and Half Pint (b. 1962) also performed at the show. 
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13 The conference was dedicated to discussing holistic approaches to human and 
environmental health. Drug abuse, nutrition, yoga, and environmental protection were 
discussed. 
14 During my research in 1992 I participated in some of these events. For example, 
the Society hosted an "Avant Garde Cabaret" series of poetry and music held at the Grog 
Shop at Devon house. These perfonnances featured Poetry Society members, as well as 
performances by musicians and dancers. The works of painters, potters, and other artists 
were also displayed. 
15 Video and audio recordings for many of the week's events remain to be analyzed. 
16 Turner is a Canadian political economist. It is likely that she heard of Cherry's 
work through the Dub Poetry Festival International '93. 
17 The objective of the group was stated as "working in the interest of our sisters in 
all spheres." Members of the groups Concert Committee included Cherry, Vicki 
Thompson, Monifa, Marcia Elliott, Barbara Blake-Hannah, Bridget Anderson, and Judy 
Mowatt (Rhythm Vibe 1996). 
18 During my 1998 fieldwork Cherry invited me to a J.A.F.A. meeting (July 6). The 
women in the meeting were then planning their one year celebration that was tentatively 
titled "Women Arising 1998." 
19 According to Mbala, "Dubfest '98" did take place but was smaller and much less 
of a success as the first event. It appears that a "Dubfest '99" did not take place (Mbala 
1999). 
20 The project was made possible through the generous support of a variety of 
organizations at ill. Sponsors included: The Archives of Traditional Music, the Folklore 
Institute, the Chancellor's Office, the Office of Afro-American Affairs, the Collins Living
Learning Center, the International Vocal Ensemble, the Office of Diversity Programs, 
African Studies, International Programs, the Dean of Students, the Center for Latin 
American and Caribbean Studies, the Anthropology Department, Bloomingfoods, the 
Laughing Planet, and Rastazumska Productions. 
21 All but one of the poems on the recording were recorded in Jamaica. A OAT tape 
of the poems was edited at a recording studio in Bloomington and put onto cassette. 
22 The complexities of this particular controversy have been discussed within the 
Jamaican mass media and are familiar to Jamaicans across the country. In contrast, the 
viewpoints presented in Cherry's poem and their cultural significance may be hard to 
grasp for those unfamiliar with 1amaican culture and the dynamics of its popular musical 
genres. 
23 For example, in July of 1996 Cherry lost approximately 51,000 U.S. after the 
failure/closure of Jamaica's National Century Bank. This money was to be used to 
complete additional construction on the "Love Bank" facility. Days before the bank 
closed Cherry received the funds as a grant from the Netherlands Embassy. 
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CHAPTER 6: 
MBALA: REPERCUSSIONS OF THE PERCUSSIVE POET 

tlisllmi 

disami 
alldisami 
mi dat yu hear 
up inna di sky 
voice of bird an 
toe dig deep 
innadirt 
a grow like tree 
caanseparatemi 
from grung [ground] an air 
an di farthest sea caan 
separate you from mi 
disami 
all dis ami 

every leaf is mi finga 
an light years away 
miyeyedem 
star up di night 
an mi skin a moonlite 
grass an rock an san 
every crater pan di moon 
every ring roun saturn 
and di sea an di 
peeni waali [beetle] 
an you naked in di riva 
alldisami 
-Mbala (1996) 

Mbala was born Michael Anthony George Bailey in the parish of St Andrew December 

6, 1953. The year before Michael Bailey's birth, Lillian, Oku, Mula, and LKJ had been 

bom. The year after, Mikey Smith entered the world. Future, artist, poet, musician, 

teacher, Mbala came in between these pioneering poets. 1 Mbala grew up primarily in 

Spanish Town and was raised by his mother. He remembers meeting his father only once. 
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As a boy he was captivated by variety of activities and subjects. He loved collecting 

comics, but also showed a keen interest in nature, literature, and science. There was an 

overgrown field near his house he especially enjoyed exploring. As a teenager it was clear 

he had talent in the graphic arts. Skills in this area eventually helped him get a job as a 

draughtsman for the Jamaican National Water Commission (1972-1983). During this 

period he enjoyed spending time outdoors when he took trips to meet with engineers on 

sites around the island Working "nine-to-five" at the Water Commission was not to last. 

The young draughtsman of this time, and the skinny, inexperienced poet and musician 

that began to develop in the 1970s is not easily recognizable as the forty-six year old 

Mbala of today. Nowadays, his thick beard and plaited hair have streaks of gray, and the 

muscles in his arms are well-defined from drumming. Today, Mbala is still thrilled about 

making music and performing during any available opportunity. The percussive poet, 

graphic artist, mask-maker, and occasional actor is now a seasoned and well-respected 

performer. He creates with his hands, his voice, and with the guidance of a dedicated 

heart 

While much has been written about those pioneering dub poets born in 1952 and 

1954, the creative contributions of Mbala, the "percussive poet" call for more 

documentation. In this chapter I will present an overview of Mbala's artistic history and 

his major accomplishments as a poet, musician, and artist and describe his place within 

the dub poetry fraternity. As with Cherry's artistic history, there are periods of time and 

events in Mbala's life about which I have little information. The information provided 

comes directly from Mbala's own narratives, published materials in which he has been 

featured, and from my experiences living, performing, and observing Mbala in various 

contexts. This chapter will illustrate why It is fitting to speak of Mbala as a "man of 

noise." Over the years he has received praise not only for his poetry and masks, but the 

"noise" he has produced musically. He has contributed to many diverse projects in the 

arts. His name has appeared in perfonnance programs, poetry anthologies, in dozens of 
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newspaper articles, and CD liner notes. He has also performed on a variety of Jamaican 

TV and radio programs. These mediated pieces of information have reached national and 

international audiences, but they also leave questions about the repercussions of Mbala's 

work. Who is this percussive man, with "voice of bird," toes in "di dirt," and "fingas of 

leaf'? 

The Repercussions of Interviewing and Interacting with Mbala 

In introducing my artistic history methodology in Chapter Three I argued that 

artistic history narratives could provide detailed information on individual dub poets, 

their interaction, with other poets, and their creative process. During my 1996 interviews 

with Mbala he provided insights into Mikey Smith's work that had not been available in 

print. At the same time, I was surprised to learn specific details about Mbala's own 

artistic history. For example, I had not known that he had worked eleven years at the 

National Water Commission. Between 1992 and 1993 I interviewed Mbala (April 22, 

1992), performed alongside him in Jamaica and the United States, and shared conceptions 

of poetry and music. Despite increased interaction during this time, I had neither visited 

him at his house in Stony Hill, nor meet his wife Sam, an English-born painter who had 

lived in Jamaica since the early 19705, and their teenage son Jomo. Our relationship has 

grown dramatically since the early 1990s. As the initials of his given names (M.A.O.B.) 

and his standard signature (M. Bailey) had been transformed by a friend into "Mbala," 

time transformed us from acquaintances to close friends. 

I was introduced to Mbala in 1991, but I do not remember all the details of the 

first meeting at the School of Drama. 2 I do distinctly remember being touched by his 

wannth and enthusiasm. He made me feel welcomed at the first Poetry Society meetings I 

attended. We saw each other only a few times at these meetings before for he was "gone a 

COUDtry" working on a large multimedia group art project in one of the Western parishes.3 

Not sure when he would return to Kingston, I wondered if we would see each other again 
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before I left the island in December of 1991. Then, one evening as the sun was setting and 

weather cooling, our paths crossed. I was walking to the School of Drama for the 

Society's monthly fellowship meeting during heavy rush-hour traffic and was tapped on 

the shoulder from behind. It was an energetic Mbala. He greeted me with a quick joyful 

embrace. We were each glad to see each other again. From that evening our friendship has 

continued to grow and develop. 

In 1996 and 1998, and for a week in 1999, I had the opportunity to live with 

Mbala at his house, meet his family, see his studio space, and experience aspects of his 

day-to-day life. Living with Mbala's family, sharing fresh passion fruit and sweet-cup in 

has yard have been memorable. Canying his drums, instruments, and masks from studio, 

to white 1972 V.W. bug, to performance location, and back again transformed my 

understanding of his work. We also shared memorable and inspirational hikes to the Blue 

Mountain Peak (July 1996) and a trek up in the bush toward Hermitage Dam (July 1998). 

These experiences allowed me literally and figuratively to meet Mbala "there where our 

paths crossed." Through observation and our personal and professional communion, I 

learned details about his artistic history and creative processes. Newspaper articles and 

other mediated information on Mbala have exposed his work to a diverse range of 

individuals throughout Jamaica. And like Cherry, he has also touched the lives of 

thousands of people in local, national, and international settings during his live 

performances. Those familiar with his poetry and music through performance have 

experienced some of the products of his creative pathways--dimensions of which are not 

readily captured in text 

The first artistic history interview with Mbala was conducted in Mona Heights in 

a house I rented during part of my 1996 research. As we sat in the living room, road 

repair, horns honking, and neighbors voices could be heard in the background. The second 

interview took place amidst drums, percussion instruments, and masks, in Mbala's 

ground-level studio up in Stony Hill. Our voices mingled with the night soWlds of barking 
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dogs and buzzing insects. I began the first interview by stating that I believed that detailed 

infonnation regarding individual dub poets was missing. I explained that when I 

interviewed Cherry in 1992, I had asked: 

"Who influenced you in the past?" And I said-you know-"did Bob Marley 
influence you? Did Miss Lou influence you?" And she said "yes." But what does 
that tell you? I mean, lots of people would say yes to that question. So I realized 
thaLJots of people have asked questions like that and gotten answers like that. 
But it doesn't really give you a lot of information. I mean which, for instance 
which songs that Bob Marley wrote influenced you ... I mean [I'm] just tryin to 
get a little more specific how people have been influenced by things (Galuska 
1996). 

To this Mbala quickly replied: 

M: Well dat's de ting now I mean, maybe it's kinda bard to get more specific 
because, yah know dat uhm, Bob Marley gonna influence you in a kinda very 
general sense. 
JG: Mhm. 
M: Like I mean if you grew up with Bob Marley music right, each time somthin 
come up is a nother influence. Is not like you can pinpoint anyone particular, 
piece a music-
JG: Right 
M: and dis actually-sometimes I guess some people can. But it's dat maybe ya 
cyaan pinpoint so-an-so when I heard ''Natty Dread" [circa 1974] I decided to just 
write. Yah know I mean? (1996a). 

As a poet I agreed with Mbala. I said it would be difficult to trace the evolution of my 

poetic development. Yet, by the end of the first interview it was clear that we had in fact 

been able to pinpoint specific examples of people and events that had influenced his 

poetry, music, and art. This kind of information was further discussed in the second 

interview later in June. The roots of many of these activities may be traced to Mbala's 

experiences in Spanish Town-or "Spain Town" as be likes to call it. 

Early Artistic Background: Spanish Town, Drawing, and Sing Out! 

During the early years of his life Mbala's mother worked as a barmaid in Spanish 

Town. She had moved to Spanish Town from Kingston by the time Mbala was two. 

Nearby the bar where she worked, was the Spanish Town Church of Christ where 
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Mbala's maternal grandfather was a preacher. For many years Mbala and his family lived 

in a house just feet away from the church. Years later the family moved into a new house 

set further back in the yard As a boy he remembers spending time in two radically 

different environments-being at the bar while his mom worked, and participating in 

church activities. The church building, as well as one of Mbala's childhood homes still 

remain, and were pointed out to me very late one night in 1998. In contrast, his family 

members are gone. Mother and sister live Miami, and the father he barely knew mayor 

may not be alive. Mbala recently told me over the phone that once he met a half-brother 

and half-sister, but has no desire or means of contacting them (Mbala 1999). Mbala lived 

in Spanish Town with his mother till 1976 when he moved to a house in the "Treetops" 

area of Stony Hill. 

Today, Mbala feels that his mother and sister have very little understanding of his 

creative activities. Much of his early interests in drawing, and later in music, and poetry, 

were to self-motivated. As with Cherry, Mbala did well in grade school. He attended St 

Catherine Primary where he remembers being part of the Don Bosco Boys Club affiliated 

with the school. His intelligence and promising talents were recognized by his teachers. 

When I asked him how he got started drawing he explained: 

M Bwai [boy] I tell yah when it come tab art right-I mean, I started drawing like 
from a lickle kid 
JG: Mhm. 
M: I mean really small. I used, I used to draw-I rememba di first thing r used to 
draw-any tickle bit a paper r coulda get my hand pon, I used to draw a Batman 
head pon it [laughing]. 
JG: [laughing]. 
M: Cause r was reading comics from dem times deh yah know? An it kinda 
progress an yah start drawin di full figure-yah start copying things out a di 
comics. 
JG: Mhm. 
M: Yah know Batman, Superman, Spiderman. An yah start drawin your own 
version a dem yah know? An lickle by lickle yah just yu keep gain dat way 
(1996a). 
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Mbala continued drawing as a teenager at St. George's College (1964-1970), but did not 

"plan ta do anyting wid it." There he completed the 7 British 0' Level studying math, 

physics, and chemistry. However, since six-form had been increasingly bored with school: 

M: I go tru high school dom, doin di sciences yu know I mean. Mats and physics 
an chemistry an all a dem sumptin der right. An I mean by di time I reach six-form, 
I was so bored-like I used ta spend my physics class, drawin cartoons a di 
teacher yu know I mean. 
JG: [laughing]. 
M: Makin up little comic strips. Some a dem quite disgustin. And uhm. afta I left 
school is like, I started workin right. I was workin as a draftsman, first job I eva 
had (1996a). 

His skills and education had paved the way for his Draughtsman position at the National 

Water Commission. 4 In 1983-84 he also worked for a small media productions house, 

Antilles Media Productions, in Kingston. This business fell into trouble due to poor 

management by the owner who Mbala referred to as a samfi (a "con man" or trickster). 

Unlike drawing and graphic arts, Mbala's development in terms of creative writing 

and music did not take root till the early 19705. In 1996 he admitted: 

M: Oi writin ting, man I doan know how de hell dat came about. 
JG: [laughing). 
M: I remember way way back when I used ta jus start scnbble down some little 
stuff. 
JG: In the 60s or more like the early 70s? 
M: Oat woulda been, very early 70s (1996a). 

The poetry, or "scribbling," began in 1971 or 1972. A few years later Mbala encountered 

musical inspiration. Right before he enrolled as a part-time student at the Jamaica School 

of Drama in 1975, he joined the Spanish Town chapter of the international folk music 

organization Sing 0ut!:5 

M: I was involved with a little group called Sing Out! An we use to publish a 
little-like a magazine [HULP]-a news letter kinda vibe with some poetry in it 
as well ... it [Sing Out!] was some kind a intanational organiution, 
JG: Yeah. 
M: an dey had like chapters allover di place. So they had a group in Kingston an 
they had a group in Spanish Town-which was where I was. 
JG: Oh. 
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M: An so I first started genin into music as well really. Becaw, dcm used to ave 
all dees songs dem used to sing. An di one guy-musician in de group-jus play 
guitar an stuff. 1m start show mi one or two chords-show mi a couple a di song 
dem. I bought a guitar from di guy an I started plunking around pon guitar bout dat 
time der as well (1996a). 

In addition to music-making the group published a newsletter titled HULP. It was here 

that some of Mba1a's first poems were published. Similarly, a few poems were later 

published in a newsletter put out by the National Water Commission. Besides the 

newsletters one of the earliest pieces of documentation Mbala has saved from this time 
. 

period is a 1976 news clipping. The photo in the clipping, taken during a performance of 

the play "Summer Dread," does not mention Mbala by name but by character:6 

One of the few tender moments in SUMMER DREAD, where Prince William 
[Mbala], the guitar playing revolutionary, comforts Miss Hannah, a mute street
comer character (The Beacon 1976). 

In the photo, Jamaican readers caught a glimpse of the young performer with guitar in 

hand-the details of his identity remained hidden though. 

Memories of Self, the Water Commission, and Poetry at the School of Drama 

In the wake of the disintegration of the Spanish Town chapter of Sing Out! (circa 

1974), Mbala and others founded a dramatic performance group known as Self Theatrical 

Movement. It was Mbala who came up with the name of the group as well as a motto and 

graphic logo: 

M: Well di name Self:
JG: Mhm. 
M: I tink-rm di one who came up wid di name actually. 
JG: You are? 
M: Y cab. And I even had a-came up wid a kinda motto dat go wid it, it say 
sumpin like, "open up yur mind an let yur self shine tru, " or sumpin like dat ... 
der was a kinda gettin inta self an expressin self yu know (1996a). 

Self based themselves in Spanish Town and drew in other future dub poets such as 

Nabbie Natural. The productions mounted by the group featured a synthesis of drama, 

dance, music, poetry, and visual arts. According to Nabbie, each member was expected to 
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have a degree of proficiency in all of these areas (1996). For example, musicians spent 

time learning how to act, and actors learned how to play music. Although Mbala 

experienced this integrative approach, he focused primarily on set design, posters, and 

other visual components of Self productions. By taking classes at the Cultural Training 

Centre it was hoped that Mbala could strengthen the group. Between 1975 and 1978 

Mbala attended the School of Drama, and between 1977-1980 he took classes at the 

Jamaica School of Music. 

By the mid 1970s Mbala was working at the Water Commission during the day, 

taking drama classes at night, and rehearsing or performing with Self as needed. This was 

an especially busy time in Mbala's life: 

M: I was a draftsman at di Wata Commission-Wata Atority [Authority]. An den 
I started goin to-I was in dis group di ting, Self right? An I used ta do like, I used 
ta do di backdrops an stuff. Whenever wi doin a production I do di backdrop an 
I'd do-yu know whatever Iickle decoration an set runnings dem want, posters an 
dat kinda vibe. So I went ta Drama School now, ta study technical teater so dat I 
could go back to di group an help out wid lightin an all dat kinda stuff. 
JG: Yeah. 
M: A11right? I go Drama SchooL Well at dat time, you didn't jus do technical teater 
so I did like playwritin and directin an di whole ting all in one. An uhm, what 
happen den? Afta dat, I dropped out a Drama School at one point ... about '77 or 
so. And I started goin to Art School. Yu know-part time--dis was all part time 
because I was workin. I started going ta Art School I did-I was doin silkscreen, 
an graphics in general. Den uhm, at di same time, I was dom, I started doin a little 
bit a drummin at Music School wid Marjorie Wbylie [1978]. In fact I rememba der 
was times when it was like, I'd hav fi leave work early, ta get to a class at, a 
drummin class at music school fi like 4 o'clock or 5 o'clock or sumpin. An as soon 
as dat class finish, it would be di time when anudder class at Art School would be 
startin. So I'd av ta rush out ta Art School. An when dat class finish, it would be 
exactly di time when di class at Drama School would be startin. So rush out ta 
Drama School, and I run up an down Iika mad ants yu know. It was all one whole 
jumble really [laughing] (1996a). 

Mbala's experiences at the Cultural Training Centre were not unique. It was there that he 

"buck up" (met) poets like Mitey Smith, Jean Breeze, and Oku Onuora. 7 Moreover, the 

individuals who formed Poets In Unity in 1979, such as Tomlin Ellis, Calvin Mitchell, 

Malachi Smith, and Khris Bailey, were also taking classes at there during this time. In 
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short, the formal training individuals received at the Cultural Training Centre was 

extremely influential in the development of dub poetry as a genre: 

JG: That [The School of Drama] was definitely a special place though. 
M: Dh yeah! Wen let's put it this way, as far as dub poetry concerned, right, that 
was like di-di-di 
JG: Epicenter? 
M: Epicenter, di, di "delivery room" [laughing]. 
JG: [laughing). 
M: Yah know? For dub poetry really- yah know. Cause you had Mikey Smith, 
Oku Onuora was knocking around clem time der [ ? ] Drama School as well. Yah 
know, a whole heap a stuff was going on. Yah bad people like abh, a brother who 
used to all himself di "First Noel" or "Godfadar," Noel Walcott. An I link out a all 
a dat Poets In Unity started its runnings as well. 
JG: Mhm. 
M: A guy named Khris Baily. U1un, Calvin was part of it. Malachi an other 
people used to pass through. So it was a time when all a dat stuff was just bubblin 
up (1996a). 

Like the other poets, Mbala remembers this busy time period quite fondly-it 

made a deep impact on his future work. In addition to the integration of poetry, music, 

and drama, there was an emphasis on group composition. I have previously described the 

impact Mbala had on the origin of Mikeyls poems "Roots." In some cases individual 

poems, drama sketches. or songs originated out of a group etTort. For instance, Mbala 

recalled a number of times when he, Mikey, a sister named Judy (know known as Affi 

Nada) and another female student would spontaneously create together.8 

M: Der was a time when wi used to just bounce stuff otT of each other. In fae, I 
think I might have mentioned dis thing before ... Mikey was a bredrin [of mine]. 
Der was a time when, it was like it was a lickle group a we used to jus always 
hang around. Four a wi- mi an, di same sister Affi, anudder sistren, an Mikey. Wi 
used tab jus always move togeda. After class wild find ourselves [at] Halfway
no Crossroads wait pon di bus an wild be sittin down der, buses would jus come 
ang~ 

1G: [laughing). 
M: an weld be making up all kinda songs and singing yah know. All kinda little 
craziness yah know (1996a). 

In addition, to these voices of joy and celebration there were also voices of protest. Much 

of the music, poetry, and drama that emerged during this period was also quite serious in 
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terms of subject matter. In MbaIa's words, "der was a whole beap a what wi would a call 

now conscious people. Bob [Marley] was, in swing yah know." Artists of many different 

types were especially interested in social and political issues. This was especially the 

case with the dub poets that were emerging at the time: 

M: Let me tell yah when-when dis-when dis dub poetry kinda movement first 
start-
JG: MInn. 
M: get momentum in JA [Jamaica] right, di poets were like people who kinda, 
were dealin wid de-de-de, ubm dey were almost like a conscience yah know? 
JG: Mhm. 
M: dey wer~ey were people dealin wid de social issues--di-di-di personal 
political issues-yah know like dat kinda vibe. As opposed to di other singers an 
DJ ... even dough der [was] so-called "conscious" stuff out der, but der'd also be 
like jus stuff purely for entertainment ... der was always dat vibe like [dub] poets 
were always like people who deal with issues. Yah know (1996a). 

The end of the 19705 and the beginning of the 1980s came a distinct transitional 

period for Jamaica as a nation and for Mbala personally. The People's National Party's 

experiment in democratic socialism under the leadership of Michael Manley (1924-1997) 

ended in 1980 after one of Jamaica's most violent years in its history. Edward Seaga and 

the more conservative Jamaican Labour Party took controL As I have already pointed out 

many individuals believed that Jamaica's musical and poetic output was disrupted by the 

death of Marley in 1981 (May 11) and Mikey in 1983 (August 17). With their tragic 

deaths reggae and dub poetry fans suffered a tremendous blow.9 However, it is incorrect 

to generalize that the quality and quantity of musical and poetic activities decreased 

Poets like Cherry and MbaIa were in fact becoming more active and more talented during 

this time. Concerning the dub poetry movement itself. Mbala cautioned that in both the 

past and the present: 

M: di kinda down side to dat-at least from what rve seen, in JA [Jamaica] 
actually [ 1 ] you have a whole heap a people think dat poetry-and especially 
when you use the term dub poetry, has to be about, protest. 
JG: Yeah. 
M: It has tab be-it has tab be angry stuff yah know. It has tab be people railin 
against de system, an shoutin blood an fire and dem tings yah know (1996a). 
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In reality, the poetry and creative activities of Cherry, Mbala, and other poets cover a 

wide range of issues and topics. 

Musieal Development, Activities, aDd IDftueDees 

Between 1977 and 1980, Mbala worked increasingly as an artist and musician in 

Kingston. He had stopped performing with Self by 1978 and began working with a 

women's theater collective in Kingston known as Sistren. IO In addition to drumming for 

their productions, he contributed to set designs, costumes, programs, posters, and other 

visual arts projects for the collective. He remained actively involved with the group till 

1997. 11 Maroghini, a drummer who also performed with Sistren, helped refine Mbala's 

approach to drumming.I2 Similarly, taking classes with percussionist and musicologist 

Marjorie Whylie at the School of Music in 1978 and again in 1983, strengthened Mbala's 

drumming skills and knowledge of Jamaican folk musics. It is also important to point out 

that for years Mbala had listened to an extremely wide variety of musics. For example, he 

was a big jazz fan: 

I went tru times when I used ta listen a whole heap a jazz yu know I rememba dat 
Mi av a whole heap a jazz records. Nuff jazz. I listen ta jazz in all its forms from 
di traditional ta fusion ta anyting--everyting (1996b). 

Listening extensively to jazz is in fact one of the factors that helped foster Mbala's 

improvisational skills during live perfonnance. In addition to Jamaican folk music, jazz, 

and reggae, Mbala sees blues, rock &. roll, heavy metal, and world music, as having 

influenced his approach to music-making. 

Fatherhood aDd PubUeation in the 19805 

Mbala continued to work for the National Water Commission in the early 19805 

but had become increasingly dissatisfied with his nine-t~five job. Since 1978 he had 

begun writing more poetry and taking on freelance projects as a graphic artist His art was 

featured on book and magazine covers in Jamaica and abroad.13 Moving to Kingston in 
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the 1970s brought other significant changes to Mbala's life. One of the biggest was 

meeting Samere Tansley (b. 1944), the mother of their son Jomo. When I asked Mbala 

about Sam's decision to move to Jamaica from England in the early 1970s he responded: 

M: A big part a it is dat she couldn't take di weather. 
IG: The weather? 
M Y cab. She cyaan tek di cold [laughing]. 
IG: But she must-it must be more dan just the weather dat she found-she 
found something here dat was inspirational. 
M: Yeah I guess so I mean yu know. I mean di whole, di whole ambiance is 
different. I mean di weada [weather] is a big ting your yu know when yu tink 
about it. Your environment, yu know. I mean it, bein more conducive ta her 
painting really. 
IG: Yeah. 
M: Yu know she was in England a lot a di time she's ave ta be locked down in a 
place because a di weader. Dealin wid artificial light an stuff. But out here she have 
enough sunshine all year round, yu know (1996a). 

Much of Sam's work was in fact inspired by the faces of Jamaican women and the flora 

and foliage of Stony Hill. After teaching painting for a number of years in Kingston Sam 

decided to devote herself to her painting full time. In May of 1981 both Sam and Mbala 

had a new job-parenthood In the years following Jomo's birth, Mbala left his job at the 

Water Commission and began workin for Antilles Productions. This arrangement lasted 

less than a year: 

M: An afta dat, mi just freelance. I neva work a nuder nine-to-five job again afta 
dat. 
IG: Were you afraid to do that-to quit that job? I mean what pushed you? 
M: We just decide dat it was better. Plus I spend more time at home yu know 
helpin look afta Iomo an stuff ... all dat was a factor in der as welL Cause dat 
free-up Sam fi continue worm [painting] yu know (l996a). 

In addition to the fulfillment of being a father, the 1980s brought with it an ever

increasing amount of public recognition for Mbala's music, graphic art, and poetry. For 

example, in 1978 he entered poetry in the Jamaica Cultural Development Commission's 

annual literary competition and began winning medals. By 1995 Mbala had won fifteen or 

sixteen bronze and four or five silver medals. Moreover, in 1983 four of his poems, 

"Africa Yah So," "Voice," "Show Time," and "Still Deh Deh" were published in Focus 
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'83: An Anthology of Jamaican Poetry edited by Mervyn Morris. The book featured the 

works ofa variety of Jamaicans who had recently received J.C.D.C. literary awards. The 

one line of biographical information provided in the anthology indicated that Mbala was a 

drummer and graphic artist who had worked with Sistren. Mbala was certainly proud of 

these achievements, but never felt an excessive drive to get his poetry published. In 

actuality, he was and continues to be much more interested in "graphic poetry" that is 

visible publicly. "I want ta get poem out OD all kinda cheap ways like pon T-shirts an 

silk-screen pastas. Instead a just stuck inna book all di time yu know I mean." 

In 1989 one of Mbala's poems was "stuck" in the Voiceprint: An Anthology of 

Oral and Related Poetry from the Caribbean. The poem, "Still Deb Deb," appeared in the 

"Dreadtalk, Dub, Sermon, Prophesight and Prophesay" sectioD. According to one of the 

anthology's editors, Gordon Rohlehr, the poetry in this section represented "poems 

which have grown directly out of the speech and music rhythms of reggae and Rastafari," 

(1989: 17). The introduction of Voiceprint did provide a brief overview of the dub poetry 

genre and a few individual dub poets (17-20). This anthology contained no biographical 

information section on the contributors to the book. The publication of Mbala's poems in 

1983 and 1989 raises a number of questions regarding the implications of appearing in 

print. For example, how were the poets selected? Was Mbala properly categorized as a 

"dub poet"? Or even more generally who was this percussive poet Mbala? For readers 

outside of Jamaica, no published information about Mbala's creative work was available. 

Mask Exhibitions and Increased Recognition in the JamaicaD Media 

In Chapter Four I posed a similar set of questions regard two 1996 newspaper 

photos of Calvin and Mbala drumming. In short, both past and present representations of 

Mbala in published media have had a number of limitations. By itself, any individual 

mediated resource presented limited perspectives. My efforts to construct a more 

comprehensive knowledge base of information on Mbala background, his work, and his 
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multiple talents, involved the consultation of a wide variety of resources and the 

collection of his artistic history narratives. Journalists and others writing about Mbala 

(especially Michael Reckord 1993a, 1993b, 1995a, 1995b, (998) and other poets deserve 

a significant amount of credit for helping to document his career and the evolution of dub 

poetry in general By the late 1980s and throughout the 19905 the number of references to 

Mbala's creative activities increased. Overall, the information contained such accounts 

became more detailed. This trend was linked to an increase in the number of Mbala's live 

performances. Jamaicans and non-Jamaicans who had experienced his live poetry and 

music performances during these years also gained a deeper appreciation of Mbala's work. 

The following sections summarize some ofMbala's achievements in the late 1980s to the 

mid 1990s, and the ways in which has was represented in the media. These examples 

focus on his mask and music making, as well as his live poetry performances and his 

affiliation with the Poetry Society of Jamaica. 

In 1987 a photo of Mbala appeared in The Star (1987:6). The event was an art 

exhIbition of Margaret Stanigar's paintings in Kingston. A short caption explained that 

during the opening Mbala, "graphic artist, guitarist, and poe!," "recited some of his 

poems." No additional information was provided. A few years later a similar photo of 

Mbala appeared in a local newspaper (Class (990). In this case, he and artist Margaret 

Robson were part of a joint exhibition "Masks and Masquerade" held at the Patoo 

Gallery in Kingston. What the photo and caption do not reveal is that Mbala and 

Margaret were close ftiends. 14 More specifically, she has been one of the few individuals 

Mbala "bounces" his poetry off of. In his words: 

When I write I bounce a lot a mi stuff off dis sister a mine in MoBay [Montego 
Bay], Margaret. I write an I bounce it off her. An sometime she say sumpin like 
wey I say "yeah." An I might shift it in nuder direction or sumpin might change 
[based on her feedback] (199&). 

Only by talking with Mbala had I discovered the significance of his creative relationship 

with Margaret 
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The documentation &om additional exlubitions Mbala participated in during the 

early 1990s are also revealing in terms of the information, or in some cases, 

misinformation they contain. In April of 1992 some of Mbala's masks were displayed as 

part of a group show, "Mask," at the Palette Gallery. Four of Mbala's pieces, including 

"Sea Change" and "Metamorpb," were singled out for positive reviews in an article in the 

Sunday Gleaner. IS Mbala's masks speak "eloquently of the essential parity of nature and 

its metamorphic powers. He is sharply aware of the urgent need to protect our natural 

environment" (Hope 1992). Large photos of two of his masks, "Sea Change," and "Self

Portrait" appear prominently in this review. Considering Mbala's keen interest in nature 

and ecology, Hope's environmental interpretation ofMbala's work was quite accurate. In 

contrast, the black and white program from the exlubition contained a basic inaccuracy. It 

spelled Mbala's name as "Umbralla." A similar case took place in 1996 when Mbala was 

hired to perform music during the opening reception of an exhibition by painter Amy 

Laskin. Here his name was spelled as "Ubala. " 

On one level, the misspelling of Mbala's name appears to be a relatively small 

mistake. I played the oboe with Mbala's drumming during part of the Laskin opening and 

I remember making jokes about the misspelling. In fact, we even did a short 

improvisational piece I entitled "Land ofUbala." The misspelling incidents illustrate how 

varying degrees of background knowledge can effect the texts writers produce. In contrast, 

the Poetry Society's newsletter, Poemvihe, was put together not by journalists but by 

practicing poets within the Society.16 Although only four issues were ever made between 

1990-1991, and the distnbution was limited, the newsletter provided a significant forum 

for poetry publication, analysis, and discussion of recent performances. Within the four 

issues are included dozens of poems, commentary and observations of Fellowship 

meetings, and interviews with poets. Poemvihe was a clear example of "indigenous media" 

in action. 
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The Objectives aDd DyaalDics of The Poetry Society 

In the previous chapter, Cherry's frustrations with the "inactivity" of Poetry 

Society were briefly discussed The short-lived life of Poemvibe may be viewed by 

Cherry (or others) as an example of the Society's own limitations. Mbala was involved 

with the Society from the beginning as its Vice President In 1996 I asked him about the 

nature and operational status of the Society. His narratives revealed both a specific agenda 

and significant challenges: 

lG: How about the Society now. rm interested in this concept of the Poetry 
Society as a group of people. rm interested in, comparing it to another-a "real" 
society. What are some of the dynamics that you see in the Poetry Society? I 
mean is it-how would you descn"be, the PoetJy Society? What, what is it? 
M: What is it? 
lG: What does it do? or what-
M: Well, is a group-is a set a people who love poetry, an who waan ta, ta kinda, 
uhm, promote poetry ... to facilitate poets an poetry. Ta uhm, ta grow as poets, 
individually. Ta have poetry more wide-spread an more widely accepted. Yah 
know? 
lG: . . . in the seven years, the seven years that the Poetry Society has been 
around, do you--do you see any trends? 
M: ... when it started out first right, it uhm, it went up fi a while because we 
used ta do more performances--more stuff, more park tings [outdoor 
performances], dat kinda Vl"be. Den it kinda-wi kinda got to di point where it 
kinda leveled off, at a point where basically all dat was going on was di Fellowship 
each month right 
lG: Mhm. 
M: Which, is, is good enough but is not as much as wi really wanted ta do. 
lG: Mhm. 
M: Di problem is dat, ta do some a di stuff dat wi wanted ta do wi need people 
with specific skills, quite apart from jus di skill or di ability ta write poetry yah 
know what I mean [laughing). We've not always had dem people ... but jus 
keepin di Fellowship alive for seven years has been, I tint, an achievement, yah 
know (1996a). 

Despite the challenges fAcing the Society since its birth in 1989, the number and 

variety of the projects and live performances it has been associated with is impressive. As 

of yet, no detailed history or analysis of Self, Poets In Unity, or the Poetry Society has 

been attempted. As previously descn"bed, Habekost mentions Poets in Unity and the 

Society in Verbal Riddim (1993). However, the primary documentation that does exist is 
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found in newspaper articles, reviews of live performances, and a variety of recorded TV 

and radio interviews with poets. Both Cherry and Mbala participated in many of these 

events throughout the early 199Os. For example, Cherry, Mbala, Oku, Mervyn Morris, 

and a variety of other poets were mentioned in a Sunday Gleaner article descnbing the 

Society's first anniversary (Williams 1990). This article makes a brief mention that Mbala 

and Calvin's drumming made the one hour delay of the start of the meeting "worth the 

wait. " In the Sunday Gleaner's review of Wholistic Exposition that mentions Cherry and 

her daughter, Mbala was descnDed as speaking "about the destruction of the environment 

in his poetry-the naked hills, the polluted rivers"(199O). 

Additional Activities aDd Performances During the 19901 

In 1991 a number of outdoor poetry performances were held at the newly 

dedicated Mandela Park One such event, billed as "Poets Against Child Abuse," took 

place on May 18th and was reviewed by Versel Thompson (1991a). Mbala's performance 

of his poem "Tek Bad Ting Mek Laugh" was mentioned in this review as having the "the 

crowd on their feet." A second performance, "Operation Poem Storm," took place the 

following month and was again briefly reviewed by Thompson. He concludes the review: 

There were great performances by M'Bala, Dermi, Peol, Oju Unura, Mutabaruka 
and Tommy Ricketts but the stars of the night were Cherry Natural and her 
daughter, Little Natural. Also, Nabbie Natural again playing madman role stirring 
the crowd as a real madman [would] (l991b). 

The Poetry Society was also directly involved with a December 7th performance at the 

Park. I saw this performance, but do not know if the event was reviewed in a newspaper 

article. To prepare for these and other live events "practice sessions" had been held at the 

School of Drama. By 1996 Mbala admitted that these sessions "fell by di wayside 

because nuff people drop out." Again, the Society's leadership did not have the time, the 

energy, and the necessary help needed to continue organizing such activities on a regular 

basis. 17 
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MbaIa's activities between 1993 and 1994 were especially significant for his 

artistic career. Along with Cherry and Tommy he performed at the Beloit College 

program I organized (February 1993). In addition to poetry performances, he continued 

doing freelance set design and arts projects. By this time he bad stopped doing as much 

graphic art because "a lot a di stuff dat I used ta do graphics-wise right, is much easier 

done now pon di computer ... rm totally computer illiterate, I doan ave no great desire ta 

go on get literate too tough." (l996b). Computers do not make masks though. In the 

summer of 1993 Mbala taught mask-making at the Groundwork Theatre Company. 

Mbala's participation in the 1993 "Human Voices" concert was one of his major 

performances that year in Jamaica. The April 25th show was held at the Jamaica School 

of Music as a fundraiser to help send Cherry and Nabbie to the Dub Poetry Festival in 

Toronto (Thompson 1993).18 Mbala was the first poet to perform after "an interlude of 

drumming by the drumchoir." Clyde Durm I Brooks, Cherry Natural, Ras Haughton, and 

Mervyn Morris were also featured poets. Video footage of this particular performance 

exists and part of this performance was broadcast on TV. 

All of these events helped strengthen Mbala's local reputation as both a poet and 

musician. However, the relationship between his poetic and musical skills remained 

unclear-at least in written accounts. This began to change soon after the "Human 

Voices" performance. In a May 2 1993 review of a poetry reading at Devon House, 

journalist Michael Reckord devoted two paragraphs to Mbala's contributions.19 The 

themes of three poems, "Corrections," "Holy War," and "Tek Bad Ting Mek Laugh" were 

discussed. Of special significance though were the following comments in his overview of 

the performance: 

And there was an added dimension to the reading, for M'Bala, who is not only an 
accomplished poet, but also a fine musician, provided musical accompaniment for 
many of the poems. And he demonstrated his versatility by playing no less than 
four musical instruments (Reckord 1993a). 
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The instruments later mentioned in the article were the guitar, tambourine, tlute, and 

kalimba (or mbira). It appears that Reckord was one of the first journalists to formally 

stress the integration of Mbala's poetry and music. Although this may have been a 

"revelation" for readers of the article, it was nothing new for Mbala This type of 

integration bad been part of his training going back to the days of Self. Reckord also wrote 

a detailed review of the "Human Voices" concert later in May. Here he devoted a 

paragraph to Mbala's contributions and wrote, "M'Bala accompanied himself on various 

musical instruments" (1993b). He also suggests thatMbala is really a "performance poet" 

not a "dub poet." 

"Noise" With the Papiumba Big Band and Studio Recordings 

Musically speaking, the most significant development in Mbala's career between 

1992-94 was his partnership with saxltlute musician Hugh Pape (b. circa 1952).20 

Together the two form the "Papiumba Big Band." With Mbala providing bamboo flute, 

mbira, conga, percussion, and "Papi" playing concert tlute and saxophones they create a 

unique blend of music or "noise," as they often refer to it. Also added to the mix are 

Mbala's poetry and masks. During live performances Mbala and Papi are frequently 

masked. Although the two have known each other since the 1970s, it was not until the 

early 1990s that the group was formed: 

Oi first actual performance wi did as "Papiumba Big Band," was di one at 
Creative Arts [Centre, U.W.I.] in 94. November 94 I tink. Yeah. But wi had done 
stuffbefore dat [1992-1993]. Like, del's a place out by Port Royal, di old jail-it's 
actually a old jail dis woman run an she used ta do some poetry performances out 
dey. So mi an Papi would be uhm, wi actually weren't doin any poems-we were 
doin like background music. Music before lings start an between an stuff(I996b). 

The two specialize in live improvisation and their "compositions" move freely from jazz 

standards, to roots reggae and dancehall, to pop, to folk melodies. Retlecting on the way 

in which their improvisation works Mbala explained: 
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M: Sometime wi play some stuff dat even amaze us yu know. 
JG: [laughing]. Amaze you in what way? 
M: Just yu know sometime yu hear some kinda- some pieces wey just sound like, 
mind-readin yu know. 
JG: Like mind-reading? 
M: Mind-readin, is like yu kinda, play [ ? ] all di sudden yu kick off inna diffian 
tempo same time. 
JG: Ahh. 
M: Yuknowlmean? 
JG: Yeah. 
M: [laughing] (l996b). 

In addition to being featured at the Poetry Society (1996, 1998), "Papiumba" has 

appeared on radio and TV programs (1997, 1998), and performed at a number of art 

exhibitions in Kingston (Judith Campbell 1996). The radio and TV appearances are 

especially significant; they have reached a large audience throughout Jamaica and allowed 

Mbala and Papi to represent themselves directly with their own noise and voices. 

More recently, Mbala has worked as a drummer and percussionist with three 

Jamaican vocalists/songwriters. Along with guitarist Seretse Small, Mbala performed on 

the title track to Carlene Davis' album, Vessel (1998).21 Mbala is credited on the CD, but 

did not tour with her for any live performances. In a second case, Mbala was invited to 

tour and perform with contemporary folk/pop singer Della Manley. A number of 

performances in Kingston (1997). and later in Mandeville (1998) were staged to promote 

the release of her debut CD Ashes on the Windowsill (1997).22 Finally. Mbala contributed 

drums. beribau, and pots (percussion) to six songs on a CD entitled To the Rescue by his 

friend Alexei (Rebel Lion Music, 1998). Again, he received credit on this CD. These 

opportunities expanded Mbala's musical experiences and provided him with additional 

exposure as an artist. 

The Island Voices Exchange, TeachiDg Activities, and "Undiscovered Territory" 

One of the most personally fulfilling highlights from Mbala's career in the 1990s 

was his participation in a creative writer's exchange program, "Island Voices." between 
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England and Jamaica. He and writer, actor, and videograpber Stafford Ashani where 

chosen to represent Jamaica in the first exchange that was organized. 23 From England, 

children's writer Annie Dalton and novelist Wolde Selassie were selected. Mbala and 

Ashani's three month phase of the program, March-May 1994, was funded and 

coordinated by the British Council, East Midland Arts (Nottingham), and the Institute of 

Jamaica. The idea of a yearly creative writers' exchange between the two countries took 

root in 1992 when dub poet Martin Glynn was visiting Jamaica for a series of 

performances and poetry workshops. As Mbala explained: 

M: Well der's dis poet called Martin Glynn, in England He came out here, he 
passed through di Poetry Society-di Fellowship an stuff you know. 
JO: Yeah I met him. 
M: Right-and it was his idea ta set up dis exchange ting. So he went back and he 
did what he had to do and eventually it became a reality (1996b). 

Mbala and Ashani were well-received and they participated in dozens of 

performances, lectures, and workshops throughout England (Charleston 1994; Miles 

1994). Although their music, poetry, and writing captured the attention of diverse 

audiences, it was not unique. In 1996 Mbala stressed the fact that the dub poetry scene in 

England had been developing for decades: 

Yu see wat yu hafti ta realize now is dat del's also quite a lot a-dub poetry 
wasn't just uhm, it wasn't limited ta JA [Jamaica] yu know I mean? Especially
maybe Drama School was like di delivery room, but, it spread out because there 
was Linton Kwesi Johnson in England who was doin good stuff. An den uhm, 
del's always been English connection. Because Mikey went ta England. Jean 
Breeze-who ta me is one a da best if not di best dub poet about di place, right
has been livin in England for years. An so, yu know, she's been der doin dat Der 
are uder English poets doin it (1996a). 

Throughout the program Mbala and Ashani were encouraged to interact with a range of 

other performers and artists. It was, specifically, the poetic and musical diversity that 

Mbala encountered dming the exchange that thrilled him the most "Di sheer quantity of 

little bands all ova di place, an di ease wid which yu could go an jam wid people" amazed 

him. 
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During his visit he bad the opportunity to work with "perfonnance poets," and 

jazz bands, as well as gradeschool students and prisoners.24 For example, Annie Dalton 

invited Mbala and Asbani to perform in WeUingborough Prison where she was Writer In 

Residence. As he recalled: 

M: So she [Annie Dalton] brought us inta di prison ta do a uhm, its a performance 
really. Mi an Ashani wi went der an wi did a perfonnance an di prisoners love it 
so much dey-dey Idnda organized ta get us back in der ta do a workshop. An wi 
went back in der di nex time wi did a workshop wid demo Hav dem produce stuff 
wey, dey get inta di instruments and stuff Dey actually, I was surprised when 
dem give [us] a tape [of the previous perfonnance] well-nicely ~ labeled 
an everyting ya know. 
JG: Mhm. 
M: Annie was sayin afta we left is like, people who neva used ta do anyting
who neva used ta write-was comin up ta her an saying "Hey look at what I 
wrote," yu know an blah blah yu know. Dey really kinda-wi really caused a stir. 
She say long afta wi gone, people were inta it. In fae afta wi left she did sumptin 
else wid dem, a kinda musical ting. A musical mixin rap an poetry an music an 
stuff. A kinda play ting she do wid dem yu know. But she said it was really jus 
like, it kinda just inspire a whole heap a people. Der was even a poem she send me 
one-one a di prisoners dem wrote, about us comin ta di place an ting yu know. 
Good poem (1996a). 

Mbala also had very positive experiences with the school children he conducted 

workshops with. These not only writing poetry but often creating musical 

accompaniment for the poems that were created. These workshop experiences are 

important in that they demonstrate that Mbala has worked also a teacher. Within the 

Jamaican context, Mbala has taught poetry and "technical theater" courses, as well as 

mask-making workshops in a variety of settings. For example, between 1995 and 1997 

Mbala taught poetry writing courses at the Phillip Sherlock Centre of the Creative Arts. 25 

In this case, Mbala was asked by Jean Small to teach the course in place of poet Anthony 

McNeill (1941-1996), who was ill. Mbala bad recently taken a similar course with 

McNeill and agreed to fill in. As he explained: 
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M: Well, I was supposed ta be teachin poetry. 
JG: Yeah. 
M: but uhm, wat I did was uhm, I just carry like whole heap a mi instruments
drums an stuff an ting yu know. An I get into doin a kinda performance. Gettin 
dem ta mix up di poetry an music-an dem fa feel di riddims an dat kinda stuff. 
Anjus, mi no know, I was just havin fun wid dem really (19968). 

Unfortunately, after teaching the COW'Se two times a competing course, "Nail 

Technology," had a larger enrollment: 

M: The last time dey advertise, enough people neva sign up for di course [and] I 
couldn't do it. There were more people.·interested in 1W1 technology. 
JG: Nail technology? 
M: Yeah, as in finga nails. [laughing]. 
JG: [laughing]. 
M: Maybe if I had a course designed to teach people how ta write poetry on der 
finga nails it might a come tru (1996a). 

Both before and after Mbala returned from the "Island Voices" exchange he 

received increased attention in the local media For example, an article by Michael 

Edwards, "The Poetry Society: Seeking Out 'Undiscovered Territory,'" featured a brief 

description of the origins of the Poetry Society, the Society's "Poetry Cabarets" of 1992-

93, and the upcoming writer's exchange.26 Here Mbala was quoted as saying, "The idea of 

potential new experiences was very appealing. I hope to get the chance to work with a 

wide cross-section of artists" (Edwards 1994). After returning, a follow-up article, 

"Mbal&, Ashani: Poets Creating Waves," appeared in Chill Magazine. This time by Versel 

Thompson. The article begins: 

Fresh from a tour of Nottingham, England, local poets M'bala and Stafford Ashani 
received rave reviews as they continued their efforts to create waves at the recent 
Poetry Fellowship at the Jamaica School of Drama's Amphitheatre (Thompson 
1994). 

From my perspective, these articles were exploring "undiscovered territory." 

They represented a new phase of Mbala's career; they did so in writing, and they 

examined his multiple creative talents in more detail than many of the previous accounts 

of his work A 1995 article by Michael Reckord and a 1998 article by poet Niki Johnson 
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explore Mbala's poetic and musical terrain even more fully. Reckord not only relates 

specific aspects of Mbala's personal and artistic history, he descn"bes Mbala's studio, 

instruments, and masks (Reckord 1995b). Similarly, Johnson's article descn"bes Mbala's 

working environment, and her experience interacting with Mbala as he prepared for a 

mask-making workshop at "Green Expo '98." Her descriptions are extremely vivid: 

Mbala is wearing a tattered T-shirt with a poem blaring (intact) from his chest. 
Trousers the colour of sprinkled dust and incredibly long toes curling over dung
brown sandals give an impression that he's growing from his chair--compounded 
by the twigginess of thick, uncombed locks and a neglected nest of a beard (N. 
Johnson 1998). 

Unlike the photos and captions of Mbala and Calvin drumming I descnbed at the end of 

Chapter Four, these articles provide a wealth of information on Mbala the multi-talented 

percussive poet. They are significant because they illustrate the kind of details an 

interview encounter can provide. This is especially the case when interviewer and 

interviewee's "paths" have crossed before. Both Reckord and Johnson have known Mbala 

for well over ten years. Reckord met Mbala, "through his poetry, when he won some 

prizes in one of the annual Jamaica Cultural Development Commission's poetry 

Competitions" (Reckord 1995a). Johnson met Mbala through Paul "Pelo" Johnson circa 

1990. 

Near Encounten aDd Future Projects 

Mbala himself likes to "cross paths" with as many poets, musicians, and artists as 

possible. These encounters take place in Jamaica, England, the United States, or wherever 

Mbala finds himself at the time. He actively seeks out such encounters. While I presented 

many examples of such encounters within the artistic history text I provided, a wealth of 

events and creative activities remain unexplored-in some cases undocumented. For 

example, like Cherry Mbala participated in "Dubfest '97." In this case, I have virtually no 

documentation on Mbala's performance. He has also appeared on stages in Chicago and 
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Bloomington with Cherry and Queen Majeeda(1997).27 In this case, I have published and 

recorded materials documenting the events that remain unanalyzed as yet. There are even 

what may be descnbed as "near encolDlters"-activities and events that were planned and 

pursued but never materialized for various reasons. For instance, Mbala and Papi, as the 

Papiumba Big Band, have tried both in 1997 and 1998 to participate in an artists' in 

residence program at the Banff Centre in Alberta Canada The two were invited by the 

Centre, fundraisers were organized in lamaica, but the necessary funds were never 

acquired. 28 

Though frustrating, such situations have not dissuaded Mbala from envisioning 

elaborate plans for the future. In 1996 I asked him what types of "dream projects" he 

would pursue if given the chance. Considering his multiple skills and talents it should not 

be surprising that the event he described involved poetry, music, movement, drama, and 

other components. As he explained: 

M: Well I have a couple ideas knockin around in mi head, which I waan deal wid 
One a dem is uhm, di whole idea-I link I might a mentioned it ta yah-di whole 
multi-media exhIbition an stuff. 
IG: Yeah. 
M: I waan do an exhibition of, mask an poetry combined which would also 
involve a performance element, yu know. I have it all worked out in mi head yu 
know. 
IG: [laughing]. 
M: I can see it. Is like-let mi tell yu about some a it now. I ave dees mask right
which some a dem rve designed already-
IG: Mhm. 
M: which would be like columns. Big columns
IG: Mhm. 
M: wid mask on top an maybe poetry comin down di column. Di [ ? ] is not fixed 
yet yu know but di poetry would be incorporated somewhere in der. An in dis 
space where you'd have-it would be almost like an instalIation-because at one 
part a it I see, like a whole full-length mirror. Like a whole wall which is a minor. 
Uhm, I'd ave whole heap a different mask, dat people could try on yu know. So 
you'd be able ta go an yu-
IG: I have to get these gestures. [IG taking photos]. 
M: yu pick up a mask right? 
IG: Mhm. 
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M: Yu try it on, yu see what yu look like inna di mirror wearin dis mask. Cause 
when people put on mask yu know an see demself is like a different energy start 
happen yu know. 
]G: Mhm. 
M: So you'd have dat, rd have uhm, rd have whole heap a poems all ova di place. 
Maybe stuff wey you coulda tek up an carry wid yu yu know. Pick up a poem 
off a di floor dat yu like an carry wid you. And uIun, what I'd do is dat at random 
times, 
]G: Yeah. 
M: rd come inta dis space, right an perform some a di poems which would be like, 
di-di which would be like on eli columns-di mask. Right. Also is like, rd have a 
vibe ot: dees columns, continually tumiD, also in some kinda random pattern. So 
dat each a dem tumin maybe in difTerant directions an diffiant speeds an den di 
speeds might change an ting yu know. 
]G: [laughing). 
M: I'd have uder people as well come inta di space, an do--an perform wedder is 
poetry, music, dance, yu know-a set a dancers would come an even rearrange di 
columns an use dat as a part a di set fi do a dance kinda vibe. An stuff like at 
would be continually happenin, yu know I mean? Oat kinda vibe. An also you'd 
have like-you'd have like some camera-some TV cameras right, continually 
monitorin everyting. Especially eli people who like tryin on di mask 
]G: Yeah. 
M: an beamin it tab like a big monitor somewhere. So dats always happenin-so 
dat's always happenin yu know is all-dat ting is a1ways-mi nuo [I don't] know. 
[laughing] (1996a). 

Although this particular project has not become a reality as yet, Mbala continues to 

spend his time--day by day, month by month-an a variety of projects. His sheer love 

and enjoyment of poetry, music, and art sustain him as he takes on large and small 

projects--including those that pay very little monetary compensation. Making money 

and becoming famous have never been his primary objectives: 

JG: Do you feel as if you've paid your dues, an now your reaping the rewards of 
working hard as an artist? 
M: First of all wat rewards yu taIkin about? 
]G: I don't know, I mean rm asking? 
M: Cause if is monetary reward-rm not reapin any monetary reward 
]G: Right. 
M: But del's always been di satisfaction a doin-a dealin wid yu heart yu know. 
]G: nats the reward? 
M: Yeah mon! (1996b). 
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While making additions and corrections to a written chronology of his career in May of 

1999, Mbala noticed that I bad stopped at 2003 when he will tum fifty. He insisted I 

continue the chronology till his hundredth birthday in 2053. I penned in the adjustment 

and wished him all the best. Maybe then we will meet again. 

NOTES: 

1 The pioneering dub poet Brian Meeks was also born in 1953. 
2 Mbala, Tommy Ricketts, Cherry, Nabbie Natural, and Paul "Pelon Johnson were 
the five figures that stood out most significantly during my initial research and fieldwork 
in 1991-92. 
3 I believe this particular project involved the design and construction of an 
installation that was displayed as part of the Jamaican Pavilion at the World Trade Fair 
held in Seville, Spain (1992). 
4 When he started the job he was employed by the National Water Authority which 
dealt with water management outside of Kingston and St. Andrew. In contrast the Water 
Commission dealt with the Kingston metropolitan area. Later the Water Authority and 
the Water Commission merged becoming the National Water Commission. Mbala was not 
sure on the date of the merger. 
5 Sing Out! emerged in 1951 and in its first five years established local chapters in 
the United States as well as other countries. In a 1956 issue of the Sing Out! newsletter 
Irwin Silber enthusiastically reported that 400 songs had appeared in print since 1951 and 
had "been heard and sung in dozens of countries around the world" (Silber 1956:2). I was 
unable to detennine when the first Sing Out! chapter was established in Jamaica 
6 The play was directed by Dennis Scott and had a twenty-eight member cast. 
According to Scott the play is "about a revolution that fails to happen, and a 
revolutionary leader who fails to lead." (The Beacon 1976). 

7 Like Mbala, Mikey was enrolled in classes part-time. Between 1975-78 the two 
were in some of the same drama classes. Mikey graduated from the School of Drama in 
1980. Jean attended drama classes in 1978 and Oku took a year of classes beginning in 
1977. 
8 According to Mbala, one of Judy's poems about Africa made a tremendous 
impression on Mikey. "I rememba Mikey bein very impressed by dat [her poem] (Mbala 
1996). 
9 After Mikey's assassination a Michael Smith Memorial Committee was set up. 
For two or three years after his death tribute performances were held for him, the "it 
kinda petered out" (Mbala 1996a). 
10 Some of the active members of Self later moved to England where a new version of 
the group continued. Mbala was in contact with some original members while he was in 
England in 1994 on a writer's exchange program. 
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11 During the mid 19805 Mbala traveled on tour with Sistren in the Eastern 
Canbbean, Belize, and six cities in Germany. He also appeared in a documentary 
produced by Sistren about working class lamaican women tided Sweet Sugar Rage (F ord
Smith and Walcott 1985). 
12 Like MbaIa, Maraghini was also born in the early I 950s. Unlike Mbala, he has 
received years of formal musical training in Africa with master drummers. MbaIa and 
Maraghini have continued to perform together in the 19905. 
13 Mbala's curriculum vitae provides a detailed listing of these contnDutioDS. 
14 Margaret and Mbala met while he was doing set design for the musical play 
Garvey! (1987) by Perry Henzel. Margaret worked on costume design for the production. 
15 An earlier informational article on the exhibit bad appeared in The Gleaner in 
April (1992). 
16 The newsletter itselfwas Tommy's idea, but the name was thought of by Mbala. 
17 The Avant Garde Cabaret series that the Society started at Devon House ended, 
not due to organizational difficulties, but problems with the management at Devon House. 
18 It is unclear if the money raised from "Human Voices" was also intended to help 
pay for Oku Onuora and Mutabaruka's expenses in attending the Dub Poetry Festival. 
19 Actress Leonie Forbes (b. 1937) and poet Loma Goodison (b. 1947) also 
performed at this event. 
20 Papi is an established saxophonist, flautist, and composer. He is also the leader of 
the jazz group "The Acoustic Art Ensemble." He has worked and toured with dub poets 
such as Oku Onuora, Mutabaruka, lean Breeze during his career. 
21 Carlene Davis is an established and popular contemporary gospel performer in 
Jamaica. 
22 Although Mbala especially enjoys performing with Della, his approach to her 
songs was less structured than the studio musicians she worked with on the album. 
During rehearsal sessions and live performances Mbala sometimes felt pressured to "hold 
back" his drumming. 
23 Asbani has worked extensively in lamaica fj)ming live musical performances and 
as the producer of the weekly television show "Reggae Strong" that aired in the early 
1990s. He has also worked widely as an actor in plays and films. 
24 Mbala worked with the performance poet "Stickman," sax and clarinet musician 
Nick Cornwall, as well as the bands "Sax Appeal" and "Swing 91." 
25 It is interesting to note that Sheena 10hnson, the Poetry Society's Public Relations 
Officer, was one of Mbala's past students. It was, in fact, through taking his course at 
U.W.I. that she got involved with the Society. 
26 The article also mentions the 1993 visit of Mbala, Cheny, and Tommy to Beloit 
in 1993, "courtesy of expatriate member, 10hnny Obo [lohn D. Galuska]" (Edwards 
1994). 
27 In 1997 I organized the visit ofMbala, Cherry, Queen Majeed&, and percussionist 
Joy Erskine to Chicago and Bloomington. In Chicago they performed at the Old Town 
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School of Music (September 26). In Bloomington they performed at the Lotus Festival 
(September 27). 
28 On September 30, 1997 a fundraiser took place at the Poetry Society's monthly 
fellowship meeting (The Daily Observer 1997). On September 17, 1998 a similar type of 
fundraiser was staged at the Philip Sherlock Centre for the Creative Arts (The Star 1998). 
In order to participate in the program a total of approximately 57,00.00 U.S. was needed. 
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CONCLUSION: 
FUTURE RESEARCH PERSPECfIVES ON JAMAICAN ''PERFORMANCE 
POETRY" 

Throughout this thesis I have argued that artistic history narratives are an especially 

useful informational resource for documenting the history and development of dub poetry 

and the creative contributions of a wider range of the geme's practitioners. The 

transcription and analysis of such narratives creates new "textual terrain" to explore and 

expands the knowledge base of information on dub poetry as an art form. Emphasis on 

the genre's pioneering figures and individuals' poetic products, including printed and 

recorded poems, has tended to obscure key aspects of the social and creative dimensions 

of the genre. The narratives of "guerrilla queens" and "percussive poets" provide detailed 

information on experiences and events that have shaped poets' creative activities and 

poetic pathways through distinct stages of development. Such narratives also provide 

insights into the place of individual poets within the fraternity of dub poets and the 

dynamics of the poetic culture in which Jamaican dub poets are embedded. The 

perspectives of Cherry and Mbala, as well as my own analysis, have been considered in 

relation to the published insights of dub poets, scholars, journalists, and critics writing 

about the art form. Cherry and Mbala's artistic histories supplement the body of existing 

texts and mediated information on dub poetry and provide additional interpretive contexts 

for those interested in the tradition and its practitioners. 

The artistic history methodology I utilized was developed over a period of years 

as I spent time reflecting on fieldwork experiences, life history research, ethnographic 

writing, and dub poetry scholarship. As I prepared for my 1996 fieldwork, I was 

particularly interested in documenting the creative processes utilized by dub poets and 

the ways in which individuals descnbed their poem-making activities. In addition, I 

wished to examine how individual's personal creativity been influenced by musical and 
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verbal traditions? From interaction and dialogue with poets in 1996 I did in fact learn 

specific information about individuals' constructive processes and creative influences. 

Yet, despite my interest in the concept of creative process, it did not emerge as the focus 

of my writing. As this thesis took shape, it became increasingly clear that background 

information on individual poets needed to be amassed before an analysis and description 

of the corresponding creative processes was attempted. In short, before I could descnbe 

what poets did with word-sounds, verbal riddims, and music, I felt it essential to learn 

about how they had developed and been represented as performers. After deciding to 

focus on Cherry and Mbala as artistic history case studies, the next task was to 

synthesize their narratives with the existing "pieces" of mediated information referring to 

their creative work. 

While the case studies are far from comprehensive, they do present one possible 

model for future research targeted on dub poets in Jamaica or abroad; they also raise a 

number of questions. How do dub poets go about constructing and memorizing their 

poetry? After a poem is created what can be said about the nature of the poetic 

presentation process? What types of similarities and differences exist from poet to poet 

in terms of live presentation? How do performances impact audience members and 

performers? Artistic history research could be used to search for answers to these 

questions. The 1996 interviews with Cherry and Mbala set the groundwork for 

addressing these specific questions and a number of related issues. At the same time, the 

questions above are applicable on a much broader scale and not limited to the realm of 

Jamaican poetry or expressive culture. 

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to apply an artistic history narrative 

approach to projects outside the dub poetry context. Nonetheless, in addition to poets 

and musicians, the narrative voices of actors, dancers, painters, or other artists, could be 

studied in terms of the idea of creative process. Richard Schechners Between Theater and 

Anthropology (1985) has influenced my thinking in this regard: 
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Generally, scholars have paid attention to the show [drama], not the whole seven 
part sequence of training, workshops, rehearsals, warm-ups, performance, 0001-
down, and aftennath. Theater people have investigated training, rehearsals, and 
performances but have slighted workshops, warm-up, cool-down, and aftermath. 
Just as the phases of the public performance itself make a system, so the whole 
"performance sequence" makes a larger, more inclusive system. In some genres and 
cultures, one or the other of the parts of the sequence is emphasized (1985: 16). 

In essence, dub poetry scholarship and mediated materials on the genre have tended to 

emphasize the "show," the published or recorded poem, and not the live performance. In 

contrast, the "system," the creative process and sequence of events leading to the 

emergence of dub poems, have been largely neglected topics. The following sections 

present some additional considerations for future research on Jamaican "performance 

poetry." 

The artistic history case studies stressed that over the course of their careers 

Cherry and Mbala's creative work, especially poetry and music, has been represented 

much more frequently on "the stage" than on "the page." The vast majority of their 

poems circulate within live settings not printed or recorded media. Though the publication 

of their poetry has worked to "big up" (bolster) their stature and reputation as poets, 

Cherry and Mbala greatest success remains crucially grounded in the realm of the live 

performance context. The mass media within Jamaica has provided significant pieces of 

written documentation pertaining to recent live dub poetry performances and related 

events. In contrast, dub poetry scholarship has relied much more fully on the analysis of 

dub poetry products. In essence dub poetry scholarship presents more in-depth analysis 

of individual dub poets and their work, but lags behind in terms of the creative and social 

developments among dub poetry practitioners. Ideally, a diverse range of informational 

materials needs to be consulted in order to push the boundaries of dub poetry 

scholarship. 

Today more than ever before dub poetry activities are not limited to the Jamaican, 

Canadian, of British "scenes." A large percentage of dub poetry-related activities take 
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place in communities in these countries, but "dub poets," and a number of related 

performance poetry genres, have established bases of operations in nations throughout 

the Canbbean, the Americas, Europe, and Africa. The diversity of the participants 

attending the Dub Poetry Festival International '93 reflected the international proliferation 

of the art form. The festival itself facilitated increased international activities and 

interrelations between "dub poets" of different nations. The significance and outcome of 

these linkages have yet to be studied. Similarly, the impact the mass media has had on the 

art form and the ramifications of poets' increased access to e-mail, the world wide web, 

and other forms of electronic communication present significant research topics that have 

not been fully addressed as yet. In addition to promoting dub poetry networking, the 

festival presented a forum for discussion about dub poetry as an "industry" and the state 

of the art form. 1 

Despite the achievements of the festival in Toronto, the success of events like 

Dubfest '97 in Jamaica, and growing international attention on dub poetry in the media, 

public access to many dub poetry materials remains limited. There is no dedicated 

international facility or location for the storage and collection of the body of information. 

Although a range of recordings and poetry publications are available commercially, many 

other types of informational materials on the genre are not readily available to scholars, 

writers, or poetry enthusiasts. In some cases, individual "archival" collections exist. In 

others, select materials are housed in local or national facilities.2 In these "archives" and 

collections, unpublished manuscripts, radio and TV interviews with poets, photos, local 

newspaper and magazine articles, video and audio taped performances, and event fliers are 

in various stages of preservation. Pooled together, these items would provide a more 

complete account of dub poetry's history and development; additional pieces of 

information the range of practicing poets; and rare documentation on poetic-musical 

performance groups with which poets have been affiliated 
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In descnbing the existing body of dub poetry scholarship and mediated materials it 

is helpful to think of static (or passive) and active documentation. The distinctions 

between the two types of documentation, and the significance of each approach, were 

discussed in my interview with Nabbie Natural in July of 1998. This particular discussion 

emerged out of my observation that dub poets like Cherry were extremely interested in 

documenting the art form-the "Natural University" or "Love Bank" facility-while 

others showed relatively little interest in such endeavors. For example~ during her 

February 1997 visit to Bloomington with Queen Majeeda, Jean Breeze~ and Joy Erskine, 

Cherry was eager to collect all available "pieces" of information on their performances 

such as newspaper articles and fliers.3 In con~ Jean Breeze showed little interest in 

doing 50.4 In the interview I presented this observation to Nabbie and applied it to the 

consideration of the body of existing dub poetry scholarship: 

JG: There's different people that have been trying~erent people have bits and 
pieces of information [on dub poetry as an art form] right. Pieces of the puzzle if 
you will. Bu~ ~ its hard-I'm wondering in my ideal world, all of these bits 
and pieces would be available in one place. Or maybe not one place but at least 
some how-people should have an idea what's out there. Because some people 
don't even know what's available. 
NN: Put it dis way, I am not one to blow my own trumpet. 
JG: Umh. 
NN: But as oflate~ I have been axin myself serious questions. If I do not promote 
my own history who will? 
JG: Mmh. 
NN: Who else knows my history? So if I as a practitioner widin di art form doan 
promote di history an di developmen~ aspects of dat art form who else will? 
JG:Mhm. 
NN: Do I expect people outside~ of my fraternity to undastand what my 
fraternity is about? Or~ do I have a duty as a practitioner widin dat fraternity, to 
pass on di knowledge and di database information-
JG: Mhm. 
NN: relevant to dat fraternity~ to di younger generations and to di public at large? 
JG: Well it's a good question. 
NN: And it was dat question which brought me to my reverse position. Dat mean 
I am closer now to Jean's position on documentation, 
JG: [laughing). 
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NN: dan I am to Cherryls position. Keepin in mind dat I ave donated materials to 
Cherryls, archives over di years. An keep in mind dat I stiI1 have a mini
collectio~1ritioncollection. 
JG: The portfolio. 
NN: The portfolio, on di dub poetry. 
JG: The memory bank. 
NN: The memory bank. But even den, rve seen it fit ta go furder dan dat Oat is 
"static documentation." 
JG: Mhm. 
NN: There needs to be, not just static documentation which is gonna be stored. 
But der also needs to be "active docwnentation" which will be always actively 
publicly. 
JG: Yeah. 
NN: Meaning books, booklets, brochures, on di various aspects a tings within the 
artfonn. 
JG: I think thatls very important. 
NN: And dat's where I have moved t~ 
JG: Ahh. 
NN: or I would rather say progressed to. 
JG: Oh I see. 
NN: Hence my drive on di documentation an creatin books on di various aspects a 
di art form. 
JG: Active documentation. 
NN: Actual active documentation (N. Natural 1998). 

Nabbiels comments stress a range of issues regarding access to dub poetry 

materials as well as serious concerns about the representation of the art form and its 

practitioners. First, the range of dub poetry "database" materials must be made available 

publicly rather than merely as "static" objects or texts. This conception relates to my 

argument regarding the centrality of the live performance context for the genre and its 

practitioners. Second, while he does not completely dismiss the potential value of 

scholarship done by foreigners or non-poets, he clearly believes that dub poets 

themselves are in a unique position to evaluate and document the genre from within or 

indigenously. While I cannot claim to present an completely II indigenous, II perspective, 

my artistic history methodology and thesis were purposefully constructed to featured the 

voices of Cherry and Mbala. 

To my knowledge, no biography, autobiography, or book-length study of any 

individual dub poet exists. In fact, relatively few biographies can be found on Canbbean 
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poets in generaL The studies on Derek Walcott (1991) and Brathwaite (1995) edited by 

Steward Brown are two recent exceptions. S At this point in time it is difficult to predict 

the place dub poetry, or more generally Canbbean "performance poetry," and its 

practitioners will occupy in the decades to come. On one band, it is inevitable that a 

percentage of information on particular poets and events will not be carried over into the 

next centuIy. It was with great sadness that I learned in May of 1999 that a large 

percentage of Nabbie's personal dub poetry "memory bank" portfolio had been 

destroyed 6 The materials in a number of other collections are currently in danger of being 

damaged or destroyed. 

On the other hand, new dub poetry resources have become available in the last 

two years. Especially exciting for me is the fact that two recent poetry anthologies 

include poetry by Cherry and Mbala. In 1998 Wheel and Come Again: An Anthology of 

Reggae Poetry, featuring the work of thirty-nine poets, was published by Peepal Tree 

Press in England The poems in the anthology were selected by scholar and poet Kwame 

Dawes and represent a diverse range of poets--dub and otherwise. Two of Mbala's 

poems, "A New Dub," and "The History of Dub Poetry," are included in the anthology.7 

In October of 1999 the first anthology offemale dub poets, Unerances and Incantations: 

Women, Poetry, and Dub, edited by Afua Cooper, was published by Sister Vision Press 

in Toronto. The book features the work of eleven poets and includes six of Cherry's 

poems.8 Cooper's introduction is significant because it highlights a number of the 

fundamental contnbutions female dub poets have made to the development of the genre. 

With joy and pride Afua Cooper points out that dub poets, female and male, have 

performed in a diverse range of settings locally, nationally, and internationally: 

They read in prisons, cafes, parks, daycare centres, libraries, schools, universities, 
old folks homes, dance halls, night clubs, theatres, at music festivals, poetry 
festivals, rallies, marches, demonstrations, and on international concert stages. 
Dub poetry has established itself as a poetic genre that has mass appeal and 
women have been in the vanguard of this poetry revolution (A. Cooper 1999:4). 
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Today, live dub poetry performances continue to take place in these types of 

settings within Jamaica. I also can report with confidence that a new and talented 

generation of dub poets is developing on the island Their poetry is being heard at the 

Poetry Society's Fellowship meetings as well as live performances across Jamaica. 

Beyond the formal sharing and performing of particular poems, "poemvibes"-ideas 

concerning the creation, presentation, and evaluation of poems-circulate widely within 

the Jamaican "poetic network. " Documenting and analyzing the fundamental components 

of this poetic network and the corresponding social dynamics that exist in contemporary 

Jamaica would present a significant future research project. More specifically, the 

network entails social relationships and creative interactions between practicing 

performance poets (dub and otherwise), musicians, critics, scholars, journalists, poetry 

enthusiasts, audience members, and the public. The significance of such networking and 

dynamics has not been addressed in existing scholarship on Jamaican poetry. Developing 

an understanding of these areas could provide crucial insights into the ways in which 

poetry is created and shared by individual poets and groups, as well as reveal significant 

information regarding the status and stature of poetry within Jamaican society today. 

My artistic history research with Jamaican poets in 1996 helped clear pathways 

toward new poetic understanding. During our face-ta-face encounters we had the 

opportunity for our thoughts and "tracks" to intermingle. My experience walking through 

the "grass" and "bushes" with Cherry and Mbala have been puticularly inspirational. As 

I finish writing, Cherry is in England participating in the 1999 "Island Voices" exchange 

program that Mbala was a part of in 1994. During his stay in England he "was constantly 

runnin down trains wid a drum pon mi shoulda an guitar in mi hand" (Mbala 1996). I 

spoke with Cherry earlier in November while she was waiting at a train station in 

Nottingham-a station Mbala himself made use of in the past. Our conversation took 

place thanks to satellite and cell phone technology. When I spoke with Mbala on the 

phone a few days later I was reminded of one of his short poems, "Train." I wish Cherry 
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and MbaIa success, wherever their poetic pathways and tracks take them. I look forward 

to hearing the voices of other guerrilla queens and percussive poets in "unknown 

countries" in the future. 

NOTES: 

Tt'tIlII 

rm boarding a train 
dat will erase 
all di lines an walls an fences 
an alphabetic discontinuations 
wid which wi ink di paper 
of our com-part-men-tal-ized lives 

I will erase even dis poem 
when I reach dat unknown country 
where you all 
can hear my voice 
-Mbala 

lOne of the Festival's panels, "Dub Bizniz [Business]," included discussion of "the 
types of products and media utilized by dub practitioners," as well as "carving out new 
niches in poetry performance, publishing. recording, and promotion" (Doyle-Marshall 
1993:11). 
2 For example, the African Canbbean Institute of Jamaica (AC.I.J.) in Kingston 
maintains files on many of the pioneering dub poets. One such file was dedicated to 
Mikey Smith and contained over a dozen articles published in the 198Os. 
3 In addition to published materials, during the women's visit I collected video and 
audio recordings. This helped document the series of lectures, workshops, and 
performances completed by the women. Time and financial constraints have kept me 
from editing the recordings or working on a project to release them publicly. 
4 It was during my interaction with the women that I observed this dynamic. I have 
not attempted to analyze the particular reasons for Jean's viewpoint on documentation. 
Her apparent lack of concern may be due to fact that her manager in England, Paul 
Beasley, works to document her creative activities. 
5 Other books, such as Daryl C. Dance's Fifty Caribbean Writers: A Bio
Bibliographical Critical Sourcebook (1986), are valuable resources, but focus on creative 
writers and poets that have been published extensively. 
6 These materials were destroyed by the rain as Nabbie was in the process of 
moving from one home to another. I did not get the chance to speak with him about the 
situation directly. Cherry informed me of this tragic event when I visited her home. 
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7 In the his introduction Dawes states that he "did not approach the poets 
themselves when making the selections, nor did I put out a general call" (1998:23). He 
selected poems almost exclusively from previously published materials. Dawes had 
access to Mbala's poems since he had previously submitted a number of his poems to 
Peepal Tree press for consideration. Briefbiograpbical information is presented on Mbala 
and all the poets in the book. 
8 The six poems of Cherty's included are, "Youths," "This Woman," "Come Mek 
We Reason," "rm Walking Out of Your Jail Tonight," "Feel De Pressure," and "Gold 
Chain Mentality" (Cooper 1999: 109-117). 
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APPENDIX 1: 
NOTES ON .JAMAICAN CREOLE ORTHOGRAPHY AND ARTISnC HISTORY 
TRANSCRIPTIONS 

Debates over the legitimacy of Jamaican Creole (commonly referred to as "Patois") 

continue today. There is no standard Jamaican Creole orthography agreed on by writers, 

scholars, or the public in general Over the years dub poets and others have developed 

their own individual systems .. Mervyn Morris and others have pointed out that such 

systems offer spellings of words that do not always indicate a distinct Jamaican 

pronunciation, and are sometimes inconsistent in representing specific phonemes (Morris 

1990). In contrast, the orthographic system that Cassidy and Le Page developed in the 

Dictionary of Jamaican English (1992 [1967]) is consistent throughout. However, the 

"Cassidy system" has never been widely utilized by Jamaicans and has been criticized as 

being "unfriendly" on the page for those unfamiliar with it. Despite these imitations. the 

Cassidy system serves as the basis for an array of printed Jamaican Creole texts. 

Modified versions of it can be found in: Emilie Adams. Understanding Jamaican Patois 

(1991); Carolyn Cooper's past newspaper column "(W)uman Tong(ue)" (The Weekend 

Observer 1991-1998); Jennifer Keane-Dawes "Dear Jamaica" column (Sunday Gleaner 

circa 1994-present); and a few scholarly articles (Cooper 1993 and Devonish 1996). 

(Cooper has plans to publish her body of columns in book form in the future). Linguists 

such as David SuttclifTe (1982) and Mark Seba (1993) have written about Jamaican Creole 

in the British context. 

The artistic history narratives provide throughout the thesis have been cited for 

their informational content not linguistic characteristics. I had initially thought about 

transcribing the narratives into the Cassidy system, but later decided it would hinder the 

understandability of the texts for those unfamiliar with Jamaican Creole. Instead, I have 

opted to present the narratives largely in terms of a Standard English orthography. At the 
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same time, I have attempted to represent distinct Jamaican pronunciations of a variety of 

words with non-English spellings. A brief glossary of these words and phrases is included 

in Appendix 2. The Glossary was generated directly from words and phrases that appear 

within the narratives. Cherry's and Mbala's pronunciation and grammar usage often shift 

within particular narratives or from one passage to the next. It is quite common for 

Jamaican Creole speakers to "code-switch" from one social context to the next depending 

on the background of the other speakers present and the nature of the speech event itself 

During the process transcnbing the narratives in the thesis, I have edited them in 

the following ways. Fist, I eliminated some of my own questions and short responses (i.e. 

"yeah," "mhm") in favor of highlighting Cherry's and Mbala's voices. Second, in some 

cases false starts and interjections have been removed to clarify the content and emphasis 

of selected statements. Third, some passages that appear to have inconsistent spelling 

reflect distinct shifts in pronunciation. For example, Cherry's pronunciation of the word 

that, was sometimes dat and sometimes that. Forth, the terminal consonant g is frequently 

omitted in Jamaican Creole. I have transcnbed such words as tinkin [thinking] rather than 

tinkin'. Fifth, I have left Cherry and Mbala's poems largely as they have written them on 

paper. Their own original representations in some cases fail in visually presenting poems' 

internal rhythmical patterns and intonation. I have done little to emphasize these 

dimensions of the poetry. Finally, I have used the following symbols in the 

transcriptions: 
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SyDlbols Used iD Artistie History Traaseriptioas 

A comma signifies a short pause in speaking. 

An ellipsis signifies passages that have been 
omitted. 

A dash indicates an abrupt shift from one 
word, phrase, idea, or sound to another. 

Material enclosed in brackets are either translations 
of Jamaican Creole words and phrases or contextual 
information. JC translations are provided only once 
within the section of narrative in which the word or 
phrase appears. In cases where words differ from 
"Standard English" but remain readily understandable 
to English speakers no translation is provided. 

Indicates words or passages that are unclear. In these 
cases the transcription is uncertain. 
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APPENDIX 1: 
SELECI'ED JAMAICAN CREOLE GLOSSARY 

afta=after 
ana = and (a) 
anudder = another 
anyting = anything 
(Water) Atority = (Water) Authority 
av=have 
axin = asking 
Babylon = any system or institution of oppression 
becaw = because 
big-up = to encourage or support someone/something 
blood an fia = Rastafarian imagery associated with oppression and the destruction of 

oppressive forces 
Bobo (dread) = a conservative sect ofRastafari 
boos = boost 
bounce otr= share with someone for the purpose of getting feedback 
buck up = run into/encounter 
bud = bird 
bun = bum 
bun and cheese = a spiced bun eaten with cheese 
bush = uncultivated track of land 
bwai=boy 
chor = look herer 
coulda = could have 
cyaan = can't (can not) 
dat = that 
dat kinda vibe = in that sort of way 
de = the 
dees = these 
deh=there 
dem=them 
dem times deh = those (past) times 
den = then 
der=there 
del's = there is 
dey =tbey 
dey're = they're 
di =tbe 
di song dem = all of the songs 
diffian = different 
doan=don't 



doughs = those 
doin = doing 
dolla = doUar 
dread-talk = Rasta speech 
dubbin = dub-ing-in 
dung = down 
een=in 
eena = inlwithin 
exhibition = exlubit 
eva = ever 
fe=for 
fi = for 
fia=fire 
furder = further 
gonna = going to 
haffi = have to 
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ital = Rasta term for "total" living or vegetarian food 
JA=Jamaica 
jus = just 
kick off = go off in a new direction quickly 
kinda = kind of 
itey = ganja (marijuana) 
im=him 
inna = inlwithin 
intanational = international 
justa = just to 
tickle = little/small 
mats = math 
mek = make 
mek wi = let us (do this or that) 
miself = myself 
move togeda = traveV interact 
neva = never 
nex=next 
nudder = another 
nuff= enough 
nuo=no 
nuo know = don't know 
nutting = nothing 
odder(s) = other(s) 
ow = how 
Patois = Jamaican Creole 
peeni wali = a type of beetle 
pon = upon! on 
samfi = con man or trickster 



Spain Town = Spanish Town 
sump(t)in = something 
sweetie = sweet 
ta=to 
tah=to 
teater = theater 
tek= take 
ting=tbing 
tink=think 
tinkin = thinking 
togeda = together 
tru = through 
udder(s) = otber(s) 
unda=under 
undaground = underground 
undastand = understand 
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vibes = overall feeling or atmosphere of a situation .. . . 
VIJan = VISion 
waan=want 
waana = want to 
wat=what 
whole heap a = a lot of (something) 
wid = with 
wi'd = we'd (we would) 
widin = within 
widout = without 
woulda = would have 
ya=you 
ya know I mean? = do you understand? 
yeah mon! = yes of course! 
yu = you 
yu know = you know 
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